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FOREWORD
Energy is in short supply and we as a nation are now making
a concerted effort to find alternate sources of energy. Forestry,
especially in the South, is tied to the energy crisis from the
standpoint of energy utilization in the field and in processing
operations, but our forest may also serve as an energy source now
and in the future.
The 27th Annual Forestry Symposium dealt with the energy
crisis and its relationship to forestry; its effects and possible
solutions.
The first session moderated by Donald L. McFatter, Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources, Office of Forestry dealt with the
impact of the energy crisis on forestry. Renewable energy
resources, alternative energy sources and the National Forests as
an energy supply were discussed. The role of universities in
energy research and development was also discussed.
Session two dealt with the forest as an energy base and was
moderated by Gordon Condit, Boise-Southern. This session began
with discussions of the energy content of plant materials, the
estimation of forest biomass by component products and the forest
resource available for energy production. This discussion was
followed by a description of the use of forest derived energy by
wood and non-wood industries.
The final session involved the presentation of silvicultural
and harvesting procedures available for efficient energy utiliza
tion. Bart A. Thielges, Department of Forestry, University of
Kentucky moderated this session. Topics included intensively
managed short rotation silviculture, the technology for better
wood utilization, recent advances in harvesting and a presentation
of future trends and research needs.
We would like to acknowledge the contributions of each of the
speakers and the expert guidance of the symposium and discussions
by the moderators participating in the Symposium. We appreciate
the assistance of all those persons with whom we consulted during
the planning of the Symposium. Our most sincere gratitude is
expressed to Dr. Richard Jagels for helping with editing the
manuscripts and to Judith Hite for making the Symposium arrange
ments. The aid of Rudy Sparks, Henry Langston and Gary LeBlanc
was instrumental in the smooth operation of the Symposium.
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Finally, special thanks goes to Debra Ingrain for her typing of
the final draft and to Samuel Britt for his assistance in prepara
tion of the manuscript for printing.

Jim L. Chambers
Elvin T. Choong
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PART I.

IM PACT OF ENERGY CRISIS ON FORESTRY

RENEWABLE RESOURCES IN THE NATIONAL ENERGY PROGRAM

Curtis E. Carlson, Jr.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Dallas, Texas

Today I want to discuss the trouble ahead if we do not adjust
our energy consumption patterns and the development of our renewable
and inexhaustible energy resources.
THE TROUBLE AHEAD
Our domestic demand for petroleum products for the four weeks
ending March 24, 1978 averaged 20 million barrels per day. This
demand is 8.5 percent more than for the same time period in 1977
and 13.2 percent above the 1973 level. Imports for the same time
period averaged 8.4 million barrels per day. These heavy purchases
of oil from foreign producers plunged our balance of trade last
year into a deficit of $27 billion.
The consequences of protracted balance-of-payments deficits
of this dimension inevitably will be severe inflation, expanding
unemployment and perhaps most serious of all, vulnerability to
manipulation of American economic policy by foreign sources.
Rising prices of oil sent severe waves of inflation rolling
over the United States and the rest of the world. When OPEC (Oil
Producing and Exporting Countries) quadrupled oil prices after the
1973 embargo, the United States Consumer Price Index for 19731976 increased 28 percent, compared to a 14 percent increase for
1970-1973 — exactly double. All of us know the anguish of
incomes eaten up by the rising costs of living. We may have
temporarily escaped further oil price rises, but the prospect for
significant rises after 1978 is real.
In the 1980's, as the world's rapidly increasing demand
overtakes producers' capacities to expand supply, we must expect

The author is Acting Representative for Region IV.
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major increases in the price for imported oil. We paid about $8
billion for oil imports in 1973 when they were running at the rate
of 6 million barrels a day. By 1977 we had increased oil imports
to almost 9 million barrels a day while oil prices rose four-fold.
Our bill for oil imports increased almost six-fold, to $44 billion,
last year.
If we don't do something to curtail imports, as proposed in
the National Energy Plan, we will be importing 12 million barrels
a day by 1985. The bill will be $100 to $125 billion, in 1977
dollars, and our balance of payments deficit could approach a
staggering $100 billion a year. That is based on the sobering
likelihood that real prices of oil will double by 1985. Therefore,
our most important national goal must be to reduce our reliance
on imported petroleum.
The warnings that energy must be dealt with transcends
several decades. For example in 1939, President Franklin Roosevelt
sent Congress an energy message which warned: "Our energy
resources are not inexhaustible, yet we are permitting waste in
their use and production. In some instances, to achieve apparent
economies today, future generations will be forced to carry the
burden of unnecessarily high costs and to substitute inferior
fuels for particular purposes."
THE NATIONAL ENERGY PLAN
The National Energy Plan proposed by the President last April
was designed to deal equitably in all areas. If we look ahead, we
discover that cheap and abundant energy is waning. We face a
future in which the cheap and abundant sources of petroleum, which
has increasingly fueled this economy since 1945, are becoming more
difficult to obtain and ultimately will be in relatively short
supply.
The economy has flourished increasingly since 1945 on the
basis of that cheap and abundant energy, but we must look to the
future. We look to the inventiveness of America's scientists and
technicians to provide us ultimately with a substitute form of
energy. However, that leaves us with an interim period — the
next ten, fifteen or twenty years — during which these dramatic
technologies, which we intend to introduce to diminish our
dependence upon fossil fuels, will not be available to a large
extent. In the short run, we are going to have to learn to shift
to other sources of supply which are more abundant, relatively
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speaking, and we are going to have to learn to conserve.
By conservation, we mean a greater degree of energy efficiency.
In the United States, because of the low prices of energy in the
past, we have built our homes, our factories, our automobiles in
such ways that they are not energy efficient. In the future we
will have to hold down our energy bills by achieving a higher degree
of energy efficiency in those factories, automobiles and homes.
Now is the time to begin to make the adjustments for that
period in the 1980's when we anticipate that supplies of energy
will be short relative to demand, to begin to adjust our economy,
and to become less dependent upon oil by shifting to coal, and
other resources, by developing new resources and through a greater
degree of fuel efficiency in the performance of our economy. If
we can do that, then we can ride out those threatening economic
difficulties of the middle 1980's. All of us have a great stake
in the efficient handling of this problem. Through foresight
and through vision, much can be accomplished.
As you have undoubtedly heard several times, the National
Energy Act proposed seven ambitious goals for the American people
to be achieved by 1985:
1.

To reduce the rate of growth of energy consumption
to below 2 percent per year;

2.

To reduce gasoline consumption by 10 percent below
the current level;

3.

To reduce oil imports to less than 6 million barrels
per day — about one-eighth of total energy con
sumption;

4.

To maintain a strategic petroleum reserve of one
billion barrels;

5.

To increase coal production by about two-thirds,
to more than one billion tons annually;

6.

To insulate 90 percent of American homes and all
new buildings;

7.

To use solar energy in more than 2 1/2 million
homes.

Curtis E. Carlson, Jr.
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The proposed National Energy Act features three principal
thrusts: we must conserve; we must increase domestic supplies of
the fuels in most common use today; we must develop alternatives to
oil and natural gas. In the long run, beyond 2000, the United
States should have available renewable and essentially inexhaustible
sources of energy for sustained economic growth.
Conservation, including increased fuel efficiency, is the
cornerstone of the plan. We do not seek to reduce energy consumption
in absolute terms. Rather, we seek to reduce the rate of increase
of energy consumption from the 1950-1973 average of 3.5 percent to
less than 2 percent per year.
There are major components of the plan which are designed to
help the consumer move in the direction of greater energy efficiency.
Our homes, we believe, can be made 30 to 50 percent more energy
efficient, and that will be a way of holding down consumer bills as
energy prices rise.
The way in which we deal with conservation is not to bring
about any reduction of energy supply in the United States. Indeed,
we anticipate between now and 1985 a 33 percent rise in the domestic
production of energy. That is indispensable if we are to have
continued economic expansion.
NEAR-TERM OPPORTUNITIES
Today, near-term opportunities exist in the utilization of
fuels other than oil and gas. Coal and lignite can yield some of
the alternatives we are looking for. Synthetic petroleum products
from coal, for instance, are good prospects for the next decade
if costs of production are not too high. Regionally available
resources such as energy from biomass and wind can make significant
contributions to regional energy plans. Since you are in the
forest industry, you are well aware of the uses of forest residues
as fuel. Uses of agricultural and forest residues can be increased
by improved collection methods and by energy farms.
The time for action is now. Now we need a hand — a strong
hand — from our technological and industrial leadership, such as
you represent, to turn the nation to new and renewable and inexhaust
ible energy sources, to sustain civilization at its current stage
of comfort and maturity.

Renewable Resources in the National Energy Program
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The energy problem is severe. Although we have enough energy
presently to satisfy most of our wants, we perceive future shortages
and/or much higher costs for the energy.
The public has shown a high degree of interest and support for
the development of renewable energy sources. This was made very
evident by the comments received from the public during the prepa
ration of the National Energy Plan (NEP). Strong emphasis was
placed on the development of solar energy and other renewable or
essentially inexhaustible resources. The National Energy Plan
reflects this interest by encouraging government promotion of efforts
to develop renewable sources of energy. The NEP states that
"....meeting the Nation's energy goals should be a great national
cooperative effort that enlists the imagination and talents of all
Americans. At home, on the road, at work, and elsewhere, all
Americans can do their part to help solve the energy problem."
The National Energy Plan proposed last April by the President
was advanced as a minimum. We recognized it would not eliminate but
only mitigate the United States' dependence on foreign sources of
supply.
One of the roles the Department of Energy (DOE) has within the
National Energy Plan is the development of technologies that will
make the use of renewable energy sources possible and convenient.
The proposed National Energy Act includes provisions to promote more
aggressive development of renewable resources, including tax credits
on solar and wind energy equipment. The National Energy Plan pro
vides for increased emphasis on research, development and demonstra
tion of decentralized systems, including small wind energy conversion
systems and demonstration projects in usable biomass.
DOE'S BUDGET EMPHASIS ON RENEWABLE RESOURCES
The Department of Energy's 1978 budget authorization allocated
about 10 percent of its energy supply, research and technology funds
and energy supply, production, demonstration and distribution funds to
renewable energy resource utilization, research and demonstration.
To be more specific, in the 1978 activities and goals of the Depart
ment of Energy, the budget for solar and other renewable resource
development includes among other items: $104 million to support the
construction of the 10 MW central receiver power plant; $40.4
million for thermal solar systems research and development; $87
million for demonstration of the application of thermal solar
systems for heating and cooling; $37 million to support the continued
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development of small wind machines and large-scale, multi-unit
wind energy systems; $36 million for the research and development
of systems to utilize the ocean's temperature difference (the
ocean thermal program has plans to start large scale testing by
converting the Hughes mining barge for use as an ocean thermal
energy conservation test facility); $20.7 million for biomass
research and development.
Currently, the highest priority in the fuels from biomass
program is the production of liquid fuels by thermochemical
conversion for the transportation sector market. Over the near
term, agricultural and forest residues will provide resources for
conversion to energy. In the future, we expect that intensive
cultural terrestrial energy farms will provide increasing supplies
of biomass for energy, and that silvicultural species and manage
ment systems will be developed for most regions of the United
States.
We are currently expanding the research and development
program for the production or utilization of biomass; the research
needs loom endless, despite the years of experience in traditional
silviculture and agriculture. In particular, we need a comprehen
sive species screening program to identify those species, cultivars
and individuals which have the highest total biomass yields, and
management programs to determine the optimal systems for those
promising species. In parallel, we need to test the feasibility
of large-scale energy farms with the "best available" species and
management systems. We also need to develop efficient low-capital
harvest and delivery systems for supplying conversion facilities,
regardless of the conversion technology or biomass resources
which will be employed.
The FY 1978 budget also included $10 million for hydroelec
tric to work toward encouraging the commercial development of lowhead hydroelectric power, assess the economic potential and
accelerate the development and introduction of small-power
technology, and small-scale demonstrations.
The FY 1979 budget submitted to Congress includes (under
energy supply, research, technology development, production,
demonstration and distribution), budget authority for $373 million
for solar, $130 million for geothermal and $27 million for biomass.
In closing, I call to your attention Sun Day, May 3, 1978,
which is being planned by a broad coalition of consumer, labor,
church, environmental, and university groups — a community based
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focus on the sun as the source of renewable energy supplies,
including wind, biomass, ocean programs, etc. It seeks to generate
citizen interest in solving the Nation's energy problems, and to
increase community energy self-sufficiency through conservation and
the use of renewable resources.
The Department of Energy feels that Sun Day offers a unique
opportunity for the Nation and the Department to encourage public
participation in the development of energy policy, to secure valid
information on energy concerns at the community level, and to
support the National Energy Plan goals related to renewable energy
sources.
No change or development is without hardships or problems,
but the process of change to renewable and inexhaustible energy
sources will have a significant impact in our future. The time to
start is now.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

Will it be possible to meet the increasing demands for
fuel with discoveries of oil like that in Alaska?

Answer:

To meet future demand I think we would have to make an
Alaska or North Sea find continually and it is just not
there.

Question:

Do you see any legislation towards production of ethanol
or methanol for transportation?

Answer:

That is one area that is being investigated in Phase II
of the Administration's energy program.

Question:

Is it cheaper to make gasoline out of wood or coal?

Answer:

I do not have the figures but, I am not sure that you
can always rely on economics. It is a matter of which
you have available.

ALTERNATE FEEDSTOCKS FOR ORGANIC CHEMICALS

D.S. Maisel
EXXON CHEMICAL COMPANY
Florham Park, New Jersey

The chemical industry, and the organic chemical industry in
particular, have been among the most rapidly growing industries in
our modern economy. In the United States, this industry has
expanded at the rate of 8 to 12 percent yearly since World War II.
While the growth rate is now predicted to flatten, the organic
chemical industry is expected to expand at the rate of 6 to 7
percent for the remainder of this century, or about twice the rate
of growth of the GNP. Today products from this industry affect
everyone and have significant impacts on lifestyles.
Subsequent to World War II and up to 1973, the availability of
cheap, plentiful and low-cost crude oil and natural gas led to a
predominance of these materials as feedstocks for the production of
organic chemicals — to the extent that the industry is frequently
referred to as the "petrochemical" industry.
The energy crisis has been predictable for many years, and its
impact was highlighted and brought dramatically to our attention in
1973. This in turn led to considerable activity aimed at replacing
petroleum sources with alternate feedstocks. I would like to
discuss some of the quantitative feedstock expectations and the out
look for replacement of petroleum by coal or biomass alternatives.
The place to start is to look at the crude oil situation in
the world today. Figure 1 shows the crude oil discovery and
production rates since 1930 for the world, excluding the so-called
East Bloc countries.
The key feature is that starting in 1970, production (for
practical purposes consumption) has exceeded discoveries. In

The author is Senior Planning Advisor, Chemical Technology
Department.
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other words, barring any acceleration in the discovery rate or the
effective conservation of resources in the U.S., we will continue
to have decreasing reserves. Although there is considerable
uncertainty, it would appear that the world will be production
limited rather than demand limited in the supply of petroleum in
roughly ten years. This outlook provides very important incentives
to develop alternate energy and chemical feedstock sources or
significant and undesirable changes in lifestyles and expectations
can be expected.
To put the picture into perspective, Figure 2 shows how liquid
and gaseous hydrocarbons were used in 1973. Roughly the same
pattern exists today, although gas consumption is now beginning to
taper off. The key point is that natural gas supplies 40 percent
of the hycrocarbon energy and feedstock supply. Also this Figure
shows that chemical feedstock and process fuel which is included
in the bar charts on the left side, amount to about 2.1 million
barrels per day. This is equivalent to about 7 percent of the
total liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon supply in the United States.
The point of this is that although energy and feedstock
requirements are growing, chemicals still consume only a relatively
small fraction of hydrocarbons. There are some people who argue,
therefore, that chemicals should receive greater priority because
of the increase in value and importance of chemical products to the
economy. Be that as it may, the incentives exist to examine
whether there are alternate feedstocks and energy which can replace
petroleum sources so that these materials can be saved for "socalled" irreplaceable uses such as transportation. There has been
and will continue to be interest in alternate sources of carbon
and hydrogen molecules such as biomass or coal, which might be
available at low cost and in large quantities.
The criteria for these alternate feedstock possibilities are
summarized in Table 1. The technology exists for utilizing coal or
biomass as feedstock for many products. In the case of coal, it is
available in large quantities and at a relatively low cost in the
United States. Estimates place U.S. coal reserves as larger on an
energy basis than total OPEC oil reserves. The major drawback
concerning its use are related to environmental issues of mining
or air pollution control. Use of coal is also a capital intensive
business.
The major drawback to the use of organic biomass products is
what I have termed economy of scale potential. For example, the
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Figure 1.

Rate of discovery of world crude oil reserves.
TOTAL PETROLEUM SUPPLY
29,875 MB/D 3

Figure 2.

1973 supply and disposition of liquid and gaseous
hydrocarbons.

Table 1.

Criteria for petrochemical feedstock.

Energy Source
Petroleum +
Natural Gas

Coal

Wood

Biomass
Organic Residue

Secure domestic
supply

Yes, but
increasingly
limited

Yes - very
large reserve
in U.S.

Yes

Yes

Long-term
availability

Demand may be
limited by
supply and
regulation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Environmentally
sound

Yes

Probably, but
must handle
carefully

Yes

Yes

Price stability

Uncertain

Yes

Probably

No

Economy of scale
potential

Yes

Yes

No

No

Criteria

Maisel

Alternate

2C0 + 4H2

----

METHANOL

CO + 2H2

----

CH3OH

ACETIC ACID

2CO + 2H2

----

CH3COOH

ETHYLENE GLYCOL

2C0 + 4H2

----

H0-CH3-CH3-0H

ETHANOL

2CO + 4H2

----

C2h5oh +

for
Chemicals

h 2o

Organic

Figure 3.

Feedstocks

ETHYLENE

Commodity chemicals from synthesis gas.
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economics for producing chemical commodities are strongly influenced
by the scale of production. Modern engineering advances have led
to the development of very large plants. Small plants, because of
higher capital and operating costs per pound of product, cannot
compete. A modern methanol plant may produce about 2000 tons per
day of product. If this were to be obtained from coal via gasi
fication, approximately an equivalent amount of coal would be
consumed. In the case of wood or other organic residue, two to
three times the weight of coal would be required because of the
lower carbon content and higher water content. The cost of
transporting and collecting such quantities poses a substantial
economic problem.
One might be inclined to consider smaller plants, however,
some data from a recent report by Katzen Associates (Chemical
Engineering Progress, p. 67, January 1978) shows a difference of
roughly 30c per gallon in comparing a 450 tons per day facility
to a 1800 tons per day facility. The scale effect increases costs
by 46 percent. Incidentally, the 1975 selling price based on low
cost natural gas was about 38c per gallon. In the same article
methanol from coal at $20 per ton is estimated at 60c per gallon
for a large scale plant.
At this point we might consider what chemicals could be
produced from carbon containing feedstocks. One technology which
would be available is the gasification of the carbon containing
feedstock to produce a synthesis gas containing carbon monoxide
and hydrogen. There are several commercial technologies available
for doing this. In certain cases some of the valuable synthesis
gas is converted to water (Figure 3) and therefore, the weight
yields are less than 100 percent. In the case of ethylene the
maximum theoretical yield is 45 percent and for ethanol it is
about 75 percent. This poses an economic penalty on production
of these chemicals compared to the other chemical commodities
shown on the list.
In addition to cost, one might be interested in market size
and growth. Ethylene and ammonia are produced in the largest
quantities (Table 2) from petrochemicals and their applications
are growing. Ethanol and acetaldehyde are produced in the
smallest quantities and their predicted growth is quite small —
3 and 1 percent, respectively.
Thus, if one is concerned with an expanding market, ethanol
and acetaldehyde would provide the least attractive opportunities.
Ethylene, although produced in the largest quantities, suffers from

Alternate Feedstocks for Organic Chemicals
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U.S. Consumption of chemical commodities

Consumption
Chemical

1977

1978

Major End Uses

(Million of Pounds)
Ammonnia

33,000

48,000

Fertilizer, acrylics

Ethylene

34,000

55,000

Polyethylene,
ethylene glycol

Methanol

6,615

10,500

Formaldehyde,
acetic acid

Ethylene glycol

3,865

5,955

Polyesters, antifreeze

Acetic acid

2,190

4,200

Vinyl acetate

Ethanol

1,440

1,740

Esters

Acetaldehyde

1,390

1,510

Acetic acid

n
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a serious yield disadvantage. Ethanol shows both yield and market
problems. One might therefore be advised to look at the remaining
chemicals for production from synthesis gas.
Much has been written recently of biomass fermentation to
ethanol. I tend to be a little pessimistic about the practicality
of such an operation, particularly if the end product would be
ethylene. Acetaldehyde and acetic acid are other end products but
it seems to me that long range coal gasification is a more practical
alternative to current petroleum based routes to oxygenated pro
ducts.
In summary, petroleum will continue to be the basic feedstock
for chemicals during this century, with significant improvements
in the efficiency of current processes being anticipated. Secondly,
coal looks like a practical "fall-back" feedstock and should
become increasingly important after 1990. Finally, biomass feed
stocks, while not seemingly competitive with petroleum or coal for
basic chemical products, should be looked at closely for the
production of specialized chemical products which would take
advantage of the unique molecular structure of wood or other biomass
stocks.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

What do you see as the future for the use of ethanol
from sources other than petroleum as a substitute
for gasoline?

Answer:

There are some good reasons to look at ethanol and
methanol since they burn cleaner but we need some way
of making it more competitive.

Question:

What about nuclear?

Answer:

I doubt if there will ever be one solution. If we are
to expand nuclear we must solve the processing and
storage problems. We should look at breeder reactors
also.

Question:

Will oilshales and oil sands be important in the United
States?

Answer:

They are currently very messy operations. Oil sands in
the summer are so sticky that you have to continually
scrape it from the equipment and in the winter it
hardens like concrete. Several companies are using
oil shale. The major problem is materials handling.
The oil that you get from oil sands is of miserable
quality.

NATIONAL FOREST FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION

F. Leroy Bond
FOREST SERVICE, USDA
Washington, D.C.

I
first want to describe National Forest energy production
nationwide. From there I will discuss opportunities for energy
production in southern National Forests.
The National Forests are managed for the production of energy
as well as the production of other resources in a unified, integrated
manner. The kinds of energy production managed in the National
Forests are as follows:
1.

Fossil fuel ores (coal, shale oil, natural gas, and
petroleum). An example of this energy production is
illustrated by the oil production from wells in the
southern National Forests. In Louisiana and the
adjoining States of Texas and Mississippi last year,
receipts for gas and oil from National Forest lands
totaled more than $2 million. Indications are that
gas and oil production from National Forest lands
will expand. Recent oil and gas discoveries in the
Overthrust Belt of the RM area, mostly on National
Forest lands, lead one to believe that National
Forests in this area will become major oil producers.
Atlantic Richfield estimates the deposits in BridgerTeton National Forest alone could provide as much as
one-quarter the amount of oil at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska!

2.

Ores from uranium mines, for fueling nuclear energy
generating plants.

3.

Geothermal sources.

These have real potential.

The author is Associate Deputy Chief, National Forest System.
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Solar energy. We are now using photovoltaic cells
to operate flush toilets and fire towers at isolated
sites, and solar panels for heating and cooling a
forest tree nursery.
These energy sources are similar to sources from other lands and are
included in most energy projections and will probably continue to
be produced from the National Forests so long as they are economical
to produce. To illustrate the Nation's dependency on these forms
of energy, I would like to present a few questions:
1.

What are the roots of our energy problem? These roots
are closely related to the energy sources. Ninety
percent of this Nation's proven energy reserves are
coal, and coal now supplies only 18 percent of our
energy requirement. We can expect greatly expanded
coal mining activities on National Forest lands.
In addition, we can also expect activities in locating
oil, gas, and nuclear reserves.

2.

How did we become vulnerable to oil imports? Our
differential between domestic demand and domestic
supply has gotten out of hand. Any domestic energy
supply should be marketable. We see this as an
opportunity from the National Forest to help our
balance of payments deficit.

3.

How much energy will the Nation consume? Energy con
sumption will definitely increase through 1990, and
possibly longer. We will also see consumption
increases across our three major economic sections,
industrial, transportation, and household and
commercial. Major increases will occur in the
industrial, household, and commercial sectors. The
kinds of energy required are compatible with the
kinds we can produce from National Forest lands.

4.

How will the Nation meet its growing energy demands
by 1985? Hydroelectric power is one way. Although
not often considered, biomass is another possibility.
Both would be welcome alternatives to energy pur
chased from foreign sources. Both are inexhaustible,
limited only in quantity, not continuity of supply.
All other energy sources except solar are exhaustible.
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Let's now consider how hydroelectric and biomass energy can be
handled on National Forest lands. Our primary concern with hydro
electric power is the water drain from the National Forests. This
is important to us nationwide, but it is particularly important in
the Western part of the United States where more than 40 percent of
all precipitation falls on National Forests. How and where these
waters are used to a large extent determines the amount of water
available for hydroelectric generation. There are many choices:
we can use the water from growing trees to support the country's
wood needs; we can use it for growing brush to provide cover for
wildlife and to protect erodable soils; we can use it to provide
water for irrigating farms and ranches to provide much needed food
and fiber; we can use it to grow forage to provide grazing on
National Forest range lands; or we can use it to supply water require
ments for urban and rural communities. There are many choices,
each with high priorities. Most are based on Riparian rights,
patterns of water usage and precedence established over time. They
are not easy choices now, and they get harder every day. To some
extent, we can use water over and over again, but each use takes its
toll: Evaporation from impoundments, streams, and canals; tran
spiration through plant growth; perspiration through animals
assimilation; soil seepage; retention at high elevations for use on
ski slopes and for winter recreational resorts; and conversion into
steam at coal-fired electrical generating plants, just beginning to
dot the western landscape. We are continuing to improve technical
procedures for optimizing the use of water and changing priorities
as needed.
The other energy source that requires hard choices is the growth
and use of biomass. Probably the most popular "Wood for Energy"
program of the National Forest is the free use of firewood permit
system. Under the program, individuals are granted permission to
gather firewood from National Forests for their own use. Since the
energy crisis in 1973, we have experienced a tremendous growth in
the program. Free firewood permits are extremely popular for many
reasons: The permittee obviously likes it; and we like it because
it contributes to the energy program and provides a way to better
utilize a non-used resource. The program is growing so rapidly that
its administration is making substantial impacts on other Forest
Service programs.
We in the Forest Service are making choices about how the
National Forest produces biomass for energy. The Congress, the
President and the people expect us to. The President made a
positive response to the statement "Biomass fuels could serve as a
partial solution to the energy problems as well as the farm problem"
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during a news conference on December 10, 1977. The President
replied, That s true, and added, "And I'll be analyzing and
making final decisions, pending Congressional approval next year,
on how much research and development money to put into things like
the use of biomass, wood products, forest products, shale, and
other energy supplies. But I think the fact that I do know
agriculture, do know farm families' needs, and have an Agriculture
Secretary the same way, gives me a sense of judgement that I
wouldn't have if I had a different background."1 /
As you have heard today, Forest Service research is deeply
involved in developing systems to harvest forest residues, petro
chemical substitutes, better techniques of direct burning, intensive
culture forest crops and techniques for solar drying of lumber.
National Forests will produce biomass for some of these experiments.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of the National Forest in
energy production here in the South is the same as that for all the
Southern Forests — using cull trees to help solve our energy
problems and at the same time solve a major forestry problem —
timber stand improvement.
Recent inventories show 49 billion cubic feet of cull trees
need removing from Southern forest pine stands alone. This is
equivalent to one billion barrels of oil. The National Forests in
the South have their share of culls and we see the energy crisis
as an opportunity to remove these culls. To help with this job, we
have received a number of interesting proposals under the 1410
Section of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977. This Section
directs the Secretary to fund four biomass-to-energy demonstrations.
A town near a Southern National Forest proposed to establish a
seven-ton per hour pyrolytic converter unit to produce gas. The
gas will be used by the local government, which will be responsible
for the overall operations including a municipal gas distribution
system. They plan to feed the converter with culls, dead timber,
logging slash, and any other forest residues the converter can use,
most from the adjacent National Forest, and primarily from stand
improvement activities. The logging operation on the sale areas
would consist of skidding all materials, culls, small trees, marked

— Weekly compilation of Presidential Documents, Monday,
December 19, 1977, Vol. 13, Number 51, page 1849, paragraph 4.
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timber, trees needing to be cut, dead trees, failed trees, and
other residues, to the landing. At the landing the larger trees
would be delimbed and topped at approximately 8 to 12 inches in
diameter. The limbs, tops, small trees, down trees, and timber
under 12 inches diameter would be chipped, loaded in vans, and
transported to an energy processing site to be used as feedstock
for the energy conversion process. The delimbed and topped tree—
length logs, both culls and marketable, would similarly be tran
sported to the energy processing site; they would be debarked and
cut into such salable bolts as the local market would support,
for piles, poles, posts, railroad ties, veneer bolts, sawlogs,
and pulpwood chips.
All residues including bark, discolored and decayed wood from
fallen and down trees, sound and unsound wood from cull trees,
end bolts, sawdust, chips, shavings, and sweepings from the area
would be used as feedstock for the energy conversion process. Such
an installation would serve a number of needed requirements:
1.

It would provide an excellent opportunity to clean
up National Forest timber stands. The timber
harvesting operation would leave a residual stand
of healthy, young, fast-growing trees. An excellent
seedbed would evolve under the canopy and repro
duction could be attained with little or no addi
tional stand improvement or site preparation work.
All would be completed with one pass through the
stand, thereby reducing soil compaction, reducing
the time soil is bare and susceptible to erosion,
reducing the root and trunk damage to the residual
stand, and reducing the expanded costs of moving in
and out for each individual operation. The pro
posed procedure offers an opportunity for developing
a viable, individual tree selection and harvesting
system for economically managing tree stands on a
continuing basis so that the stand could continue
a healthy growth in perpetuity.

2.

It would reduce hauling costs on non-usable residues
to primary timber processing plants.

3.

It opens the opportunity to develop, locally, new
forest products industries with less capital
investments because it assures an operator of a
continuous supply of only those raw materials
required to make the products and it eliminates
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the need of logging equipment investments and plant
residue handling systems. It also provides an
opportunity for a small business, with minor capital
investment, to concentrate on the production of
individual products, such as pilings, poles, posts,
and railroad ties or other items of production. At
this time there is a big demand for railroad ties.
The price is good and a small plant could easily
produce and market ties from appropriate bolts
coming out of the system.
4.

It could provide, in a small town, a central gas
system for the residents for the first time. And
for those not on a central gas system, a guaranteed
source of heating oils. In addition, it would
provide a source of activated carbon needed to
treat local water systems for cancer-causing
organisms.

5.

It would conserve enormous amounts of energy all
the way from the stump to the actual residential
user, as follows:
a. Energy saved from a one-pass timber
harvest, stand improvement, fire,
insect and disease control, site
preparation, and haul operation.
b. Energy saved by not hauling liquified
petroleum gas and heating oil all the
way from oil fields to the forested
area.
c. Energy saved in the hauling of
activated carbon from plants out
side the area to the area.
d. Energy saved by needing less gasoline
to transport local workers to jobs in
factories outside the forested area.

6.

Using wood for construction materials has many benefits
from the energy and materials standpoint. A new process
developed by the Forest Products Laboratory called
PressLam makes structural wood products with a number
of desirable features such as upgrading wood from a low
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quality resource, easing preservative treatment and
giving uniformity of strength of structural members.
The process consumes about as much energy as sawing and kilndrying lumber. Economics look good for a plant producing a variety
of specialty products such as railroad ties, bridge timbers, guard
rails, and telephone pole cross arms.
Economics become especially favorable if lower quality logs
are used as raw material. The 15 to 30 percent increase in yield
possible with PressLam techniques will make the process even more
favorable in the future as log and lumber prices rise. Thus the
establishment of a plant adjacent to a wood energy converter
seems desirable. Sound wood from cull trees would be used for
processing.
(Editor's note: Following his talk, Mr. Bond presented
a number of slides to illustrate some of the things he
has been discussing).

DISCUSSION
Question:

Do you think that the public will allow us to go to
the intensive culture and short rotations?

Answer:

The public attitude changes daily but, I think in
some areas the answer is no. However, as the cost of
fuel goes up some of the trade-offs that the public
will have to make with the diminishing supply and
increased cost will force a more realistic approach
by the public.

THE ROLE OF A UNIVERSITY IN ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Bert Wilkins
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

INTRODUCTION
The energy issue permeates every facet of our society, and the
ultimate resolution of the issue will require participation of
every societal segment and institution. My view is that univer
sities have a definite role in helping to resolve the energy issue.
My purpose today is to share with you my thoughts on the role of a
university, and particularly the role of LSU in responding to
energy research and development needs.
While the complete picture is not yet clear, certain features
are beginning to emerge. It is becoming apparent that a key
feature in the picture is the need for universities to engage in
effective, interdisciplinary, policy-oriented energy research and
development. The purpose of this discussion is to develop the role
of a university in state and national energy issues and to relate
this to the needs of our society and the mission and structure of
the university. The concurrent challenges and opportunities will
be discussed in this context.
THE "ENERGY PROBLEM"
Before discussing the specifics of university energy research
and development programs, it is valuable to explore the nature of
the national energy issue, and, specifically, what is meant by the
currently popular label the "energy problem."
Classifically defined, energy is the ability to do work, but
without developing a lecture on physics let me appeal to your
intuitive feeling for what energy is by presenting some examples.
Energy, in its transition from the more available forms to the less

The author is Professor of Chemical Engineering and Coordin
ator of Energy Research, Office of Advanced Studies and Research.
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available forms, is necessary for active life. This is true from
the smallest cell and the simplest organism, to the most complex
ecological system including such highly developed systems as our
human ecosystem. In fact, energy flow and feedback control are the
two basic unifying concepts that characterize all living systems.
Energy is a basic life force and an integral aspect of our society
at every level. Hence, if we have a national energy problem it
will affect the society at many levels and will require not only
technological solutions but also value choices and policy decisions.
The nature of the "energy problem" then means that in the
long run (20 years from now), and in the short run to a great
extent (since short run choices will affect the long run options),
a way must be found to integrate the technological and human value
aspects of the problem. Narrow, disciplinary solutions will be
of little benefit whether they are humanistic or technological.
Highly adversary problem solving with implied win-lose positions
will likewise be ineffective if not dangerous.
It is the failure to bring together the technological and
humanistic aspects of the "energy problem" that has been crippling
our national effort. Moreover, the fragmentation or reductionist
point of view has prevented rational definition of the problem,
the most important step in arriving at a solution.
The importance of problem definition can be clearly illus
trated by the space effort. Originally the problem of re-entry
from space was narrowly phrased as "The problem of atmospheric
re-entry is to find a material from which to fabricate the space
craft which will survive the intense heat of re-entry." The problem
was not solved, but re-entry was safely accomplished because a
broader definition of the problem was stated: "The problem of re
entry from space is to protect the life and safety of the astronauts.
The solution was to turn the spacecraft around, blunt the front
end and place material on the surface which would disintegrate and
carry the heat away from the interior of the spacecraft. This
example illustrates two important aspects of problem definition.
First, the problem definition dictates the selection, and second,
improper definition may allow no solution at all.
Each special interest group defines the "energy problem" in a
different way. Through a primarily adversary process, the Federal
government attempts to pull these groups together and develop
a monolithic plan based on legislative action and almost total topdown management. This process develops no national consensus
(especially important since many energy programs require voluntary
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citizen participation) and seems designed to create an almost maniclike competition among special interest groups. It creates solu
tions similar to Will Rogers' tongue-in-cheek answer to the German
submarine problem. His solution was to boil the ocean. Rogers
said, "Now that I have solved the problem I think it is up to the
military to work out the details."
It seems that some modifications to the present process to
develop local nad national energy-related programs are in order.
THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY
What seems to be needed is some entity which encompasses both
the technological and humanistic needs in a highly competent manner,
which does not have a special interest to advocate, and which has
the trust and confidence of all parties. This entity should be able
to provide the necessary education, research, and service to help
achieve a national consensus. I believe that this is a proper role
for universities, and especially publicly supported state
universities such as LSU.
The LSU mission, described under The University in the most
recent LSU catalog, seems to be entirely consistent with the role
described above. A similar proclamation can be found in other
university catalogs.
A modern state university has many characteristics which make
the described role appropriate. Not the least of these is an
array of talent which is impressive in quality and breadth. Indeed,
few if any multinational industries, and no state governments, can
match the talent found in a single major state university. Even
the national government with an extensive system of national
laboratories cannot match the total university talent pool. The
talent at a state university encompasses the full range of tech
nological and humanistic aspects of the energy problem.
In addition, universities have traditionally acted to exchange
information and cooperate in brokering knowledge for the public,
thus creating an informal regional network for information flow.
This could provide the basis for regional assimilation and input
into national energy policy planning.
Equally important, universities occupy a unique position in
society which is relatively immune from special interest pressures.
The reason for this is not to avoid accountability to society, but
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to pursue its mission without becoming the tool of any group.
Internally imposed penalties for falsehood and subtrafuge in most
universities are severe. "The search for truth" may be a somewhat
idealistic statement of a university's goal which in practice is
not perfectly understood, but a university loses its uniqueness
and its justification for existence without a commitment to this
goal.
As a result, universities have a high credibility with their
public, including citizens, government, and private groups. By
providing a forum where varied ideas and concepts are encouraged
and openly discussed, universities can create a non-threatening
atmosphere for dialogue between adversary groups.
UNIVERSITY ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
One way for universities to fulfill the role set forth is to
take leadership in interdisciplinary, problem/policy-oriented
energy research and development. This type of research and develop
ment has the specific goal of applying the university's talent to
the complex socio-technological problems brought on by the
national energy issue. This activity would bridge the gap between
the highly discipline-oriented ongoing energy research in
universities and the ultimate users of this information such as
private, state, and national agencies required to make policy and
implement programs.
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Universities have little experience in conducting organized
problem/policy-oriented research and development. Outside influences
have been directed at universities in an attempt to develop this
type of activity, but with only limited success. Primarily because
universities have had no internal commitment to this activity.
Most universities are organized on highly disciplinary lines. The
reward structure is geared to narrow disciplinary activities with
disciplinary measures of achievement. This creates disciplinary
excellence, which is important, but discourages interdisciplinary
activities necessary to accomplish effective problem/policyoriented research. This means that universities must organize for
this type of research, create rewards, and encourage excellence
in accomplishment.
External pitfalls also exist in this bridging activity. The
research is usually locked to a calendar different from the academic
calendar, and requires timely reporting of results for integration
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with other activities such as legislative processes. In many
cases the "client" for the research cannot clearly state the
research objectives. This requires a close working relationship
with the "client" in order to establish realistic research goals
which are not so open-ended as to preclude practical results.
It also requires moderating between conflicting special interest
groups with the potential for political problems.
Regardless of the problems, I believe that it is critical for
universities to take on this challenge.

DISCUSSION
Question:

You mentioned the need for multi-disciplined research
groups in the area of energy research. Do these types
of cooperating research efforts exist now?

Answer:

Yes. In several areas the team approach is being used
to determine the potential energy available from
geothermal sources. A second group is assessing the
effects of this energy source on the environment. And
a third group is investigating the institutional proble
s
m
which may exist. A group of lawyers is looking at the
legal problems which may arise such as; do oil and gas
regulations apply to the mining or use of geothermal
energy. Other cooperative efforts like this do exist
and they are definitely needed if we are to implement
the results.

PA R T II.

TH E FOREST AS AN ENERGY BASE

ENERGY CONTENT OF PLANT MATERIAL

Billy J. Cochran and Elvin T. Choong
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

INTRODUCTION
Numerous papers and publications are available in which
potentials of alternate energy sources are assessed. Each alter
native that would have the potential of contributing appreciably
to energy independence seems to have undesirable side effects.
Nuclear power has the unsolved problem of radioactive waste disposal.
Coal presents environmental problems if the oxides of sulphur are
not removed by preliminary desulfurization. Another alternative
is the use of biomass or plant production for energy. The product
of photosynthesis is a renewable resource and historically has
served as the basis for energy production, but its importance was
replaced in the last century by coal and other fossil fuels. Even
in our present society, wood constitutes 95 percent of the fuel
used for cooking throughout the world. Assuming lignocellulose is
50 percent carbon with a heat of combustion of 8415 Btu per pound
on an ash-free ovendry basis, 5 1 3 x 10^18 Btu are stored annually
by photosynthesis. This is on the order of 30 times the total
world energy production of 144 x 1 0 ^ Btu in 1970 (Brink 19 7 6 ).
Vegetation biomass, including wood, has certain properties
that are advantageous as fuel. The sulphur content is negligible.
The ash content is reasonably low and the recovered ash may be used
as fertilizer. Of the renewable resources in the United States,
the use of waste products as an energy source, with approximately
1.1 billion tons available annually, would represent a significant
conservation of fossil fuel (Sarkanen 19 7 6 ).
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ENERGY VALUES FROM PLANT MATERIAL
Ash, extractives and water in plants are the major factors
affecting their energy values. In general, the energy value of
plant material decreases with an increase in ash content, and
increases with an increase in extractives content. Moisture in
plants lowers the energy value because heat energy is required to
vaporize the water.
All plants contain cellulose. The reported crude cellulose
content of agricultural crops varies from about 20 percent (dry
weight basis) for bluegrass to 91 percent for cotton fiber
(Stephen and Heichel 1975). On the other hand, the alpha cellulose
content of wood ranges from about 40 percent to slightly more than
50 percent. In contrast to most coals and many heavy fuel oils,
plant materials contain a small amount of sulphur and therefore, do
not contribute as much to corrosion and air pollution problems.
The gross energy value of dry mill-run sugarcane bagasse solids
has been determined to be 8267 Btu/lb dry weight. However, millrun bagasse contains approximately 50 percent moisture plus 3 to
5 percent soluble solids such as sugars. This leaves a net of
45 percent combustible solids per pound. One ton of moisture-free
bagasse is considered to have the fuel equivalence of 1200 cubic
feet of natural gas or 84 gallons of fuel oil. Chemical energy
in the form of alcohol can also be derived from the sugarcane plant.
In Louisiana, approximately 15 gallons of alcohol can be obtained
per ton of sugarcane or one pound of raw sugar will yield approxmately 0.166 gallons of alcohol (Birket and Polack, 1978). The
heating value of alcohol is considered to be 12,000 Btu/lb.
Considerable energy is required to culture and process sugarcane
to derive alternate useful energy materials.
For each pound of corn produced, 0.186 pounds of cobs are also
grown. In 1975 approximately 160 million tons of corn were produced
in the United States. From this, 30 million tons of corn cobs
were obtained. The moisture content of corn cobs under stored
conditions range from 10 to 50 percent. Assuming an energy content
of 7800 Btu/lb of dry weight, the total energy available from corn
cobs produced during 1975 was 0.58 quads (0.58 x 1015 Btu), or the
equivalence of 4.1 x 10 gallons of diesel fuel.
Seeds which often contain high portions of fat also have
relatively high energy values compared to other plant materials.
Long (1934), one of the first to apply calorimetric methods in
ecological research, reported that the energy value of the sunflower
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seedhead ranged from 6183 to 7754 Btu/lb of dry weight. Coniferous
seeds have the highest energy values ranging from 10,125 to 12,810
Btu/lb of dry weight. Golley (1961) reported that the energy values
of ecological materials vary not only among species, plant parts,
and plant communities, but also according to such growing conditions
as light intensity, length of day, amount of nutrients and soil type
However, the variations are generally not large. The average values
for plant parts (57 species) are as follows: Leaves, 7612; stems
and branches, 7681; roots, 8496; litter, 7736; and seeds, 9122 Btu/
lb of dry weight.
In non-woody plants, Bliss (1962) presented data on 40 species
of alpine flowering plants and 15 species of alpine lichens and
mosses from Mt. Washington in New Hampshire. Green shrubs averaged
9176 Btu/lb. The energy content of whole plants, however, did not
vary significantly during the growing season even though the
energy values for fruits and seeds were frequently higher than the
vegetative material. Smith (1967), on the other hand, reported
an average energy value of 7488 Btu/lb for 8 species of grass,
sedges and forbs growing in Rocky Mountain alpine rangeland.
FOREST VEGETATION
The energy content of forest vegetation varies a great deal.
Golley (1961) demonstrated that the average energy values were
higher in tundra vegetation than in vegetation of lower altitudes
and latitudes. Tropical rain forest averaged 7015 Btu/lb of dry
weight as compared to 8622 Btu/lb in alpine juncus-dwarf heath.
The reason plants growing in alpine environments have high energy
content is probably the result of lipids in the reserve food
(Bliss 1962).
A comparison of the energy content between tropical forest
vegetation and temperate zone forests is presented in Table 1.
In addition to geographical differences, the difference in the
energy value between species at each area can also be quite large,
especially between gymnosperm and angiosperm trees. Conifers
tend to have higher energy content than the angiosperms because
of the resinous content. Pine needles and resinous stumpwood
have relatively high energy contents (Table 2).
Golley (1969) described the energy of four types of tropical
forest vegetation (Table 3). Energy values of various plant
components ranged from a low of 6500 Btu/lb of dry weight for
leaves in the understory of a tropical moist forest to a high of
8253 Btu/lb in the epiphytes of a Mangrove forest. The fruit

Table 1.

Energy values for vegetation components of temperature and
tropical forests.

Mean Energy Content
Forest Type

Leaves

Boles

Litter

Reference

(Btu/lb Dry Wt)
Savannah (Minnesota)
Oakwood (Minnesota)
Conifers (U.K.)
Deciduous (U.K.)
Tropical (Panama)

8723
8849
8851
8566
7317

8176
8314
8532
8291
7596

8343
8221
8483
8309
7252

Ovington and
Ovington and
Ovington and
Ovington and
Golley 1969

Lawrence
Lawrence
Heitkamp
Heitkamp

1967
1967
1960
1960

Billy
J. Cochran
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Energy content of various materials and tree
components in southern pine (Howard 1973)

Material and
Tree Components

Mean Energy Content
(Btu/lb Dry Wt)

Resin
Resinous stumpwood
Decay-resistant knots
Needles
Mixed bark
1-ft above ground
Mid-height
4-inch top
Loblolly pine stemwood
Earlywood
Latewood
Rootwood
Spruce pine bark
1-ft above ground
Mid-height
4-inch top
Tops (bark and wood at 1-inch top)
Old cones

15430
10539
10804
9030
8985
8825
8700
8600
8610
8585
8605
8705
8595
8550
8390
8130
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has as high an energy value as the canopy stem.
The energy content of forest floors of three Minnesota forests,
i.e. oak forest, marginal fen and cedar swamp, was investigated by
Reiners and Reiners (1970). These forests occur along a slight
topographical gradient extending from an upland sand plain to a
peat-filled basin. The results are shown in Table 4. The energy
characteristics of these forest litters was stated by the authors
as follows:
(1) Caloric values on either a dry weight or ash-free
weight basis are remarkably consistent throughout the year, but
fairly regular differences occurred between forests; (2) Energy
content on a dry weight basis increased for all three layers of
the three forest floors, caused by the concomitant decrease in
ash content, but on an ash-free basis the energy content of each
layer was about equal; (3) The uppermost layer of litter has as
much energy content as the woody components of a tree.
WOOD AND BARK
The average fuel analysis of dry hardwood and bark (Table 5)
shows rounded values of hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen of 6, 53,
0.1 percent, respectively. The bark tends to have slightly more
ash and less oxygen than wood. According to Chow (1977), the heat
value averages about 8500 Btu/lb of dry weight for dense hardwood
species such as oak, hard maple, ash, beech, hickory and birch.
By comparison, coal yields about 13,000 Btu/lb and fuel oil about
19,000 Btu/lb. Theoretically, the amount of heat obtained from
a ton of oven-dry hardwood and bark equals approximately 0.65 tons
of coal. The greatest drawback to wood as fuel, as compared to
fossil fuels, is the moisture content when harvested. Wood, with
a moisture content of 45 percent, has a net heat value of only
5000 Btu/Lb.(Figure 1).
There is not much difference in the energy content of moisturefree and resin-free wood of different species. Kollman and Cote
(1968) gave the energy value of mixed wood at about 8093 Btu/lb of
dry weight, therefore this is essentially the energy content of the
cell wall substance. The cell wall is made up of alpha cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin, and it has a specific gravity of about
1.5.
For sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua L.) wood, Choong (1974)
reported an energy value of 7980 Btu/lb of dry weight. For other
hardwoods (oak, hickory, birch, poplar), Wise and Jahn (1952)
indicated values in the range of 7578 to 7841 Btu/lb of dry weight.
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Energy content for vegetation in four types of
tropical forest (Golley 1969)

Mean Energy Content
Component

Tropical
Moist

Premontane

Galley

Mangrove

... (Btu/lb Dry Wt) .............
Leaves
Canopy
Understory

6934
6502

7370
7245

7434
6532

7528
7738

Canopy
Understory

7551
7533

7501
7110

7646
7371

7807
7567

Fruits
Canopy
Understory

7758
7666

7211
7331

6748
6921

7738
7848

Epiphytes

7468

7331

7004

8253

Litter

7292

7196

7175

7454

Roots

7123

7490

7362

7261

Stems
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Table 4.

Concentration of energy and ash content in forest floors
of the three Minnesota forest types (Reiners and Reiners
1970).

Energy Content
Forest/Species

Dry Weight
.......

Ash-Free

Ash Content
(%)

(Btu/lb)

LITTER LAYER
OAK FOREST
MARGINAL FEN
CEDAR SWAMP

7994
8221
8992

9083
8908
9095

11.9
7.1
6.6

9137
8986
7200

43.1
16.0
9.3

8175
9562
7200

83.0
64.0
21.0

FERMENTATION LAYER
OAK FOREST
MARGINAL FEN
CEDAR SWAMP

5135
7407
6869
HUMUS LAYER

OAK FOREST
MARGINAL FEN
CEDAR SWAMP

1260
3683
6869

FRESHLY FALLEN LEAVES (LITTER)
OAK FOREST
Red Maple
Aspen
White Oak
Pine Oak

7969
9101
8044
8608

8496
9551
8523
8939

6.2
4.7
5.6
3.7

MARGIN FEN
Alder
Black Ash
Soft Elm

8284
7877
7672

8662
8485
8671

4.4
7.2
11.5

CEDAR SWAMP
Yellow Birch
Paper Birch
White Cedar

8132
8759
9004

8600
9238
9490

5.4
5.1
5.1
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Average fuel analysis of dry hard
wood and bark, by weight (Chow 1977)

Constituents

Wood

Bark

(%)
Hydrogen

6.0

5.5

52.0

54.0

0.1

0.2

Oxygen

41.0

38.0

Sulphur

0.1

0.0

Ash

0.8

2.3

Carbon
Nitrogen
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MOISTURE

Figure 1.

CONTENT

(%)

Net heat values in BTU per pound of residue
at various moisture contents (oven-dry basis).
[The gross h^at value was adjusted to the
energy received if the residue were burned
in a boiler, as described in Choong and Cassens
(1976); therefore, if the net heat value is
6667 BTU at oven-dry condition, the gross value
is 8017 BTU per oven-dry pound].
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Corder (1973) has compiled energy values for Western species, which
ranged from 7992 to 9690 Btu/lb dry weight.
Woods which have high resinous content such as the southern
pines have higher energy content. Howard (1973) provided the data
(Table 2) on the energy content of various southern pine materials.
The average for stemwood, rootwood, earlywood, and latewood is 8600
Btu/lb. Needles and mixed bark had higher values than stemwood.
Resinous extractive (15,430 Btu/lb) was positively correlated with
energy value of the wood and accounted for 54 percent of the
variation.
The amount of energy from tree bark is more variable than
from wood because bark is more variable in resin—like compounds
and contains more ash. Bark generally has a higher ash content
than wood except in southern pines (Choong et al. 1976, Mingle and
Boudel 1968). The energy values for various North American species
have been compiled by Chang and Mitchell (1955) and Corder (1973,
1976). In general, the bark of the angiosperms (hardwoods) tend to
have higher ash contents than the gymnosperms (softwoods). For
sweetgum, Chang and Mitchell (1955) reported a value of 7443 Btu/lb
at 6.2 percent moisture content, whereas Choong (1974) indicated
7627 Btu/lb for oven-dry material.
SUMMARY
The product of photosynthesis is a renewable energy resource
and has certain advantageous properties as fuel. The sulphur and
ash contents are reasonably low and dry plant material contains
a significant amount of energy. Moisture and ash content lower the
heating value while certain extractives such as the resins increase
the heating value.
All plants contain cellulose, but the cellulose content of
dry plant material varies from approximately 20 to 90 percent.
The energy content of different plants and plant parts are signif
icantly different depending upon the moisture, ash and extractives
in them. Apparently there is a gradient in energy content from
the equator to higher latitudes or altitudes, but within a geograph
ical region or forest type, the energy values may vary from site to
site and within the vegetation community.
The variation in energy content of dry, ash-free material is
relatively small, except for those species which contain unusually
high resinous content. Seeds have a high energy value, whereas
fruits normally have as much energy as the canopy stem.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

All of the forest biomass is satisfactory as a fuel but
moisture content seems to be the main problem. Would
the aggregate mixture that occurs in gathering up the
material result in a good satisfactory energy value in
the use of forest biomass?

Answer:

That is hard to say. We are concerned with both the
moisture content and the amount of energy processing
required in order to utilize the material. The amount
of energy input needed to derive an energy output plays
an important role in the value of the fuel source.

Comment:

Biomass is relatively pollution free.

FOREST RESOURCES FOR PRODUCING ENERGY

John It Zerbe
U.S. FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY
Madison, Wisconsin

The prospects for using more forest wastes for energy produc
tion are becoming noticeably better. More and more wood-burning
boiler installations are being placed in forest products manufac
turing plants; other industries and institutions are planning for
wood fuel use; a utility in Burlington, Vermont has recently passed
a bond issue to finance a 50 MW generating plant using wood fuel;
and many rural homeowners are avoiding high fossil fuel costs for
domestic heating by burning wood.
The growing trend toward using more wood fuel will be a
definite help in reducing our balance of payments problem. More
over, this provides a good opportunity for better forest management
through cleanup of problem forest residues.
Residues provide the greatest promise for production of wood
fuels, although there are other opportunities, such as fuel
plantations and harvesting roundwood for fuel, that should not be
overlooked.
FOREST RESIDUES
Forest residues that could provide wood fuel might be defined
as logging residues, excess growth, non-commercial timber, mortality,
cull trees, and precommercial thinnings from timber stand improve
ment .
Residues in logging operations include wood, bark and foliage
from growing stock, and uncut, small or undesirable trees. Potential
logging residues from harvesting operations, together with mortality
and cull trees, is estimated to be 145 million dry tons per year.

The author is Program Manager, Energy Research, Development
and Application.
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Another tempting source of wood is "noncommercial" timber which
includes a large inventory of rough, rotten, and salable dead trees.
Rough trees are defined as live trees of commercial species that do
not contain at least one 12-ft sawlog or two noncontinguous sawlogs
each 8 feet or longer and contain defects because of roughness or
poor form. Also included are live trees of noncommercial species,
5 inches in diameter, breast height and larger. Volumes are
calculated to a 4—inch top diameter. Rotten trees are those having
more than 50 percent of their volume classified as rotten. Total
inventory of noncommercial timber is around 1,000 million tons. The
annual increment from small noncommercial timber and excess growth
over cut is estimated to be 230 million dry tons.
URBAN RESIDUES
Another potential source of wood fuel material is the "urban
forest." Municipal discards include significant quantities of
dead shade trees, demolition wastes, and used pellets. It is
conservatively estimated that wood wastes and tree removals in
urban areas could provide 70 million dry tons of material annually.
OTHER RESIDUES
Roughly 80 percent of wood residues and 60 percent of bark
residues from primary manufacturing, excluding pulp and paper
manufacturing, were used in 1973. Uses are for such purposes as
paper, fiberboard, and particleboard manufacture. However, there
are still about 20 million ovendry tons of wood and bark that are
generated at these plants but are unused each year. The South
probably has the largest volume of unused mill residues.
About 20 million tons of softwoods and hardwoods are removed
annually in the United States for such operations as timber stand
improvement, land clearing, and changes in land use.
IMPACT OF WOOD FUEL ON U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
An estimate of unused wood from these sources is summarized
in Table 1. The total potential of 485 million dry tons would be
equivalent to 8.3 x lO^15 BTU of energy (8.3 quads) or 1.5 billion
barrels of oil. If we assume that one-half of the 8.3 quads could
be made economically available, this is about 4.1 quads or 700
million barrels of oil. This can be compared with current usage of
wood for fuel at 1.1 quads annually (Table 2). The total of 5.2
quads would provide about 7 percent of our total National needs.

Forest
Resources

Table 1.

An annual estimate of unused wood— ^

Amount

FOREST
1 . Excess Growth and Small Non commercial Timber

URBAN
1 . Tree Removals and Wood Wastes

Energy

230
145

2. Logging Residues, Mortality, and Cull Trees

Producing

(Million Dry Tons)

for

Source

70

OTHER
1 . Forest Products Industrial Waste

20
20

2. Waste Wood from Land Clearing
TOTAL:

485

— Based on resource data from The Outlook for Timber in the United
States, Forest Service, USDA, FRR No. 20, July 1974.
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Table 2.

The estimated significance of wood to the national energy budget.—

Energy Equivalents

Item
(Quads)

(Million Bbls. Oil)

4.1

695

Use by Forest Industries

0.9

150

Wood for Home Heating and
Miscellaneous Industries

0.2

35

5.2

880

Contribution of Wood for Energy (Assumed
One-Half of the 8.3 Quads Could Be Made
Economically Available)
Current Use of Wood and Wood Byproducts
for Energy

TOTAL:

John

— ^This represents nearly 7 percent of the national energy budget.

I. Zerbe
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FUEL PLANTATIONS
Another possibility for providing wood fuel from the forest is
through intensive culture of biomass plantations. Forest Service
research has shown that intensive culture can increase biomass
yield five-to ten-fold over conventional plantations and highly
productive natural stands. The concept is dependent on development
of hybrids with fast-growing characteristics. For instance, stands
of trees which normally produce about 1 -1 / 2 to 2 dry tons per acre
per year in the cold parts of the country, could be converted to
high-growth stands and produce 8 to 12 tons per acre per year. In
the South more growth is possible. The highest production rates
are dependent upon optimized conditions of nutrients, water, and
spacing. Possibilities for using wastes such as pulpmill
effluent as an irrigating medium are being investigated. If
irrigation and fertilization are needed, the proper amounts will
be based on least cost. Therefore, pulpmill, industrial, and
municipal wastes are being studied as one possible least-cost
alternative. Although high-yield plantations are being considered
to produce fuel exclusively, wood will always have much higher
values than its fuel value. Probably only portions of the harvested
materials will be economically justifiable for use as energy. In
addition to this consideration, land requirements are enormous.
A high-yield plantation would require 300 square miles of growing
space to supply wood fuel to keep an average steam-electric plant
going. Therefore, collecting residues from land harvested for
other products seems more feasible than fuel plantations.
UTILIZATION PROBLEMS
The greatest problem in utilizing more wood for energy is
economic availability. Although tremendous amounts of forest
residues are generated each year, harvesting, transporting, and
processing even the most accessible timber involves costs of $ 2 0
to $30 per ovendry ton. The challenge is to reduce these costs
to make wood more competitive with fossil fuels. The Forest
Service is involved in related harvesting work at several research
stations. In the South, at Alexandria, Louisiana, Dr. Peter Koch
is developing a mobile harvesting machine. It is being designed
to clean up after logging operations, to chip accumulated slash
and provide for efficient transfer of chips to vans for removal
from the forest. The research is being sponsored cooperatively
by the Forest Service, the Department of Energy and five forest
products industries. The machine may be adaptable to areas outside
the South, where slope of terrain and soil conditions are moderate.
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Technology for combustion of wood is fairly advanced, but
there is opportunity for improvement in equipment. An advanced
type burner for wet fuel, the Jasper-Koch suspension burner, is
under development by Mississippi State and the Southern Forest
Experiment Station. Dutch ovens, spreader stokers, fluidized beds,
and oscillating grates, in various sizes, factory fabricated or
field-erected, are generally available. Combustion efficiencies
may range from 60 to 80 percent. In some cases wet fuel may be
burned or separate drying equipment may be installed before the
combustor. It appears that burning wet fuel is generally more
economical and drying. However, drying does impart a number of
advantages including easier pollution control, higher efficiency of
combustion, ability to use smaller combustion equipment, and higher
heating value per unit weight of fuel.
As a rough estimate, wood-burning boilers and satellite equip
ment are estimated to cost $30 to $50 per pound of steam per hour
of output capacity. These costs may be higher or lower depending
on degree of field fabrication in comparison to factory manufacture,
and on the type of system.
An interesting approach to reducing costs of conversion of
fossil fuel-burning facilities to wood-burning facilities is
refinement of the wood fuel to make it compatible with existing
equipment.
This can avoid the costs of installing complete new
boiler systems.
In some cases wood can be pelletized and burned in boilers
designed for coal.
One location where this is being done is at
a hospital in Fort Steilacoom, Washington.
Preparations are also
being made to begin this at a prison in Stillwater, Minnesota.

Wood gasification might be used to generate a fuel gas that
could be used in boilers designed to burn oil or natural gas. Dr.
Tom Reed of the Solar Energy Research Institute, Golden, Colorado,
estimates that a wood gasification unit might be installed in con
junction with an existing oil and gas-burning facility at a cost
of $8.00 per pound of steam per hour. However, wood gasification
technology is not highly advanced, particularly in the United
States.
During World War II, gasoline was virtually unavailable to the
civilian economy throughout Europe.
The buses and other vehicles
necessary to keep the wartime economies functioning, and even
many German army trucks and tractors, turned to gas from portable
generators which operated mainly on wood.
In Japan and other
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countries, so called gasogens were also used. However, as soon as
gasoline became available after the war, the wood gasogens were
quickly "retired" by those who previously had to use them. Wood
gas generators continued to be available for use with stationary
internal combustion engines and at least one of the manufacturers
is still in business; however, gasogens for use in heat engines
show most promise for developing countries. In the United States,
gasoline and other liquid fuels would need to become much scarcer
and more expensive before their use could be justified.
The so-called "producer gas" and "water gas" have had wide
application in the United States, as well as abroad. However,
the most common fuel for this type of gas was coal or coke. If the
proper equipment for making a producer gas from wood were available,
this might work well for use in conjunction with a gas or oilburning boiler.
Several wood gasifiers are being developed in the U.S. now by
small inventors such as Forest Fuels from Keene, New Hampshire,
to large conglomerates such as Union Carbide in Tonawanda, New
York. More efforts should be made to put the most promising units
on stream.
Another problem in wood utilization for energy is the
conversion of wood to liquid fuels. As may be seen from Table 3,
the most efficient way to use wood for fuel is to burn it directly.
Conversion of wood to other forms such as charcoal, oil, or alcohol
is less appealing. Generally more petroleum could be saved, if
wood were burned in boilers in place of petroleum-based fuels than
if wood were converted to a liquid and used as a substitute for
motor fuels. Nonetheless, it is necessary to improve the technology
for liquefaction of wood so that emergency needs for it may be met
in the future. There is an even greater need for the technology in
other countries such as New Zealand and Brazil which are lacking
in both coal and petroleum, but have a relative abundance of wood.
Three technologies for liquefying wood are commonly proposed,
conversion to oil, ethanol, or methanol. The most progress on
converting wood to oil has been made by Georgia Institute of
Technology and the Department of Energy. At Georgia Tech a low
temperature pyrolysis process to produce a combination of oil, char,
and gas has been developed. It is being demonstrated with a 50-ton
per day pilot facility at a sawmill in Cordele, Georgia. At Albany,
Oregon, the Department of Energy has a complex wood to oil pilot
facility. It produces two barrels of oil per ton of dry wood.
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Table 3.

Comparative energy recovery from wood.

Compound

Yield/Tons
(Ovendry)

Product
Heat Value

(lb)

(Btu/lb)

Total Potential
Heat Value
(MM Btu/Tons, Ovendry)
17.0

2,000

8,500

Charcoal

670

12,500

8.38

Oil

370^

14,380

5.32

Methanol

647

9,788

6.33

Wood Direct Burning

— 1.25 bbl or 52,.5 gal based on 7 lb/gal and 42 gal/bbl
John
I. Zerbe
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The plant is still being modified to optimize the process.
operates with wood flour and pressures of about 4 , 2 0 0 psi.
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The Forest Products Laboratory has a long history of work in
wood sacharification and fermentation research for production of
ethanol, glycerol, and other chemicals. The Madison wood dilute
sulfuric acid hydrolysis process for producing ethanol from wood
was used in a plant for production of ethanol at Springfield, Oregon
during World War II, but the plant was never fully operational. It
was dismantled when the war ended. Forty plants using essentially
this process are operating in the Soviet Union. Other new
technologies for producing ethanol from wood are being proposed.
These include enzyme hydrolysis which is being researched at
various locations in the United States, and a new version of acid
hydrolysis at Purdue.
A difficulty in producing ethanol from wood is the fact that
it can be synthesized readily only from the cellulose fraction.
Even so, starch from grains is much easier to convert to glucose
and ethanol than cellulose from wood. If the wood cellulose is
used from ethanol, uses must be found for hemicellulose and lignin
to permit economic operation of a plant. Hemicellulose could be
converted to furfural, xylitol, and other products. At present,
there is no ready market for these products, but, presumably,
markets could be developed. Lignin utilization poses more obstinate
problems. Various solutions have been proposed including hydro
genation to phenol, gasification to producer gas, with upgrading to
synthesis gas, and catalytic conversion to methanol, and burning
for fuel.
A more promising approach to the liquefaction problem appears
to be gasification of the whole wood fraction to producer gas,
optimization of the gas through a shift reaction to provide hydrogen
and carbon monoxide in the ratio of two to one, to yield synthesis
gas, and conversion of the synthesis gas into methanol. This
might result in an improved energy recovery in the output methanol
compared to only 38 percent recovery from wood with existing
technology. However, the weak link in the process as in gasifi
cation for boiler fuel, is the gasification step. If methanol were
produced, it could be used as a motor fuel directly or it might be
converted to gasoline with a catalytic high-yield process under
development by MOBIL.
Another alternative would be direct conversion of wood to
gasoline from a synthesis gas. Such a process is used on coal in
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South Africa. The most difficult problem with wood in this case
would again be the gasification process.
Among the various alternatives for using forest resources for
producing energy, mill residues are being used in increasing amounts
for fuel, and Grantham/ predicts that essentially all this readily
available material will be used by the year 2000. Other residues,
including slash from wood-harvesting operations, mortality, non
commercial timber, thinnings from timber stand improvement and land
clearing, and urban wood waste will also be used in increasing
amounts. Contributions from fuel plantations will probably be
minimal in the near future.
The greatest use of wood for fuel will continue to be in boilers
for production of process steam and electricity, mostly in forest
products manufacturing plants. Use of wood fuel for domestic
heating will continue to grow, but its share of the total wood use
for energy will probably remain at 15 to 20 percent. Use of wood
fuel by utilities for power generation will make some gains in the
short term. Conversion of wood to liquid fuel, especially methanol,
may turn out to be viable in developing countries, but an optimal
process to gasify wood must first be developed. Such a process
is also necessary to permit expedient conversion of oil and gas
burning boilers to wood producer gas fuel.

—
Grantham, J.B. Anticipated competition for available wood
fuels in the United States. From Fuels and Energy from Renewable
Resources, edited by D.A. Tillman, K. Sarkanen and L.L. Anderson.
Academic Press. 1977.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

Am I correct in assuming that you think there may be a
future in the use of wood products for secondary energy
products but that there is not much of a use now?

Answer:

There is some use now for charcoal and wood pellets.
These products may be used in the place of coal. If we
had a good wood gasifier I think it would make sense
to use it in conversion of areas that are now using
natural gas. The problem is I would not know where to
get a really trouble-free wood gasifer.
As for going to ethanol or methanol, I don't think it
would be economical at present in the United States.
I think it would be wise to develop the technology for
making a gasifier in case the need should arise.

Question:

It the best use of wood is in its present form why go
to all of the trouble to convert to something else?

Answer:

It is most energy efficient to use wood in that form.
However, one needs to be concerned about conversions
in case the need arises for other forms. Also,
gasifiers would be cheaper in replacing natural gas
than immediately replacing all of the equipment used
in burning natural gas with direct wood burning
apparatus.

Question:

What is the status of the charcoal-oil slurries
currently?

Answer:

I do not know that anything is being done in this area.
Research is ongoing with coal-oil slurries and the
technology should be applicable. The major problem
seems to be keeping the slurry a slurry.

ESTIMATING THE ABOVE-GROUND BIOMASS AND ITS COMPONENT
TIMBER PRODUCTS OF THE SOUTHERN FOREST

McDavid Hughes
OLINKRAFT, INC.
West Monroe, Louisiana

INTRODUCTION

As a shrinking timberland base and increased demand for wood
products and fiber drive raw material prices upward, economic
necessity will force complete tree utilization to become a reality.
Moreover, the severe shortage of fossil fuels will cause the entire
forest products industry to view heretofore wasted tops, limbs,
and foliage of trees as a valuable natural resource. Hence
foresters and timber estimators will need volume equations and
tables expressed in pounds to estimate the above-ground biomass
and the component products of a tree such as sawlogs, pulpwood, topwood and residual fuelwood. The subject of forest biomass, here
after referred to as green weight, has received increased attention
in recent years. Notable is the work of Taras (1974) and his
colleagues at the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station in Athens,
Georgia.
The purposes of this paper are: (1) to report on a biomass
study conducted on the Olinkraft Forest in 1977, (2) to present
multiple regression equations incorporating measurements of
diameter breast height, merchantable length, and form (taper) for
estimating the above-ground biomass and its component products in
pounds and (3) to provide an estimate of the biomass on the
twelve-state area of the Southern Forest.
METHODOLOGY

Before the field work began, the Olinkraft Continuous Forest
Inventory was reviewed, and the purposive sample of 248 trees was
stratified by dbh classes and merchantable lengths into four basic
tree groups: (1) Pine Sawtimber, (2) Pine Pulptimber, (3) Hardwood

The author is Technical Control Forester.
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Sawtimber, and (4) Hardwood Pulptimber. An un—evenaged pine—hard
wood stand was located in Caldwell Parish, Louisiana for the study.
Field Work
Following marking, all sample trees were cut with a 0.5-foot
stump and carefully skidded to a central landing. Each sample tree
was classified in one of the above four product groups. A diameter
tape and 75-foot steel tape were used for measuring diameters and
lengths to the nearest 0.1-inch and 0.1-foot respectively. The
diameter measurements were taken outside bark at the butt, diameter
breast height, top of butt log, upper sawlog merchantability
( > 8 . 0 inches for pine and > 1 0 . 0 inches for hardwood), and upper
pulpwood merchantability (>3.6 inches). Inside bark measurements
were taken at these same points with the Swedish Bark Gauge.
Thus, the division of each sample tree into segments or
components throughout this study is as follows:
Seg. #1 - stump to dbh.
Seg. #2 - DBH to 16.5 feet
Seg. #3 - diameter at 16.5 feet to diameter at
upper level of sawlog merchantability.
Seg. #4 - diameter at upper sawlog merchantability
to diameter at upper level of pulpwood
merchantability.
Seg. #5 - unmerchantable tip, limbs, and foliage.
With this breakdown of the sample tree, Segment 1-3 becomes
the total sawlog segment of the tree, and Segment 4 is the merchant
able topwood portion of the tree. Likewise, Segment 1-4 is the
conventional merchantable bole of the tree, and Segment 1-5 is the
entire above-ground biomass of the tree.
After measuring and bucking the tree each component was weighed
with a five-ton Martin-Decker Load Cell mounted in the cables of
the little Giant crane. All dimension measurements and weights
were recorded for efficient computer processing of the data, and
the products were ultimately delivered to Olinkraft manufacturing
facilities.
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Volume C a l c u l a t i o n s f o r E ach Sam ple T re e
S in c e t h e r e i s a s t r o n g c o r r e l a t i o n b e tw e e n c u b ic f e e t and
w e i g h t, i t w as d e s i r a b l e t o o b t a i n w e ig h t c o n v e r s i o n f a c t o r s p e r
c u b ic f o o t and b o a rd f o o t o f wood — b o th i n s i d e and o u t s i d e b a r k
The f o ll o w i n g fo rm u la e (G ro se n b a u g h 1952) w e re u s e d t o c a l c u l a t e
c u b ic f e e t and s q u a r e f e e t o f s u r f a c e a r e a f o r e a c h o f t h e f i r s t
f o u r s e g m e n ts i n q u e s t i o n :
f t 3 = .0 05454154 L

and

3
2
w h ere f t
i s c u b ic f o o t v o lu m e , f t
i s sq u a re f e e t o f s u rf a c e a r e a ,
L i s l e n g t h o f seg m en t i n f e e t , D i s d i a m e te r a t l a r g e end i n i n c h e s ,
d i s d i a m e te r a t s m a ll end i n i n c h e s , and n = 2 , 3 , and 4 a r e f o r
p a r a b o l o i d , c o n o id , and s u b n e i l o i d , r e s p e c t i v e l y .
Once t h e s e c a l c u l a t i o n s w e re m ade f o r e a c h sa m p le t r e e , D o y le
lo g s c a l e was d e te r m in e d w i t h t h e f o ll o w i n g f o rm u la (G ro se n b a u g h
1 9 5 4 ):

D i r e c t sum m ation o f t h e c u b ic f o o t volum e o r w e ig h t o f Segm ent
1 -3 f o r e a c h sa m p le t r e e l e a d s t o t h e e s t i m a t e d c u b ic f o o t volum e
o r w e ig h t o f t h e m e r c h a n ta b le s a w tim b e r p o r t i o n o f t h e t r e e .
L ik e 
w i s e , sum m ation o f S egm ents 1 -4 l e a d s t o t h e e s t i m a t e d c u b ic f o o t
volum e o r w e ig h t i n t h e c o n v e n ti o n a l p o r t i o n o f t h e t r e e t o a 3 . 6 in c h o r m e r c h a n ta b le pulpw ood t o p .
T h e se n o t a t i o n s and c a l c u l a t i o n s
a r e synonym ous w i t h o u r d e n d ro m e try on t h e O l i n k r a f t C o n tin u o u s
F o re s t In v e n to ry .
THE COMPONENT BIOMASS EQUATIONS
B e f o re t h e s t u d y , i t w as d e c id e d t o u s e t h e i n d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e s
( i n t h e e q u a t i o n s ) w h ic h a r e m o st commonly u s e d by p r a c t i c a l f o r e s t e r s
i n t h e S o u th . A c c o r d in g ly , l o g a r i t h m i c f o r m - d ia m e te r e q u a t i o n s
w e re d e r i v e d t o p r e d i c t t h e r e s p e c t i v e t r e e com ponent w e ig h t a s a
f u n c t i o n o f (1 ) d b h , (2 ) m e r c h a n ta b le s a w tim b e r l e n g t h f o r s a w tim b e r
t r e e s , m e r c h a n ta b le pulpw ood l e n g t h f o r p u lp ti m b e r t r e e s and (3 )
fo rm .
I n t h i s p a p e r " fo rm " i s e x p r e s s e d a s " fo rm q u o t i e n t " .
Form
q u o t i e n t , w h ich i s e s s e n t i a l l y t h e o u t s i d e b a r k fo rm c l a s s , i s

Table 1.

Summary of statistical data for logarithmic form diameter equations of weights/volume
tables for pine and hardwood timber on the Olinkraft forest.

Observations
Pine Sawtimber
b0
bl

Constant
Term

Regression
Coefficient

Standard
Deviation
of
Coefficient

+2.1035
+0.2784
+2.0652

0.0650
0.0477
0.2875

^n

Beta
T
Value Coefficient

t3

32.34
5.83
7.18

0.8694
0.1581
0.1344

+2.0528
+0.7273
+1.7140

0.0280
0.0206
0.1240

73.18
35.32
13.82

.988

Standard
Deviation
Ln

Logarithmic
Correction
Factor

2.63 ± 0.25
3.69 ± 0.35
-0.13 ± 0.04
7.84

14.3
42.1
0.876

0.7143
0.3478
0.0939
.041

86

t

0.61

1.0242

2.63 - 0.25
3.69 ± 0.35
-0.13 ± 0.04
7.58 ± 0.72

.998

1.0045

+0.7560

b0
bl
b2
b3

+2.8129
-0.4861
+0.5411

0.1924
0.1413
0.8507

14.62
-3.44
0.64

14.3
42.1
0.876

1.0834
-0.2572
0.0328
.280

86

Pine Pulptimber
b0
bl
b2
b3

2.63 ± 0.25
3.69 ± 0.35
-0.13 ± 0.04
6.28 + 0.65

.907

1.0000

-0.0751
+1.8845
+0.7195
+1.0603

0.1273
0.1080
0.2709

14.80
6.66
3.91

6.6
32.9
0.803

0.6150
0.3506
0.1280
.125

54

.989

1.85 + 0.26
3.42 + 0.39
-0.22 + 0.10
5.64 + 0.81

1.0423

+4.1653

b0

+2.6655
-1.0405
+3.4277

bl
b2
b3
«t5

&

-0.2675

b0
*1
b2
b3

Wtl-4

14.3
42.1
0.876

-

.095

86

*5

Sample
Means
(Actual)

+1.5637

t2

W‘l-3

Standard Multiple
Error of Correlation
Estimate Coefficient

54

0.3996
0.3388
0.8501

6.67
-3.07
4.03

1.0782
-0.6283
0.5127

6.6
32.9
0.803
.393

.809

1.85 ± 0.26
3.42 ± 0.39
-0.22 ± 0.10
4.78 i 0.65

1.0000
Ln
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Table 1.

Summary of statistical data for logarithmic form diameter equations of weight/volume
tables for pine and hardwood timber on the Olinkraft forest. (Continued).

Number
Observations
Hardwood Sawtimber

Constant
Term

bl
-4

0.1294
0.0678
0.2830

14.90
5.15
5.30

+2.0622
+0.8165
+1.3588

14.9
29.9
0.848

0.0858
0.0450
0.1878

24.03
18.15
7.24

.962

&

Standard
Deviation

Ln

Logarithmic
Correction
Factor

2.69 + 0.15
3.36 + 0.28
-0.1 7 + 0.06
7.92 - 0.34

14.9
29.9
0.848

0.6758
0.5025
0.1772
.063

1.0242

.991

2.69 + 0.15
3.36 + 0.28
-0.1 7 + 0.06
7.55 ± 0.45

1.0106

-1.4411
+4.0765
-0.7276
+1.7277

bj

0.4584
0.2402
1.0029

8.89
-3.0 3
1.72

14.9
29.9
0.848

1.0141
-0.3399
0.1710
.338

40

.835

2.69 + 0.15
3.36 + 0.28
-0.17 + 0.06
2.69 ± 0.15

1.0000

-0.0439

b0
bl

+1.9580
40.6584
+0.2801

b2
b3

WtX.
-4

Sample
Means
(Actual)

-0.5217

b0
bl
b2
" ‘5

Multiple
Correlation
Coefficient

0.8415
0.2863
0.2604

40

-3

^n
Standard
Error of
Estimate

.095

*3

0.1842
0.1660
0.2569

10.63
3.97
1.09

7.2
31.8
0.774

0.7041
0.2782
0.0278
.163

68

.986

1.92 + 0.34
3.36 + 0.41
-0.2 6 + 0.10
5.86 + 0.96

1.0730

+2.4291

b0

+2.9422
-0.8213
+1.3122

bl
b2

bj

Wt5

+1.9273
+0.3491
+1.4991

Beta
Coefficient

40

b0
bl
b2

V

T
Value

+1.8125

b0
bl
b2
%

Regression
Coefficient

Standard
Deviation
of
Coefficient

68

0.4107
0.3701
0.5727

7.16

-

2.22

2.29

1.1982
-0.3930
0.1477

7.2
31.8
0.774
.364

.907

1.92 + 0.34
3.36 + 0.41
-0.2 6 + 0.10
4.98 + 0.85

1 . 0000
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defined as the ratio of diameter at the top of the first log (16.5')
outside bark to dbh outside bark, expressed as a decimal fraction.
Thus, the respective volume expressions are in a multiple regression
model using natural logarithms similar to that originally proposed
by Schumacher and Hall (1933) in which Wt = aD^*HcF^ where W^, D, H,
and F are green weight, dbh, merchantable length, and form
respectively.
The equations for the sample trees were fitted by a multiple
regression program on the 370 Computer by the Systems Department of
Olinkraft, and a summary of the statistical data for each equation
is given in Table 1. The term given in parenthesis on the left
side of each equation is the percentage correction factor for
logarithmic transposal discrepancy as outlined by Meyer (1941).
The final equations, on which Olinkraft green weight tables
are based, are as follows:
PINE SAWTIMBER BIOMASS
(1.0242)LnWt
+ 1.5637

4 = 2.1035LnDBH + 0.2784LnHm1-3 + 2.06521nFQ

R = 0.988

(1.0045)LnWtl_3 = 2.0528LnDBH + 0.7273LnHm]_3 + 1.7140LnFQ
- 0.2675

R = 0.998

(1.0000)LnW t 5 = 2.8129LnDBH - 0.4861LnHm;L_3 + 0.5411LnFQ
+ 0.7560

R = 0.907

MIXED HARDWOOD SAWTIMBER BIOMASS
(1.0242)LnWtl_4 = 1.9273LnDBH + 0.3491LnHm;L_3 + 1.4991LnFQ
+ 1.8125

R = 0.962

(1.0106)LnWtl_3 = 2.0622LnDBH + 0 . 8 1 6 5 ^ ^ 2 + 1.3588LnFQ
- 0.5217

R = 0.991

(1.0000)LnW t 5 = 4.0765LnDBH - 0.7276LnHm;L_3 + 1.7277LnFQ
- 1.4411

R = 0.835
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PINE PULPTIMBER BIOMASS
(1.0423)LnWtl_4 = 1.8845LnDBH + 0 . 7 1 9 5 ^ ^ ^ + :1.0603LnFQ
- 0.0751

R = 0.989

(1.0000)LnWt 5 = 2.6655LnDBH - 1.0405LnHmi_4 + 3.42771nFQ
+ 4.1653

R = 0.809

MIXED HARDWOOD PULPTIMBER BIOMASS
(1.0730)LnWtl_4 = 1.9580LnDBH + 0.6584LnHm;L_4 + 0.2801LnFQ
- 0.0439
(1.0000)1^.

R = 0.986
= 2.9422LnDBH - 0.8213LnHm;L_4 + 1.31221^0

+ 2.4291

R = 0.907

PREMERCHANTABLE PINE BIOMASS

o
0 8415
Wtl-5 = °*5855(°BH ^ 2 .5 )
R = 0.990
PREMERCHANTABLE MIXED HARDWOOD BIOMASS
Wt

= 0.6506(DBH2Htl_5)°*8415
R = 0.980

Elements in the equations are as follows:
W t1-4 = Weight in pounds of wood and bark to a 4.0"
or merchantable pulpwood top outside bark
(includes the topwood portion of the tree).

Wt1-3 = Weight in pounds of wood and bark to an 8.0"
or merchantable sawlog top outside bark for pine
sawtimber, and 10.0" or merchantable top out
side bark for hardwood sawtimber (does not
include the topwood portion of the tree).

Estimating the Above-ground Biomass

= Weight in pounds of wood and bark of topwood
portion of tree from upper sawlog merchant
ability to upper pulpwood merchantability
(does not include limbs, tip, and foliage
of tree).
Wt5

= Weight in pounds of unmerchantable tip,
limbs, and foliage (includes wood and bark
on these components).

Wt1-5 = Weight in pounds of entire above-ground
biomass of tree.
DBH

= diameter breast height outside bark in
inches.

Hm

= total merchantable length for the respective
product code.
Hm

^ - merchantable length to
a 4.0" pulpwood top.

Hml- 3 ~ merchantable length to an
8 .0 " or merchantable saw
log top for pine and 1 0 .0 "
or merchantable sawlog top
for hardwood.
Ht

= total height from 0.5-foot stump to terminal
bud.

FQ

= form quotient (outside bark form class) or
the ratio of diameter outside bark at 17 feet
to dbh outside bark expressed as a decimal
fraction.

Ln

= natural logarithm.

(f)

= correction factor for logarithmic transposal
discrepancy (given on left side of each equation
preceding the weight expression).

The mean form quotients for the Olinkraft Forest in the 1975
Continuous Forest Inventory were used to solve each of the above
equations, and the results were combined to produce a comprehensive

Age

Form quotient for pine and hardwood timber on the Olinkraft
forest as a function of age.

Pine
Sawtimber
Pulptimber
Form
Form
Form
Form
Class
Quotient
Quotient
Class

10

_

-

15

-

-

20

.795
.819
.835
.846
.855
.861
.867
.871
.875
.878
.880
.883
.885

.734
.758
.774
.785
.794
.800
.806
.810
.814
.817
.819
.822
.824
.825
.827
.828
.830

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

100

.886
.888
.889
.891

.515
.650
.717
.758
.785
.804
.818
.830
.839
.846
.852
.857
.862

.866
.869
.872
.875
.877
.879

Upland Hardwood
Sawtimber
Form
Form
Form
Quotient
Class
Quotient

70

Table 2.

Form
Class

_

.442
.577
.644
.685
.712
.731
.745
.757
.766
.773
.779
.784
.789
.793
.796
.799
.802
.804
.806

-

-

-

-

.779
.795
.806
.814
.821
.826
.830
.834
.837
.839
.842
.844
.845
.847
.848
.849

.723
.739
.750
.758
.765
.770
.774
.778
.781
.783
.786
.788
.789
.791
.792
.793

.598
.673
.718
.748
.769
.785
.798
.808
.816
.823
.828
.833
.838
.841
.845
.848
.850
.853

FQ = 0.91466 - 2.40023(-~-)
'age7

r2 = 0.92

Pine Pulptimber

FQ = 0.91970 - 4.05037(— )
'age7

r

Hardwood Sawtimber

FQ = 0.87281 - 2.34128(~~)
'age7

r

Hardwood Pulptimber

FQ = 0.89750 - 4.49748(— )
age7

2

FC = FQ - 0.061

= 0.95

FC = FQ - 0.073

= 0.90

FC = FQ - 0.056

2
r = 0.93

FC = FQ - 0.083

2

Hughes

Pine Sawtimber

.686
.702
.715
.725
.733
.740
.745
.750
.755
.758
.762
.765
.767
.770

McDavid

Based on the following:

.515
.590
.635
.665
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set of weight/volume tables. Moreover, the use of point sampling or
plotless cruising (Grosenbaugh 1952) has steadily increased during
the past 25 years, and each table was converted to Weight/Basal Area
Ratios by multiplying each value in the original tables by 1833/DBH2,
the number of trees per acre represented by one sample tree or 1 0
square feet of basal area when the 1 0 -factor prism is used.
USE OF THE EQUATIONS AND VOLUME TABLES IN TIMBER ESTIMATING
From tree to tree, form quotient may vary widely, and its
correct estimation is important. From a mensurational point of view,
trees grow in form as well as diameter and height, and form should
be dealt with for accurate volume or growth estimates — hence the
common practice of using a local or standard volume equation or table
for all ages of timber may result in considerable error. This is
particularly true for immature timber under 50 years of age.
Determination of Average Form Quotient and Form Class
In searching for a more objective method than ocularly estimating
form quotient, common in this region, the age and form quotient of
2,674 merchantable sample trees from the Olinkraft Continuous Forest
Inventory (Hughes 1975) were examined. Plotting of the dendrometer
measurements revealed that mean form quotient for pine and hardwood
timber on the Olinkraft Forest varies principally as a hyperbolic
function of age.
Accordingly, four weighted simple hyperbolic regression equations
were derived from the CFI sample tree data to predict average form
quotient as follows:
Pine Sawtimber Trees

FQ = 0.9147 - 2.4002(---)
age

r2 = 0.92

Pine Pulptimber Trees

FQ = 0.9197 - 4.0504(--£-)

r2 = 0.95

Hardwood Sawtimber Trees

FQ = 0.8728 - 2.3413(-•— -)
age

r 2 = 0.90

Hardwood Pulptimber Trees FQ = 0.8975 - 4.4975(— — )

r2 = 0.93

These equations have been solved by 5-year intervals and are
given in Table 2. The tabular values can be inserted into the basic
weight/volume multiple regression equations to produce weight volume
tables for timber when the age of the tree or stand in question is
known.
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From the CFI dendrometer measurements, mean form quotients for
pine sawtimber, hardwood sawtimber, pine pulptimber, and hardwood
pulptimber were 0.865, 0.834, 0.737, and 0.731 respectively.
Form quotient increases very rapidly with age to about 60 years and
then levels off with very little increase occurring to an advanced
age. For those who prefer to use Girard Form Class (Mesavage &
Girard 1946), which is the ratio of diameter inside bark at the top
of the first 16-foot log to dbh outside bark, the general relation
ship of form holds true. From this biomass study, the factors to
subtract from form quotient to obtain form class for pine sawtimber,
hardwood sawtimber, pine pulptimber, and hardwood pulptimber are
0.061, 0.056, 0.073, and 0.083. Thus the average'form classes for
the Olinkraft Forest for these products as per the Olinkraft
Continuous Forest Inventory are 0.804, 0.778, 0.664, and 0.648
respectively.
Table Corrections for Different Form Quotients
If the age of the tree or timber stand is known, cases will
occur when weight table adjustment will be necessary. Since the
weight/volume curves are anamorphic, the standard tables for the
Olinkraft Forest can be adjusted to another form quotient by the
following percentage corrections:
Percentage Adjustment in Standard Weight Table
_____ for Each .01 Change in Form Quotient_____
Parameter

Pine
Sawtimber

Wt
1-4

2.37

W

2.96

tl-3

Wt
5

0.62

Pine
Pulptimber

Hardwood
Sawtimber

Hardwood
Pulptimber

1.32

1.77

0.36

1.60
4.33

2.05

1.70

Standards of Merchantability for Biomass Estimates
The field work was initiated to duplicate average merchant
ability standards employed in conventional timber harvesting
operations throughout the region. Merchantable sawlog length for
sawtimber trees includes that portion of a tree from 0.5-foot
stump to a point on the stem at which sawlog merchantability is
limited by excessive branches larger than 3.0 inches, crook,
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deformity, or minimum diameter. Although an attempt was made to
measure pine sawtimber trees to an 8.0-inch sawlog top and hardwood
sawtimber trees to a 10.0—inch sawlog top, these upper diameter
measurements for sawlogs were not possible to achieve except on
small, very clean trees.
A more objective way of describing sawlog utilization standards
is to give the average upper sawlog top diameter as a percentage
of the DBH and state the average length in feet of the topwood
portion left for pulpwood. Accordingly the following power curve
expressions give the author's sawlog utilization standards for the
region:
Upper Sawlog Top Diameter as Percentage of DBH Expressed
as Decimal Fraction
Pine Sawtimber
Hardwood Sawtimber
Topwood Length in Feet
Pine Sawtimber
Hardwood Sawtimber
Under average conditions for sawtimber utilization, the basic
sample data from various biomass studies on'the Olinkraft Forest
revealed that the length of the topwood segment left for pulpwood
will average 24.4 and 32.0 feet for pine and hardwood sawtimber
respectively. In general, pulptimber trees are measured to a 4.0inch top regardless of quality.
WEIGHT/CUNIT CONVERSIONS
Because of numerous advantages, there has been a move to adopt
the cubic foot (or cunit, which equals 100 cubic feet of wood inside
bark) as a standard unit of measurement for wood throughout the
South. Since weight and cubic volume are highly related to each
other, a special part of this study concentrated on developing
weight/volume conversion factors for standing timber and its
components such as sawlogs, pulpwood, topwood, and residual fuelwood .
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As per this biomass study, the following mean weight conversions
and standard deviations per tree were obtained from the study:
GREEN WEIGHT (LBS.) OF WOOD AND BARK PER CUNIT

Hard
Sawtimber

HARDWOOD
Soft
Hard
Sawtimber Pulptimber

PINE
Segment

Sawtimber

Pulptimber

#1-3

7193±409

7697+433

7495+467

#4

7683±812

8046+L246

8306±987

#1-4

7296±404

7773±616

7692±528

6878+943

7847± 1186

Soft
Pulptimber

7614±1263

Other details on the sample trees and weights are given in
Table 3. It must be remembered that the weight of a cunit of wood
is affected by moisture content and specific gravity. Furthermore,
it appears that tree to tree weight per cunit varies more than is
popularly believed.
SHORT-CUT FACTORS FOR AN EFFICIENT ESTIMATE
OF BIOMASS PER ACRE
Reference to the green weight/basal area ratios by DBH classes
and merchantable lengths from the equations indicate that the ton
weight/basal area ratios do not vary a great deal by diameter classes.
Furthermore, by DBH classes merchantable lengths tend to approach
average lengths for the species over a timber tract.
This has great utility for southern timber estimators because
an efficient timber estimator can make quick, cheap, accurate
estimates of biomass and its component timber products per acre
mentally in tons if he will memorize the following factors:
Tons of Biomass/10 Sq. Ft. Basal Area
Product

Seg.
1-5

Seg.
1-4

Seg.
1-3

Seg.
4

Seg.
5

Pine Sawtimber

15.2

12.5

10.0

2.5

2.7

Pine Pulptimber

8.4

5.7

-

Pine Reproduction

5.3

-

Hardwood Sawtimber

17.5

11.5

Hardwood Pulptimber

10.5

7.3

-

2.7
-

-

7.9
-

3.6

6.0

-

3.2

Table 3.

Mean and standard deviation of measurements on timber products on Olinkraft
raw material weight study.

Product
Pine Sawtimber

Pine Pulptimber

Hard Hardwood Sawtiniber

Soft Hardwood Sawtimber

Hard Hardwood Pulptimber

Soft Hardwood Pulptimber

Basis
(86)

(54)

(32)

(8)

(52)

(16)

DBH

Form
Quotient

14.3 +3.8

.876 + .035

6.6 + 1.8

15.0 + 2.2

14.7 + 2.5

7.4 + 2.5

6.7 + 2.2

.803 + .074

.848 + .045

.847 + .065

.783 + .063

.745 + .080

Form
Class

Length
1-3

.815 + .037 42.1 + 12.8

.730 + .074

.792 + .048 29.4 + 8.1

.793 + .067 31.8 ± 3-7

.700 + .076

.661 + .077

4
25.3 + 5.7
Outside Bark
Inside Bark

1-3
60.99 + 3.52
71.93 + 4.09

Pounds
Weight/ft3
4

1-

66.96 + 6.91
76.38 + 8.12

62.33 + 3.35
72.96 + 4.04

32.9 + 12.5
Outside Bark
Inside Bark

56.29 + 7.32
68.78 + 9.43

28.5 + 5.4
Outside Bark
Inside Bark

66.73 + 4.02
76.97 + 4.33

70.59 + 9.13
80.46 + 12.46

67.94 + 4.60
77.73 + 6.16

30.4 + 7.1
Outside Bark
Inside Bark

66.14 + 4.64
74.95 + 4.67

71.59 + 7.62
83.06 + 9.87

67.40 + 4.60
76.92 + 5.28

32.4 + 12.9
Outside Bark
Inside Bark

65.06 + 9.32
78.47 + 11.86

27.5 + 10.4
Outside Bark
Inside Bark

63.34 + 10.07
76.14 + 12.63

Pounds
Weight
per
Cunit

7296
+ 404

6878
+ 943

7773
+ 616

7692
+ 528

7847
+1186

7614
+1263
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Tons of Biomass/10 Sq. Ft. Basal Area (Cont.)
Seg.
1-5

Product
Cull Hardwood Timber
Cull Hardwood Brush

Seg.
1-4

1 2 . 5
5.6

-

Seg.
1-3

Seg.
4

Seg.
5

-

-

-

-

-

-

Since it is common to use a 10-factor prism in point sampling
for direct estimates of basal area per acre in the South, one can
multiply the tree count by timber products times the above factors
and use summation to produce an estimate of biomass per acre that is
reasonably accurate. Of course, several plots on the tract will
have to be taken to produce a mean biomass estimate with confidence.
While on the subject of short cuts for timber estimating, it
is becoming increasingly more popular to use in-place, portable
chippers in the forest, such as the Morbark Chip Harvester, for
chipping the entire biomass of the tree. Most foresters have
realized that the overrun of such whole-tree chipping vs. conven
tional harvesting is considerable. Using the equations in this
report and demonstrating them with the Olinkraft Forest stand table
provides the following overrun factors for whole-tree harvesting
vs. conventional harvesting to a 4.0-inch top:
Product

Overrun Factor

Pine Sawtimber

1.219

Pine Pulptimber

1.467

Hardwood Sawtimber

1.529

Hardwood Pulptimber

1.437

BIOMASS OF THE OLINKRAFT FOREST
The Olinkraft Forest is a highly productive tract of 583,469
acres of mostly natural, second growth pine and hardwood timber
lying in the upper coastal plain of North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
and East Texas. The lands have been under fire protection for
30-35 years and various timber stand improvement programs have
been conducted during this time. In 1970, even-aged management and
complete area regulation were adopted, hence the present all-aged
forest is being converted to even-aged loblolly pine plantations
on a 40-year rotation. At the present, we are consuming our total
merchantable growth of pine, and with the addition of our seventh
paper machine, we will begin utilizing the total merchantable growth

Percentage breakdown of woody biomass by comDonent
products on the Olinkraft forest as per the 1975
remeasurement of the Olinkraft Continuous Forest
Inventory.

Pine Sawtimber
Pine Pulptimber
Pine Reproduction
Total Pine

Merchantable Hardwood

— ^Cull Hardwood Timber
Cull Hardwood Brush
Cull Hardwood
TOTAL TIMBER

Pulpwood

Fuelwood

65.7
-

16.3
68.2
-

18.0
31.8
-

100.0

50.2

25.6

19.9

4.3

45.0
-

20.5
69.6

34.5
30.4

19.8

47.9

32.3

—

.
32.2

—

_
30.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
35.6

-

_
-

Biomass

Hardwood Sawtimber
Hardwood Pulptimber

Precommercial

Sawlogs

the Above-ground

Product

Estimating

Table 4.

_
—

_
2.2

— Value reduced by 25% for unsound and/or hollow.
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of hardwood.

On the basis of 1975 remeasurement of the Olinkraft Contin
uous Forest Inventory, Table 4 gives the percentage breakdown of
all woody fiber 0.1-inch DBH and above by component timber products
on the Olinkraft Forest. The total weight of pine and hardwood
0.1-inch DBH and above is in excess of 100 tons per acre of which
50.1% is pine and 49.9% is hardwood. By the four groupings of saw
logs, pulpwood, fuelwood, and precommercial pine, the percentage
breakdown of fiber by products is respectively 32.2%, 30.0%,
35.6% and 2.2%. Thus, fuelwood, which consists of unmerchantable
tips, limbs, twigs, and foliage makes up the largest part of the
biomass on a weight basis. If all of this component of the biomass
could be harvested economically, more than 1 0 cords per acre would
be available as fuelwood. Under the best of conventional utili
zation standards, where harvesting operations are being conducted
for both pine and hardwood to a 4.0-inch top, only 62.2% of the
available biomass is being utilized.
On a green-weight basis, Olinkraft owns, in fee, a total of
125.3 billion pounds of above-ground biomass of wood, bark, limbs,
twigs and foliage. Until the company is able to economically
harvest all of this biomass — under the best of conventional
utilization standards — it will continue to consume less than twothirds of its timber resource.
BIOMASS OF THE SOUTHERN FOREST
The southern forest, consisting of the commercial timberland
in the twelve-state area of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas,
Louisiana, East Texas, and East Oklahoma contains 189.6 million
acres according to latest survey reports. In terms of natural
biomass stocking and production per acre, forests in Florida and
Oklahoma are probably somewhat inferior to those in other states
with Louisiana, East Texas, and Georgia among the best in softwood
biomass.
Any attempt to estimate the biomass in pounds for the southern
forest is fraught with difficulty, because the U.S. Forest Survey
has not yet produced volumes in terms of weight, nor has it
recognized and attempted to measure the fuelwood component in its
published survey reports. This needs to be done in future reports.
Nevertheless, with inadequate data from the survey reports, we
have made an estimate of the softwood and hardwood biomass — state
by state — for the Southern Forest. These data are given in

Table 5.

Estimated softwood biomass in green tons per acre by States and component timber
products for the Southern Forest.

Rough and
Rotten
Sawtimber
1-4
5

Year

M
Acres

Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Louisiana
Texas
Oklahoma

1977
1974
1968
1972
1970
1971
1972
1967
1969
1974
1975
1976

15,972.8
19,544.8
12,410.7
24,839.0
16,231.6
12,819.8
21,333.1
16,891.9
18,206.7
14,526.6
12,512.5
4,323.4

6.72
12.04
12.41
12.84
8.89
2.51
11.43
9.11
8.76
15.53
17.19
5.57

1.37
1.46
0.99
1.31
0.94
0.43
1.75
1.12
1.01
2.18
1.86
0.65

1.77
2.96
2.93
3.10
2.15
0.64
2.89
2.24
2.14
3.88
4.17
1.36

4.21
5.46
4.17
6.99
5.29
2.04
5.69
3.63
2.86
4.60
4.33
2.13

1.97
2.55
1.95
3.26
2.47
0.95
2.66
1.70
1.34
2.15
2.02
0.99

0.20
0.21
0.29
0.18
0.22

Average for South

1972

189,612.9

10.62

1.31

2.61

4.62

2.16

State

Sawtimber
1-3
4

5

Pulptimber
1-4
5

Rough and
Rotten
Pulptimber
1-4
5

Seedlings
&
Saplings
1-5

Total
Biomass
1-5

0.28
0.10
0.10
0.38
0.15
0.07

0.04
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.04
0.02

0.26
0.20
0.36
0.18
0.21
0.09
0.17
0.07
0.07
0.22
0.19
0.07

0.12
0.10
0.17
0.09
0.10
0.03
0.08
0.03
0.04
0.10
0.08
0.03

2.78
3.07
3.60
3.58
2.44
1.61
4.34
4.43
2.53
3.03
2.43
2.58

19.44
28.10
26.93
31.57
22.76
8.43
29.35
22.45
18.87
32.15
32.46
13.47

0.20

0.04

0.18

0.08

3.16

24.98

0.11

Based on latest U. S. Forest Survey Reports by States from Southern and Southeastern Forest Experiment Stations
and Olinkraft converting factors.
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Table 6.

Estimated hardwood biomass in green tons per acre by States and component timber
products for the Southern Forest.

Sawtimber
4
1-3

Pulptimber
1-4
5

Rough and
Rotten
Sawtimber
1-4
5

Rough and
Rotten
Pulptimber
1-4
5

Year

M
Acres

Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Louisiana
Texas
Oklahoma

1977
1974
1968
1972
1970
1971
1972
1967
1969
1974
1975
1976

15,972.8
19,544.8
12,410.7
24,839.0
16,231.6
12,819.8
21,333.1
16,891.9
18,206.7
14,526.6
12,512.5
4,323.4

17.48
14.83
11.52
8.04
5.14
11.03
6.44
6.47
7.58
10.59
6.67
3.79

3.84
2.92
1.60
1.44
0.82
3.65
2.01
1.88
2.90
2.71
1.44
0.65

11.28
9.39
6.94
5.01
3.15
7.77
4.47
4.42
5.54
7.03
4.29
2.35

12.81
10.66
5.90
6.89
3.48
11.25
7.71
6.46
8.24
7.04
5.96
4.93

5.60
4.66
2.58
3.01
1.52
4.92
3.37
2.82
3.60
3.08
2.60
2.15

3.88
2.33
3.24
1.87
1.72
2.78
1.87
2.31
2.79
3.09
2.62
2.90

2.05
1.23
1.71
0.99
0.91
1.47
0.99
1.22
1.48
1.63
1.39
1.53

4.14
2.91
2.85
1.95
1.82
2.26
1.67
2.12
2.28
2.83
2.75
3.40

1.81
1.27
1.25
0.85
0.80
0.99
0.73
0.93

Average for South

1972

189,612.9

9.36

2.22

6.13

7.81

3.41

2.52

1.33

2.47

State

—

5

Seedlings
&
Saplings
1-5

Total
Biomass
1-5

1.24
1.20
1.49

3.30
3.37
8.85
9.63
11.23
11.23
10.07
10.65
9.91
8.39
7.06
9.35

66.19
53.57
46.44
39.68
30.59
57.35
39.33
39.28
45.32
47.63
35.98
32.54

1.08

8.54

44.87

1.00

Based on latest U. S. Forest Survey Reports by States from Southern and Southeastern Forest Experiment Stations
and Olinkraft converting factors.

Estimating

Table 7.

Green weight of above-ground woody biomass in tons per acre
by consumer products on the Southern Forest of 190 million
acres.

the

Pulpwood
Tons %

Fuelwood
Tons

Softwood Sawtimber

13.79

10.62

1.31

9.0

2.61

18.0

Softwood Pulptimber

10.48

-

-

5.00

68.7

2.28

31.3

5.94

_

_

_

Product

Softwood Reproduction

73.0

_

Total
Tons

14.54

-

7.28

_

3.16

100.0

3.16

3.16

12.6

24.98

Total Softwood

30.21

10.62

42.5

6.31

25.3

4.89

19.6

Hardwood Sawtimber

14.30

9.36

52.9

2.22

12.5

6.13

34.6

-

17.71

14.28

_

11.22

28.58

9.36

28.93

Hardwood Pulptimber
Merchantable Hardwood

Cull Hardwood Timber

11.74

-

Hardwood Reproduction

15.25

-

26.99

-

85.78

19.98

Cull Hardwood

TOTAL TIMBER

7.81

69.6

3.41

30.4

_

10.03

34.7

9.54

33.0

-

7.40

100.0

7.15

83.7

1.39

16.3

8.54

14.55

91.3

1.39

8.7

15.94

28.98

41.5

4.55

6.5

69.85

.

32.3

-

-

-

-

28.6

-

-

16.34

-

23.4

Biomass

Sawlogs
Tons %

Above-ground

Precommercial
Tons
%

Basal
Area

7.40

-
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Tables 5 and 6 respectively. Table 7 is the composite estimate of
the woody biomass for the Southern Forest, which shows approximately
70 green tons per acre of which 25 tons per acre is softwood and
45 tons per acre is hardwood. Of this biomass, 28.6% is sawlogs,
23.4% is pulpwood, 6.5% is precommercial reproduction and 41.5% is
fuelwood. Again, as for the Olinkraft Forest, less than two-thirds
of the biomass is presently removed in harvesting operations for
sawlogs and pulpwood. If these residuals could be economically
recovered, it could help the country's energy problem.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Perhaps the most significant point in this paper is the fact
that, under the best of conventional harvesting standards in the
South, where both pine and hardwood timber is utilized to a 4.0inch top, less than two-thirds of the available above-ground biomass
is being recovered. The energy crisis has presented foresters with
both a challenge and an opportunity. Certainly, the forest
industry should fare better than other industries because of the
energy supply in it's forest. The challenge is to produce the
needed technology and machinery to economically recover this
presently-wasted natural resource.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

Was the biomass sampling done in the winter?

Answer:

That is correct.
The papermill was running short
on its gas supply and wanted to know the amount of
biomass that we had available for fuel.

Question:

Then the weight of leaves would also include needles?

Answer:

Yes, needles and those dried leaves which remained
attached to trees in the winter.

Question:

Would you generalize as to the success of outdoor
storage of chips and the amount of deterioration that
occurs?

Answer:

We have not yet analyzed the rate of deterioration
of chips stored outdoors.

FOREST ENERGY FOR USE BY WOOD INDUSTRIES

C.T. "Kip" Howlett, Jr.
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION
Washington, D.C.
and
Adrien Gamache
GAMACHE AND ASSOCIATES
Lake Oswego, Oregon

INTRODUCTION
With the assistance of Dr. Adrien Gamache and Georgia-Pacific's
foresters, in a study.with Mitre Corporation for the Department of
Energy, we estimated that mill and logging residues equal to 1.3
to 2.3 quads of potential energy would be available by the year
2 0 0 0 , assuming that suitable harvesting equipment was developed and
that it was economically feasible to utilize this source of supply.
How these supplies will be used, of course, depends on the ultimate
strength of two competing uses for them. These residues can be
used for, (1 ) wood products - pulp chips, particleboard, and even
conventional lumber if utilization standards change (e.g. veneer
facing over a compressed chip core), or (2 ) energy - the most
economical use is direct combustion for steam production and
electrical generation.
In an examination of what the forest products and paper indus
tries have done in utilizing wood residues and the prospects for
the future one must consider the competing demands for this
resource.
The fundamental law of economics is that everything is inter
connected. These demands will be influenced by three federal policies
which do not relate directly to biomass energy utilization: federal

The authors are Legislative Counsel and Consulting Economist,
respectively. This paper was presented by C.T. Hewlett, Jr.
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energy pricing policy; land withdrawal of public timber, and
inflation, which will affect interest rates, mortgage lending, and
thereby housing demand.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the current and pro
jected supplies of mill and logging residues. This is followed
by an assessment of current residue utilization and the projection
of future uses. Finally, there is a brief analysis of three
federal policies which will affect future biomass energy use.
In general, there is an opportunity for upwards of one quad
of new biomass energy to be available to industry, out of a total
of 2 . 3 quads of total residues generated in the year 2 0 0 0 .
This would represent a doubling of the current biomass energy
used which is about one quad by the wood products and paper
industry. This industry now uses about 2.6 quads total energy
and with an expected growth by the year 2 0 0 0 , of 1 quad in additional
energy use. In other words, the new quad of residue that should be
available in 2 0 0 0 would have a corresponding energy use by just the
wood products and paper industries.
On paper, energy self-sufficiency for these industries appears
to be possible, if all the residue that was generated was utilized
for energy by these industries and if a complete replacement or
retrofitting to wood fired boilers were to take place. However,
high costs and lack of harvesting equipment will probably limit
total residue utilization for energy, and some residue may go to
traditional market commodities rather than energy use.
The site specific surveys in this report emphasize the regional
differences in residue markets and the necessity for considering
the feasibility of using wood and bark residues for energy produc
tion must be made on a case by case basis.
There is another law of economics - the iron law of distri
bution which is "them what has gets."
Even though there is some evidence that non-wood products
industries are now competing for wood residues because the cost of
wood residue on a Btu basis compares favorably to substitute fuels,
if traditional wood products' markets increase the value of those
residues for these markets, then it can be expected that they will
be put to this higher and better use.
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Nothing occurs in isolation. The further one looks into the
future, there is greater difficulty predicting with any certainty
the ultimate utilization of these resources. Seemingly unrelated
federal policies will have a significant effect on wood residue
energy utilization.
ERDA STUDY
As a part of a comprehensive systems study of silviculture
biomass farms by the Mitre Corporation, Georgia-Pacific Corporation
and E R D A , the biomass residues which result from the growing,
harvesting, and conversion of commercial timber to conventional
forest products was studied. The objectives of this study were to:
(1) Identify the major sources of forest and mill
residues.
(2) Summarize the characteristics of forest and mill
residues which are pertinent to their use as an
energy source.
(3) Estimate current availability, costs, and usage
of forest and mill residues.
(4) Estimate future availability of forest and mill
residues.
Mill Residues
Mill residues are generated in very large amounts, because less
than half of the volume of timber (including bark) processed into
lumber and plywood becomes finished product (Schuldt and Howard 1974
Page and Baxter 1974).
Total mill residues generated in the United States in 1970 are
estimated at about 8 6 million dry ton equivalents (DTE), including
about 67 million DTE of wood and 19 million DTE of bark. This
figure includes only residues generated in the manufacture of
lumber, plywood and miscellaneous wood products, such as cooperage,
shingles, pilings and posts. Approximately 78 percent of total
residues were generated in the lumber industry, 15 percent in the
plywood industry, and the remaining 7 percent in the manufacture of
miscellaneous wood products.

—
Energy Research and Development Administration, presently
incorporated in the Department of Energy.
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Table 1 presents some representative recent prices of mill
residues, which demonstrates a considerable variability depending
on location. Tables 2 and 3 present more detailed projections on
the types of mill residues which may be generated and their energy
availability and equivalency.
Estimates of future residue generation through 2020 were made
in the ERDA Study, based on projections of primary product output
in each of the three industries mentioned above. Total mill
residue output expected in key future years is as follows:
Year

Projections in Millions of DTE
Low

High

1980

98

124

2000

88

128

2020

76

143

The high projection indicates a 6 6 percent increase in residue
production over 1970 levels by 2020, while the low projection
indicates a 12 percent decrease. These estimates are based on
alternative high and low projections of primary product output which
are based in turn on alternative high and low projections of socio
economic variables such as population growth and income growth.
Both projections assume a relative decline in lumber production,
which is a relatively heavy producer of residues, in favor of ply
wood production and residue-based panel products.
Approximately 75 percent of all wood residues generated by
the lumber, plywood and miscellaneous wood products industries in
1970 were used for some purpose. Approximately 56 percent of all
wood residues generated were used for non-energy products, primarily
for woodpulp. The remainder of the wood residues, about 13 million
DTE or 19 percent of total wood residues, were either used as fuel
where produced or sold as fuel.
Approximately 11.6 million DTE, or some 60 percent, of bark
residues were put to some use in 1970. It is likely that most of
this amount was used for energy production.
Forest Residues
Forest residues represent a potentially very large source of
biomass for energy production. The term "forest residues" has
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Some representative prices for wood and bark residues
in 1975 and 1976.1/

Prices (dollars)
Residues

West Coast

South

Maine

($/Dry Ton Equivalent) ...
Chips
Softwood
1975

25.00-37.50

1976

40.00

25.00-28.00

40.00

Hardwood
1976

18.00-20.00

Shavings
1975

3.75-5.45
7.50

1976
Sawdust
1975

2.50
1.50-2.00

1976

5.00

Bark
1975

2.40

1976

5.80

— ^Sources:

1 .0 0

Moore, 1975 and Georgia-Pacific Corporation, 1976.

Table 2.

Estimated residue generation in the lumber, plywood, and
miscellaneous wood products industries in 1970, 1980,
2 0 0 0 and 2 0 2 0 .1 '

Coarse
Residues

Industry
and Year

Fine
Residues

Total
Residues

Bark
Residues

(lO^Dry Ton Equivalent)

.

Lumber

1970 (actual)

38.0

14.1

14.8

66.9

1980 - Low

41.4
54.7

15.4
20.3

16.1
21.3

72.9
96.3

36.3
55.1

1 1 .8

17.9

14.0
21.3

62.1
94.3

29.7
61.7

8 .2
16.9

11.4
23.8

49.3
102.4

9.7

0 .6

2 .8

13.1

12.9
15.2

0 .8
0.9

3.6
4.3

17.3
20.4

13.9
19.6

0 .8
1 .1

4.0
5.6

18.7
26.3

14.1
25.0

0 .8

1.4

4.0
7.2

18.9
33.6

3.3

1 .2

1 .8

6.3

3.9

1.4

2 .1

7.4

1970 (actual)

51.0

15.9

19.4

86.3

1980 - Low

58.2
73.8

17.6
2 2 .6

2 1 .8

27.7

97.6
124.1

54.1
78.6

14.0
20.4

2 0 .1
29.0

8 8 .2
128.0

47.7
90.6

10.4
19.7

17.5
33.1

75.6
143.4

- High

2 0 0 0 - Low
- High

2 0 2 0 - Low
- High
Plywood

1970 (actual)
1980 - Low
- High

2 0 0 0 - Low
- High

2 0 2 0 - Low
- High
Miscellaneous
Wood Products

1970 (actual)
1980, 2000
and 2 0 2 0
Total

- High

2 0 0 0 - Low
- High

2 0 2 0 - Low
- High

— ^Source:

Dr. Adrien Gamache, Gamache & Associates;
Gamache and Howlett, 1977.
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been interpreted to include logging residues, intermediate cuttings,
understory removal and annual mortality. The last of these, annual
mortality, refers to trees killed by natural agents. Such trees
are generally widely dispersed, hence making it likely that their
collection for any purpose would be non-economic in most instances.
Forest residues could conceivably be collected and reduced to
fuel sizes by chipping or by processing through a hogging device
similar to those used for reducing mill residues to fuel. The
physical characteristics of forest residues which would be of
importance with respect to energy production would be similar in
most respects to those of mill residues.
Total above-ground logging residues generated in the United
States in 1970 are estimated at about 83 million DTE. Stump-root
systems left as logging residues in 1970 are estimated at 104
million DTE.
On a per-acre basis, logging residues are generally heaviest
in the Pacific Northwest, where much of the timber harvested
comes from stands of large, over-mature, old-growth timber. Trees
in these stands are often rotten and subject to breakage on falling,
with broken or rotten pieces being left on site. Above-ground
logging residues in the Pacific Northwest in 1970 averaged 24 DTE
per acre of logged ground compared to a national average of 9.1
DTE per acre.
Utilization of forest residues in the United States at the
present time is negligible. The residues generally have no
positive value to forest landowners at the present time, and it
may be assumed that they are currently available at no cost.
Costs of collecting, reducing and transporting forest residues
are currently estimated at about $23 per DTE in the South to
between $44 and $61 per DTE in the Pacific Northwest.
Estimates of future logging residue generation through 2020
have been made based on projections of timber harvest levels.
Total logging residue outputs expected in key future years are as
follows:
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Table 3.

Projections of mill residues and their energy potential—3/

Mill Residue
Year

Total

Available^/

..(106 Dry Ton Equivalents)...

Energy
Equivalents—
(105 Btu)

86

49

0.5

1980

97-124

42-53

0.5-0.6

2000

88-128

38-55

0.4-0.6

2020

75-143

32-61

0.4-0.7

1970 (Actual)

— Assumes 43% of all residues used for other purposes.

2/
— Assumes heating value of 8200 Btu/lb and combustion
efficiency of 6 8 %.
3/
— Source:

Dr. Adrien Gamache, Gamache & Associates;
Gamache and Howlett, 1977.
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Projections in Millions of DTE

1980
2000

2020

Low

High

83
81
107

148
195

110

The high projection indicates a 135 percent increase by 2020,
while the low projection indicates a 29 percent increase. These
estimates are based on alternative high and low harvest estimates,
which correspond in turn to the high and low projections of primary
product outputs mentioned above.
A more detailed analysis of forest residues by region is
presented in Tables 4, 5, and 6 .
Above-ground logging residues are likely to become, during the
projection period, an increasing source of supply for both energy
and non-energy uses. Forest residues, properly processed, can be
put to many of the same uses as mill residues. The admixture of
wood and bark is a problem in many non-energy uses, but separation
of bark from chipped residues is a subject of current research.
A more detailed discussion of the significant progress that has
been made in chip classification is presented later in this paper.
UTILIZATION
Mill and forest residue utilization will vary greatly from
site to site.
For that reason, we studied three sites in particular
to examine more closely the factors which will improve this
utilization.
Our site studies focused on Vermont, with additional
information on logging residue utilization and chip classification
from studies which we conducted in Maine; Crosset, Arkansas; and
Western Oregon.
Mill and Logging Residue in the Pacific Coast
Logging residue developed in harvesting of old—growth timber
on the Pacific Coast varies from as little as 4 DTE per acre in
Eastern Oregon to more than 170 tons per acre in some parts of
Western Oregon and Washington.
For example, a log harvest of
50,000 board feet per acre will, on the average, leave 45 DTE of
residue suitable for fuel or 30 tons of residue suitable for
products.
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Table 4.

Projected above-ground logging residue generation, by wood type and
geographical location for 1980, 2000 and 2020.

Projected Residue Generation
Type and
Section^-

Estimated
Residues, 1970

1980
Low

High

Low

2000
High

2020
Low

High

Softwoods
North

3

4

5

5

8

5

9

South

16

15

23

19

32

20

39

5

4

7

5

9

5

10

22

20

25

15

25

16

32

46

43

60

44

74

46

90

North

14

16

20

17

34

28

47

South

22

23

19

39

32

55

Rocky Mtn.

*

*

29
*

*

*

*

1

Pacific Coast

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

37

40

50

37

74

61

105

Rocky Mtn.
Pacific Coast
Total Softwoods
Hardwoods
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Total Hardwoods

Table 4.

Projected Residue Generation
Estimated
Residues, 1970

Low

1980
High

Low

2000
High

Low

2020
High

(106Dry Ton Equivalent)
Hardwoods and Softwoods
17

20

25

22

42

33

56

South

38

38

52

38

71

52

94

7

5

9

5

11

Rocky Mtn.

5

Pacific Coast
Total Softwoods
and Hardwoods

23

21

26

16

26

17

34

83

83

110

81

148

107

195

Industries

North

for Use by Wood

Type and
Section^

Forest Energy

Projected above-ground logging residue generation, by wood type and
geographical location for 1980, 2000 and 2020. (Continued).

less than 500,000 DTE
Sections defined as follows: North - New England, Middle Atlantic States, Lake States,
Central States; South - South Atlantic, East Gulf, Central Gulf, West Gulf; Rocky
Mountain - Northern Rocky Mountain, Southern Rocky Mountain; Pacific Coast - Pacific
Northwest, Pacific Southwest.
Source:

Dr. Adrien Gamache, Gamache & Associates; Gamache and Howlett, 1977.
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Table 5.

Projected quantities of stump-root systems left as logging residues, by wood
type and geographical location for 1980, 2000 and 2020,

Pro.iecteid Residue Regeneration
Type and
Section

Estimated
Residues, 1970

2000

1980
Low

High
..

Low

2020 i
High

Low

(lO6Dry Ton Equivalent)

Softwoods
North

5

6

7

7

11

7

14

South

28

26

40

34

56

35

68

6

10

8

13

8

15

30

28

34

21

34

22

44

70

66

91

70

114

72

141
High

North

15

17

21

17

35

28

48

South

19

20

25

16

33

28

47

Rocky Mtn.

*

*

*

*

1

1

1

Pacific Coast

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

35

38

47

34

70

58

98

Rocky Mtn.
Pacific Coast
Total Softwoods
Hardwoods

C.T. Howlett,

Total Hardwoods

Jr.
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Table 5.

Projected quantities of stump-root systems left as logging residues, by wood
type and geographical location for 1980, 2000 and 2020. (Continued).

Projected Residue Regeneration
Estimated
Residues, 1970

1980
Low

High

Low

2000
High

Low

2020
High

6

Hardwoods and Softwoods
20

23

28

24

46

35

62

South

47

46

65

40

89

63

115

7

6

10

8

14

9

16

31

29

35

22

35

23

46

105

104

138

94

184

130

239

Rocky Mtn.
Pacific Coast
Total Softwoods
and Hardwoods

Industries

North

for Use by Wood

Type and
Section-1-

(10 Dry Ton Equivalent)
Sections defined as follows: North - New England, Middle Atlantic States, Lake
States, Central States; South Rocky Mountain - Northern Rocky Mountain, Southern Rocky Mountain; Pacific Coast Pacific Northwest, Pacific Southwest.
Source:

Dr. Adrien Gamache, Gamache & Associates; Gamache and Howlett, 1977.
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Table 6 . Projection of above-ground logging residues and
their energy potential.

Year

Residue
(10 Dry Ton Equivalent)
84

1970

Energy Equivalent—
(1015 Btu)
0.9

1980

84-110

0.9-1.3

2000

81-148

0.9-1.7

2020

180-195

1 .2 -2 . 2

— Assumes heating value of 8200 Btu/lb and combustion
efficiency of 6 8 %
Source:

Dr. Adrien Gamache, Gamache & Associates;
Gamache and Howlett, 1977.
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Mill residue is produced at the rate of about 2 DTE for each
thousand board feet of lumber cut, or 1 DTE per thousand square
feet of plywood output. Of the 35 million tons of wood and bark
residue produced at mills within the States of California, Oregon
and Washington, all except 3-½ million tons of wood, including
sawdust and shavings, and 2 -Jg million tons of bark were used as a
source of energy by the wood processing plants or as a raw material
for pulp or other products.
A perspective of the energy value of this residue source for
this region may be useful. Electric energy consumption on the
Pacific Coast is growing at an annual rate of about 7 percent.
One year's growth in consumption could absorb nearly all the energy
obtainable from logging and mill residues created annually on the
Pacific Coast (Adams and Smith 1976, Adams 1976).
The Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
study on electric power generation from logging residue in the
Pacific Northwest found that such utilization was potentially
feasibly only if the public were to absorb a portion of the costs
of collecting and transporting the residue material (Grantham et al.
1974). Electric power generation is a low-value use for logging
residue. Generally it cannot compete with higher uses of sound
fiber for pulp or particleboard. This situation may change if
demand and the price for electric power continue to increase.
Sound wood fiber has a higher market value as pulpwood chips,
particleboard, or chip exports than as hogged fuel for electric
power generation. However, when logging residue is used for these
products a sizable proportion of bark, rot, and other material
suitable for hogged fuel will also be produced.
In the long run, the positive market forces are bound to
work themselves out to bring greater residue utilization. Stated
differently, this means greater logging utilization will leave
less residue in the first place.
Hog Fuel Survey in Vermont
The primary objective of this study was to determine, through
a survey, the availability of hog fuel from mill residues for
fueling a proposed 75,000 pound per hour boiler at Gilman, Vermont.
A list of potential contacts was made up totaling 45 wood
processing operations within a 50 mile radius of Gilman, Vermont.
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In nearly every case, it was found that theoretical waste
generation, especially bark, was considerably below the waste
figure given by individual operators in the field survey. A survey
of the availability and costs of logging residues was then made.
Logging residues would be available from clearing road right of
ways, stand improvement operations, and from mechanical operations.
Right of way clearence would generate about 184 green tons to
the mill in chip form at a cost of about $23 per DTE. Stand
improvement operations would generate about 140 green tons at a
cost of about $26 per DTE. Mechanical operations would generate
about 175 green tons per shift at a cost of about $27 per DTE.
At these costs, the energy utilization of logging residues is
not economically feasible. A chip classification system to
separate these logging residues into their highest and best uses
was then undertaken to determine if the economic feasibility
could be improved.
Chip Classification
An in-field feasibility study of chip classification was under
taken relative to these logging residues. Chip classification is
normally justified through the "high grading" that results from
such classification. An example of classification is in the
screening operations that separate pulp and chips into two size
classifications. Fines or small size chips to one pulping process
and larger chips to a separate pulping process. If the chips were
not separated into two or more size fractions, pulping yields
would be significantly reduced. This principal can be applied to
the high grading of chips for other uses. For example, logging
residues could be separated into three classifications:
(1) Good chips for pulping,
(2) Small chips and fines with some bark for
particleboard, and
(3) Bark and other rejected material for hog
fuel to generate energy.
Georgia-Pacific's current experience from whole tree chipping
indicates that rejected materials represent 2 0 to 30 percent of the
total volume chipped, and this fraction could be greater with a
more selective classification system or utilizing a different
system.
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Keep in mind that these percentages are for whole tree chips
from trees of a significant diameter primarily for pulping. If
this principal were applied to smaller diameter, high density
stands (which could be expected from a precommercial thinning
operation or from a biomass energy plantation), the expected
acceptable chip portion will no doubt be 50 percent or less rather
than the 70 to 80 percent from a whole tree chip pulping operation,
which would leave 50 percent or more for fuel material.
Consider for a moment, the value of chips as opposed to hog
fuel. At the present time, the value of pulp chips is about three
times greater than hog fuel. This can be interpreted several ways,
but the implication is that "high-grading" of chips for pulping
will result in reduced cost of chips for waste fuel.
Currently, chips are valued at $30 to $45 per cord delivered
to various pulp mills. This will vary with location. A cord of
waste fiber (bark, etc.) can normally be purchased at the mill
site for $10 to $12 per cord today, although this varies signifi
cantly from one location to another. An interim utilization is
wood waste for particleboard plants, where the value lies between
the two figures above. That is to say, particleboard plants will
pay between $10 and $45 per cord for their wood resource.
A rough run through the economics of a logging residue
operation indicated that costs in the range of $30 per DTE or
perhaps $35 per cord could be expected. This is within the
range of the two prices. More importantly, the ultimate economics
of a biomass gathering system of noncommercial stems will be a
major determinate of how much classification, if any, is justified.
High grading of noncommercial stems in a logging residue
operation may result in a yield of 50 percent pulp chips and
50 percent hog fuel. If we have a $30 per DTE cost of material
and can sell half of it for $40 per DTE for pulp chips, we can
effectively lower the cost of our waste material to $20 per DTE.
This approach appears to offer some promise.
An in-the-field study at Georgia-Pacific chip harvesting
operations utilized three separations. One was a new Morbark chip
harvester, with a "separator" that rejects primary grid and dirt
and other objectionable fractions. The ability to switch the
blower from one van to another to separate "tops" from "bowl" chips
is equally important. In the hardwood chipping demonstration,
"tops" accounted for approximately 10 to 15 percent of the chips,
about 1 0 —2 0 percent were rejected by the separator, and the
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remaining plus or minus 85 percent were classified as good chips.
Coupling this with a Class A fiber system resulted in a definite
highgrading of the whole tree chips.
The Class A fiber system makes use of three separate screening
steps, the first two are disc screens and the last is a shaker flat
screen. The capacity of this system is about 60-90 tons per hour.
From the various separations described above, about 20-30 percent of
the whole tree chips can be expected to be downgraded to hog fuel
from pulp logs.
These
equipment,
chippers.
new mobile

studies were conducted using conventional forestry
e.g., feller-bunchers, forwarders, and whole tree
Recently, a good deal of interest has been focused on a
harvester-chipper of noncommercial stems.

Generally, the conclusions reached by Roger Mitchell, GeorgiaPacific' s Resource Manager for the Woodland Division, who has been
actively involved in these studies, are as follows: Running
noncommercial stems through a pulpwood harvesting system for hog
fuel results in costs as high, if not higher, than one would expect
for pulpwood material. Even though noncommercial stems may have
a zero stumpage value, the ultimate cost to handle such stems is
equal to about half what it costs for petroleum.
The size and design of machinery is not nearly as important
as the size of the material you are handling. Labor costs are
obviously going to be the same for big machines as for small. The
production from precommercial thinning operations was extremely
disappointing because of the volume of material which had to be
handled to get a ton of converted material out the other end.
The concept of a "mobile harvester-chipper" is intriguing,
but the benefits of forwarding the material from stump to roadside
are cancelled out by the problems and cost associated with taking
the chipper through the woods with you.
This experience only underlines the need for a thorough examin
ation of the problem, and the development of a system tailored to
the job.
Waste Availability Study in Arkansas
The primary objective of this study was to determine whether
the volume of purchased hog fuel for boilers at the Crossett,
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Arkansas operations of Georgia-Pacific could be significantly
increased and at what cost.
The hog fuel boilers at the Crossett pulp mill are currently
fueled with about 1400 metric tons of mill residues per day.
With oil at $10 per barrel, hog fuel with a moisture content
of 50 percent is worth about $11 per metric ton in the boiler.
Adding handling charges of at least $1-2 per ton, a cost of about
$9 per metric ton delivered for wood waste is roughly equal to
the price of fuel oil.
Logging Residues
Precommercial thinnings could be chipped in the field with a
Morbark Chip-harvester and used for fuel. The volume harvested
per hour would be relatively low. An estimated 4-18 metric tons
per acre could be removed in such thinning operations, which
would yield a potential annual volume of wood waste of about
270-540,000 metric tons.
The estimated total delivered cost for such a precommercial
thinning operation would run between $15-17 per metric ton, which
compares with the break even point estimated to be about $9 per
metric ton.
Mill Residues
We estimated that perhaps 450-650 metric tons of additional
green waste per day could be obtained for about $9 per metric
ton delivered. This is an increase over current costs, and about
half of the increase cost results from freight costs and half
from increased demand. Handling costs and depreciation would push
the total delivered cost at the boiler to $1 0 - 1 1 per metric ton.
Assuming a present cost of delivered hog fuel at about $7
per metric ton, we projected that up to an additional 650 metric
tons of hog fuel per day could be obtained for about $3.50 per
metric ton over current prices. This puts the delivered price of
this additional hog fuel at about $9 per metric ton.
The estimated capital cost of a hog fuel boiler complex
could run from about $2 . 0 million to a high of $8 . 0 million.
Handling system costs, both operating and fixed costs, would add
at least $1 per metric ton and possibly as much as $2 per metric
ton to the total fuel cost.
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This analysis indicates that the new fuel delivered to the
boiler would be in the $ 11 per metric ton range, and this is barely
more than a standoff with oil at $ 10 per barrel.
Particleboard and panelboard plants are starting to demand
higher volumes of waste, and other particleboard plants use dry
waste, and some are being adapted to use green waste. These
plants can and do pay as much as twice what a hog fuel operator
pays for wood waste material. Where these particleboard plants
are part of a fully integrated wood products facility, these plants
will have first call on this wood waste.
Indications are that the usage of wood waste for higher value
products will continue to increase.
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
Increased residue utilization depends to a great extent on
three federal policies:
(1) Federal Timber Management: Continued land withdrawals
and restrictions on the utilization of the vast saw
timber inventories on federal lands in the West will
result in increasing pressure on private industrial and
non-industrial landowners to meet this nation's housing
needs. This will result in higher prices, as a recent
report from the Council on Wage and Price Stability
noted, and pressure to change utilization standards.
This will tend to validate the low projection on
residue in our study.
(2) Inflation and Interest Rates: If federal monetary
policy results in high interest rates, higher mortage
costs will have a dampening effect on housing demand.
Less demand for wood products will result in lower
generation of mill and forest residues. If federal
timber is restricted, then even the low projection
may be optimistic as utilization standards will
certainly be changed.
If federal timber is plentiful on the market, this
could lead to relative price stability in the wood
products market, and demand for residues would then
be influenced by the relative real price increase
in energy.
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(3) Federal Energy Pricing Policy: To state the issue
simply, will the market be permitted to operate to
determine the relative prices of energy? If it is
not, then industrial users, and in fact all users,
will be comparing energy supply alternatives which
do not reflect their true values. Misallocations
will certainly result. Supplies of conventional
fuels will continue to dwindle, allocations and
forced conversions through a bureaucratically
cumbersome process will result, further compounding
the energy problem this nation faces. A recent
study by the Department of Energy indicates that if
oil costs were about $25 a barrel, this would
probably result in all new boiler capacity and the
conversion of existing capacity in the wood products
and paper industry to wood firing.
Uncertanty about pricing is postponing many of these invest
ment decisions. As our study indicated, wood energy utilization
is uneconomic under many circumstances. Which of those uneconomic
alternatives will become economic depends on the relative price
of other energy fuels.
Whether you believe there is an energy problem or an energy
crisis — the moral equivalent of war — market pricing of energy
will result in the efficient use of the energy supplies available
to us.
Market pricing of energy must be our first national priority.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

Where were your greens for the chipper?

Answer:

In the field.

Comment:

Whole tree chipping and upgrading of the various
components of quality classification seems to be a
very practical means of supplying fuel and chips
or whatever else you need of the quality specifications
you want.

Comment:

You are probably familiar with the program that the
USFS has for grading the quality of whole tree chips
and residual chips. You can apply fuel credits to
the processing of chips for fuel. The fuel credit is
two to three times the amount it costs to process the
chips.

FOREST BIOMASS FOR THE COMPETITIVE CONSUMER

Richard Jagels
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Wood is man’s oldest fuel. Yet present policies for utilizing
biomass energy are beset with basic misunderstandings — often
conceptual rather than technological. I will discuss some of
those problems within the time framework of the next 1 0 - 2 0 years.
Beyond that period guesstimators predict that either nuclear or
solar (or both) technology will help fill the energy gap (Weinberg,
1978).
One conceptual problem surfaces when we forget that wood is
a primary biological product (as opposed to secondary, energy
enriched, products like oil, gas or alcohol), and, therefore, is
heterogenous in composition and less energy concentrated. As such
it does not readily fit into neatly prescribed national energy
conversion programs. Alcohol, a uniform, energy rich, easily
transported fuel can be fitted into a nationwide plan, but in
producing alcohol from wood about 72% of the potential energy is
lost (Rowell and Hokanson, 1977).
Recently I read a book entitled "Goodbye to the Flush Toilet",
a treatise devoted to composting human waste as an alternative to
the energy demanding and land and water gobbling sewage disposal
systems presently used in this country (Stoner, 1977).
I was struck by the similarity between that book and publica
tions on solar biomass as an energy source. The analogy is that
both attempt to conserve energy and both are plagued by situations
that must be individually analyzed and designed. This I think is
a sacrifice that must be faced in going from an energy wasteful,
uniform system to energy-conserving, individually designed systems,
or soft technologies. Here is where foresters will play an
important role in coordinating local supplies and distribution of
wood residues, firewood cutting permits or energy plantations.

The author is Assistant Specialist (Forestry), Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service.
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A second conceptual misconception, and an extension of the
first, is presented by those proponents or opponents of wood energy
who argue for "all or none". Numerous articles have been appearing
which cite available forest biomass figures and then argue for or
against the possibilities of, say, generating all our electrical
power needs with this biomass source (i.e., "Enough wood could be
grown on 21% of the forested lands in the U.S. to fuel all the
nation’s current generating capacity" from Random Lengths, Sept. 16,
1977). Again this comes back to our apparent need to establish
"National Policies" which will be uniform throughout the country.
Such arguments should be abandoned in favor of regional or area
plans. For some areas wood energy systems can be integrated with
"hard" technology. In other areas wood may not be economically
feasible as an energy source.
Finally, a third problem has developed, primarily I believe
from the newness of the subject and the diverse approaches to
developing wood energy policies or processes. The difficulty lies
in the poor exchange of ideas from one agency or entrepreneur to
another, and both to the general public. I think, however, as we
progress this problem will disappear. But in the short run it is
leading to published reports like a recent one (Shirley 1978) which
stated "Wood, however, a renewable and expandable resource has
received little attention (as an energy resource)." Having just
reviewed reams of documents ranging from ERDA's multivolume tome
on "Silvicultural Biomass Farms" to energy broker's reports on
available wood residues for various institutions, I find this
statement a bit out of touch with reality.
Later in the same article the author states "preliminary
tests indicate wood can be used to fuel industrial boilers and
dryers". The wood products industry has been operating such
plants for more than 25 years. In fact, one plant in Southern
France has generated electricity from wood fired boilers for over
50 years. (Anon., 1975). As we shall shortly see, many industries
and institutions outside the wood products field also have
operational wood fired systems.
It will be the purpose of this paper to evaluate the immediate
future of wood as an energy source for those who must purchase
this fuel in a competitive market — homeowners, electric power
generating plants, factories, mills, schools, hospitals, etc. I
will attempt to present the difficulties to be encountered within
this realm.
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KINDS OF BIOMASS ENERGY
What are some sources of biomass energy and why is wood the
best choice? On the surface it would appear that certain crop
plants, especially C4 plants with their higher photosynthetic
potentials, might provide the ideal biomass energy source (Bassham
1977). Corn (a C4 plant), under intensive cropping can produce
an energy equivalent of 61M BTU per acre per year. This compares
with 11M BTU per acre per year for average commercial forest land
(Burwell 1978).
But corn is a high energy management crop. The energy input
(planting, weeding fertilizing, etc.) must be subtracted from the
energy yield. Secondly, corn is bulky to handle because of its low
weight to volume ratio and is, therefore, costly to transport or
store. And finally, the potential energy in corn is not easily
stock-piled. It must be harvested each year at a precise time and
must then be used before biological deterioration reduces its
energy yield.
Wood on the other hand can be grown with minimal management
(especially if biomass energy is the only resource to be harvested).
It has a high weight-to-volume ratio (not as bulky to handle and
stockpile), and it can be stored in the living tree for years and
harvested when convenient or needed. Add to this the fact that
trees can be grown on land not suitable for corn (either because
of climate, terrain features or fertility) and it becomes clear
that the forest is the most economical and practical source of
biomass energy. In parts of the Southwest, for example, mesquite
grows where almost nothing else can grow, and has an energy
potential of 8,657 BTU/lb. (Wiley and Manwiller 1976).
Under certain conditions supplements to wood fuel may be
advantageous. For instance, in South Louisiana a significant
proportion of bagasse (sugar cane residue) is wasted each year.
In metropolitan areas raw garbage, or even collected leaves could
supplement wood fuel. Where a facility is already burning
another fuel, a mixture (of wood with coal or oil for instance)
may prove to be the best course of action due to lower plant
conversion costs. Each situation must be individually assessed.
FORM AND SOURCES OF WOOD FUEL
Fuel from trees comes in many forms: firewood bolts, wood
chips, wood and bark chips, hogged (pulverized) residue, sawdust,
planer shavings, pelletized wood, and even leaves. Some of these
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forms are relatively uniform in size and composition, others are not.
Some may be green while others may be relatively dry. Burners
must be designed to match the fuel supply. We will return to burner
designs shortly.
The sources of fuel are even more varied than the forms, and
here is where the ingenuity and resourcefulness of the buyer or
broker is tested. Each region and area of the country will have
different availabilities of various forms of wood fuel. Let me
just cite two examples to indicate this disparity.
In Alexander City, Alabama a textile mill (Russell Corp.)
has been generating process steam from wood residue for the past
years. The plant uses approximately 420 tons of green wood
residue per day. The system cost about 2 million dollars and the
payback period is estimated at 5 years.
ECON (Energy Conservation Co.) is the broker who contracts for
the wood and maintains a steady supply to the mill. Alexander City
would appear to be in an advantageous location. It is surrounded
by many small sawmills. But during the past 2% years the avail
ability of wood waste has declined, primarily due to a greater
demand for sawdust in press board and an increased use of bark for
decorative mulches and nursery bedding. Thus, the potential for
other woodburning operations in the area is limited (and in fact
competition could seriously threaten the supply for the textile
mill).
The Moran Electric Generating Power plant in Burlington,
Vermont has a very different situation. In the mid 1800's Vermont
had cleared about 70% of its forested land. But in the past 100
years much of that land has reverted to forest so that now nearly
80% of the land area of Vermont is forested and the forest inventory
is continuing to increase. Much of that timber, however, has low
commercial value so the number of sawmills or other wood processing
industries in Vermont is very small compared to the situation here
in the mid-south. For this reason, much of the anticipated wood
energy will come from whole-tree chipping operations. In Duxbury,
Vermont a whole-tree chipping demonstration project was begun in the
summer of 1977. An old pasture site was selected for testing
selective cutting, shelterwood cutting, clearcutting and two degrees
of thinning. Sawlogs and large pulpwood sticks are sent to
appropriate mills and wood chips from a model 22 chipharvestor are
sent to the Moran Generating Plant in Burlington and the Vermont
State Hospital in Waterbury (Anon. 1978a).
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The Moran Generating Plant recently changed its 10 Megawatt
unit from experimental wood burning to "commercial". The unit is
generating electricity from 12 to 24 hours a day with a mixture
of 75% wood chips and 25% oil. Previously it burned a coal oil
mixture at a cost of 3 cents per kilowatt hour. Now it is
producing electricity for 2 . 1 cents per kilowatt hour (the gener
ator will be burning up to 250 tons of wood residue per day at a
cost of $12.00/ton). The conversion cost was $25,000. Burlington
Electric is now planning to build a 50-megawatt wood-fired plant
(Anon. 1978b).
The Vermont State Hospital at Waterbury has recently installed
a 290 HP York-Shipley fluid flame combustion system which is
connected to their existing conventional boiler. Wood chip input
is approximately 45 tons per day and the boiler puts out about
1 0 , 0 0 0 lbs. of steam per hour.
Both of these Vermont installations are proving to be econom
ically feasible just three years after a statewide study had
concluded that wood as an energy source was not yet economical
(Rich and Bauer 1975).
In these two examples quite different long-term procurement
procedures will clearly be needed. As I have previously stressed,
each situation must be individually assessed.
CRITERIA TO EVALUATE
What are the criteria that must be weighed before establishing
a wood biomass energy operation?
First and foremost is whether the economics favor using wood
as a fuel. A payback period of 5 years would be ideal, but
considering the shortages of other fuels even ten year paybacks may
be reasonable. Not only present fuel costs but future costs and
availability must be considered. For instance, can any long term
contracts be established to insure continued supply at a reasonable
price? As is the case for other fuels, no absolute guarantees are
possible, so the ability to burn several fuels is a distinct asset.
In assessing the availability of wood biomass for a particular
area present and future competitors should be considered, including
such often overlooked possibilities as increased home heating with
wood in the area, or a greater demand for wood residues within the
forest products industry. Obviously not all future competition
can be anticipated, so large safety margins should be incorporated
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into the plan.
Transportation costs are a major factor in any wood energy
plan. At present three basic alternatives are possible. One is to
locate the wood burning facility close to the raw material; the
second is to set up a wood pelletizing plant close to the wood
residue source and transport the dried, less bulky wood pellets to
needed markets; the third is to set up a slagging pyrolysis unit
and produce oil or charcoal for delivery to markets.
In addition to wood, other locally available biomass forms
should be investigated (i.e. bagasse, agricultural residue, leaves,
peanut shells, etc.). In certain areas these may provide substan
tial augmentation to wood residue. Except for coal, oil, gas or
pelletized wood, shipping distances for all fuels (supplemental or
primary) must be kept as short as possible.
What about land acquisition and the establishment of energy
plantations? Although this seems attractive and certainly guaran
tees future supplies, in many cases it will prove to be economically
unfeasible because of high land costs. However, the possibility
of state or local governments establishing energy plantations to
supply, say, municipal electric generation plants is a distinct
possibility.
Once a supply has been established, the burner must be designed
to match the kind, form and moisture content of the fuels in order
to maximize energy output, reduce pollutants to acceptable levels
and produce the form of energy and/or byproducts required.
Wood burning devices are evolving rapidly and terminology is
changing almost as swiftly. I will briefly categorize the major
kinds while acknowledging that no sharp lines can be drawn since
many new burners combine aspects of two or more types.
Wood Stoves and Furnaces. During the past few years wood
heating systems for the homeowner have undergone a quiet revolution.
An industry that was nearly dead ten years ago is now thriving and
rapidly expanding. Most stoves and furnaces are designed to burn
chunk" wood (whole or split firewood bolts) but a few new models
can burn green wood residues and other organic wastes (actually
these are scaled down versions of industrial burners).
Many.modern stoves and furnaces would be unrecognizable by
the old-time woodburner. European models (most notably Scandanavian)
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have greatly influenced recent designs.
Modern stoves are airtight
with controlled draft (either manual or thermostatic) and extended
flame paths.
Radiant or forced-air heat transfer, as well as add
on hot-water capabilities are often available.

In some states, especially Northern New England and the
Northern Midwest, more than 50% of households now depend on wood
to provide some or all of their winter heating needs (although this
only translates into 8-10% of the heating load for those states).
It was recently predicted that 880,000 Canadian homes (a substantial
proportion of privately owned homes) could be heated with wood on
a sustained yield basis with 1% of Canada's forested land (Anon.
1976).
Home heating with wood offers several advantages: (1) the
demand per unit land area is less than for most industrial or
institutional users and, therefore, more closely matches the
distribution of the resource; (2 ) wood procurement operations
tend to be on a small scale and, therefore, have a minor environ
mental impact; (3) wood heating that replaced electrical resistance
heating conserves energy in two ways: (a) by reducing the total
electrical generation of a power plant, and (b) by lowering the
peak load (if peak loads coincide with winter heating demand) and,
therefore, permitting the power plant to service more customers
without increasing the generating potential.
Standard Incineration (Grate Burners). These burners combust
the fuel on a grate (usually pinhole type). The grate may be
movable or a screw stoker may feed fuel to a stationary grate.
This is the oldest type of burner and often is the least expensive
if a conversion is anticipated. It will burn green wood residue
with an efficiency of about 60-70%. Scrubbers or precipitators
are required to reduce particulate emissions to acceptable standards
(Botog 1976).
Pneumatic or Suspension Burning (Cyclonic). In this design
the wood residue is burned in suspension. A compressor or blower
is required. Older cyclonic burners do not handle wood above 1520% M.C. But some new designs (such as the prototype developed
recently at the Southern Forest Experiment Station at Pineville, LA)
will b u m green wood (Koch 1976). Efficiencies with dry wood can
reach 80% — less with green wood. Lower Stack emissions are found
than in standard incineration. Slagging can occur in some models
at elevated temperatures.
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Fluidized Bed. In fluidized bed burners wood residue is
combusted in a "fluid-like" mixture created by a near laminer
flow of gas through an inert particulate bed (a special,
refractory sand). An ignition burner (gas or oil) for startup and
a blower are both required (Bryers and Kramer 1977). Some fluidbed systems, most notably the York Shipley Fluid Flame,
introduce an excess gas pressure so that both "fluid" and suspension
burning occur (Turner 1976). The heated bed particles combined with
gas flow enhance complete combustion. Thus, pollutants are minimal.
Green chips can be burned in this combustion system. Fluidized bed
systems can be incorporated into pyrolysis units (Liu and Serenius
1976).
Slagging and Non-Slagg'ing Pyrolysis. Slagging pyrolysis (or
sometimes just called pyrolysis) is the combustion of wood in an
oxygen restricted atmosphere at temperatures under 600°C. This
produces carbonaceous products and complex gases (mostly methane
and CO) and vapors. The carbon can be made into briquettes or
activated charcoal and the gases can be collected and burned. Non
slagging pyrolysis (gasification) is carried out at temperatures
above 600°C and produces a number of gaseous products, some of
which can be burned (Brink 1976). Gasification is the most
pollution-free of the on-line processes. It requires pre-dried
or pelletized wood. Small gasification units may hold promise for
adaptation to home heating systems.
One final consideration in establishing a wood-fired instal
lation — provision must be made for sufficient storage and handling
to anticipate seasonal fluctuations in supply (Anon. 1977). The
foregoing discussion is not meant to be an all-inclusive check
list, but should provide you with a general view of the problems
to be encountered.
Table 1 lists some of the present or proposed wood fired
systems in the U.S. This is not a complete listing, but will give
you some idea of the diversity in the field.
The future seems to hold the most promise for small operations.
Very large energy requirements could rapidly deplete local wood
residue sources which would then lead to increased hauling costs.
Another important factor to keep in mind is the long term
environmental impact from over-utilization of wood residues. If a
local over-utilization situation should develop, then pressure
from environmentalists as well as a decreased forest productivity

Table 1.

Some proposed and operational wood-energy facilities in the U.S.

Facility

Location

Energy Use

Status

Tennessee

Proposed

Heating the campus

BRICK ASSOC. OF
SO. CAROLINA

So. Carolina

Proposed &
operational

Firing brick

RUSSEL CORP.(Textile)

Alabama

Operational

Heat & process steam

DISTILLERY

Tennessee

Proposed

Heat distillation

WATERBURY HOSPITAL

Vermont

Operational

Heat

BURLINGTON ELECTRIC CO.

Vermont

Operational

Generate electricity

GRAND MARAIS H.S.

Minnesota

Operational

Heating the campus

HOME HEATING
( > 60% of homes)

Vermont &
Maine

Operational

Heat and hot water

TVA

Tennessee

Proposed

Generate electricity

CODY H.S.

Michigan

Operational

Heat the campus

EUGENE WATER &
ELECTRIC CO.

Oregon

Proposed

Generate electricity

JOHN DEERE PLANT
(at Horicon)

Wisconsin

Operational

Plant drying ovens

Richard

MARYVILLE COLLEGE

Jagels
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could conspire to curtail or eliminate the wood biomass source.
Flexibility would seem to be an important feature to build
into any system. The Moran Power Generation plant in Vermont, for
instance, with a capability of burning wood, coal, gas and oil has
the enviable capability of juggling fuel supplies to it's best
economic advantage.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

What is the method for using wood pellets in place of
coal and what is the fuel value as compared to plain
wood?

Answer:

The wood is dried, then taken into a cylinder and
compressed into pellets of various sizes. The fuel
value of wood pellets is not any higher than the
fuel value per pound of dry wood in any form but it is
more compact and therefore more easily transported as
pellets.

Question:

You said that Vermont did a study and found that using
wood as fuel was not economical and then three years
later they started using wood for fuel. Did Vermont
make a mistake initially or did the situation change
that much in three years?

Answer:

A combination of both. The problem with statewide and
nationwide studies is that you quite often overlook
things which are important to individual situations.
The other point is that fuel prices have gone up.
Electric power generation from wood is not the ideal
way to use it. But, in certain areas such as Vermont
where there is so much under-utilized wood it may be
economical.

Question:

Do you see the future for wood use in the homes and
with small industries or large ones?

Answer:

Small. The large industries as a whole have problems
since they are competing for a source of fuel supply
with other large wood using industries.

Question:

I was interested in your comments to the effect that
the solutions to the energy problems need to be
individualized. Most of the wood using industry is
running in the winter on an if-energy-is-available
basis. The economics per ton calculations break
down during this time. A one-day shutdown may mean
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Answer:

I think this is true.
factor.

Wood as a fuel is a security
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Comment:

We know that forest residues are relatively high in
nutrients which means removal over the long run must
lead to problems in terms of degradation under this
more complete utilization idea. We should study this
aspect very clearly.

Answer:

It is true that we should approach this heavy utili
zation with caution. Lowering the nutrient avail
ability on a site in turn lowers the output of the
site and in the end we may cut our own throat.

Comment:

Nutrient degradation rate varies from site-to-site
and species-to-species.

Answer:

This area needs more study.

PART III.

S IL V IC U LTU R A L AND HARVESTING PROCEDURE
FOR E F F IC IE N T ENERGY U T IL IZ A T IO N

%

INTENSIVELY MANAGED SHORT ROTATION COPPICE FORESTS

Klaus Steinbeck
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Athens, Georgia

INTRODUCTION
Papers presented at this Symposium have reported the currently
accelerating utilization of wood and the future potential of wood
as a renewable energy source. In light of the numerous projections
which predict that the supply of wood will be strained at the turn
of the century by demands from conventional wood markets, you may
well be wondering how the forest resource can possibly meet these
new and potentially vast energy demands. Generally the answers to
this question revolve around three points: (1 ) more complete
utilization of the biomass produced on forest lands, (2 ) increased
yields per unit area through improved silvicultural practices,
genetic improvement of growing stock and management and (3) price
adjustments in the market place which will eliminate some demands,
but also will bring trees onto the market which are currently
being withheld.
This paper addresses point number (2) above and presents one
system through which biomass yields can be increased, namely shortrotation coppice forestry. From the outset I wish to emphasize
that this is one approach among many and that it won't work on all
sites. The raw material produced under this system can be used
for a variety of end products. Particle-board, corrugating medium,
fine paper and other reconstituted wood products have been made
successfully from this material (Steinbeck and Gleaton, 1974; Rice,
1973). Currently its energy content is of considerable interest
In the future it will probably also be used as a source of proteins
for food or fodder and for chemical extractives which will serve
as feedstocks for chemical industries which now use protroleum
derivatives.
"Short-rotation coppice forestry" denotes an agro-forestry
system in which hardwood tree seedlings are planted like a row
crop, rapid juvenile growth is promoted by cultural practices and
the entire above-ground portion of the stand is harvested after

The author is Associate Professor in the School of Forest
Resources.
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less than 10 years. Then the stumps resprout to assure a new
stand. This harvesting - resprouting cycle can be repeated
several times.
Keys to high yields with this system are the choice of species
and site, rapid regrowth of the sprouts and proper cultural
practices including spacing, weed control, fertilization and
rotation length.
CHOICE OF SPECIES
Hardwood species which possess rapid juvenile growth rate,
adaptability to a variety of sites and low susceptibility to
pests should be selected. Trees with these characteristics are
generally shade intolerant and occur in the pioneer stages of
secondary succession. Less important selection criteria include
high specific gravity, high BTU content and some properties related
to end use such as bark content, fiber length, extractive content
and others. But selection for the highest tonnage yield per acre
is paramount! This calls for unconventional thinking because
characteristics which led to species choices in traditional hard
wood forestry, such as color, milling properties, stem straightness,
absence of defects, etc. are less or not at all important in short
rotation forestry. This can lead to the cultivation of some
species previously considered weeds.
One of the more important aspects of ongoing short-rotation
forestry research programs is the screening for promising species.
I would like to illustrate this point with the changes in thinking
that have occurred during more than a decade of research at the
University of Georgia. We started out traditionally enough with
yellow poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera L.), sweetgum (Liquidambar
styraciflua L.) and American sycamore (Platanus occidentalis L.)
(Steinbeck et al., 1972). Since then we have planted small plots
with European alder (Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn.), black locust
(Robinia pseudoacacia L.) and red bud (Cercis canadensis L.). We
would like to screen box elder (Acer negundo L.), black cherry
(Prunus serotina Ehrh.). red maple (Acer rubrum L .), hazel alder
(Alnus serrulata (Ait.) Willd.), and many more. Other researchers
are screening cottonwood (Populus deltoides Bartr.), river birch
(Betula nigra L.), eucalypts (Eucalyptus sp.), ashes (Fraxinus sp.)
and others.
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SITE SELECTION
Hardwoods are much more sensitive to site than pines, there
fore matching species and site properly is another key to the
success of short-rotation plantations. This is easier said than
done, but a promising site evaluation method for eight hardwood
species of the South has been developed by Baker and Broadfoot
(1977). It is based on soil physical condition, moisture avail
ability during the growing season, nutrient availability and
aeration. In short-rotation forestry mechanized planting and
harvesting will generally be desirable, therefore site factors
limiting equipment travel are also important. For these reasons
the system will mostly be limited to marginal agricultural sites
or better. If these plantations are established on upland sites,
site index (age 50) for loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) should be
80 feet or better.
The site sensitivity of hardwoods makes it unlikely that
continuous tracts of five hundred acres or larger will be generally
established. Herrick and Brown's (1967) proposal for contract
production of woody raw material by private landowners for industry
is still viable. This in itself would assure relatively small,
scattered plantations which would enhance the ecological aspects
of such an intensive form of forestry.
CULTURAL PRACTICES
Once the species and site have been chosen, successful stand
establishment depends on proper cultural techniques. This holds
true for all hardwood plantations, regardless of whether they are
destined to produce coppice growth, traditional pulpwood or sawlogs.
First of all, proper seedling size is important and, within limits,
one can say the larger the seedling in root collar diameter, the
better (Steinbeck and May, 1977). Those few forest tree nursery
men in the South who raise hardwood seedlings do so as a sideline
to pine. Often they use sowing dates, bed spacings, irrigation
and fertilization rates and other practices for hardwoods similar
to those they use for pines. This results in hardwood seedlings
which are too small to plant and cultivate after transplanting.
Much progress toward raising better seedlings has been made by
nurserymen in recent years, but much remains to be done.
Seedling availability also is a general problem.
Hardwoods can be machine planted with modified pine wildland
planters. Modifications generally include heavier coulter wheels
and planter feet, wider spacing between heavier trencher plates,
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a heavily braced arch over the rear end to allow seedling passage
and larger storage boxes to accomodate the bigger seedlings.
I wish
to acknowledge the help of Mr. Robert D. Heeren, forester for
Union Camp Corporation in Franklin, Va. in modifying a planter
which was used successfully in establishing research plantations in
Piedmont and Coastal Plain during the winter of 1977-1978.
Hardwood plantations generally require fertilization and weed
control for rapid initial growth.
Trees usually respond to nitrogen
and phosphorus.
Liming to attain at least soil pH 6.0 also is
often desirable.
Some form of weed control, especially on sites
where sod-forming grasses or vines are common, is also necessary for
successful stand establishment.
Mechanical cultivation is often
preferred to chemical weed control because it seems to promote
faster growth.
RAPID REGROWTH
Sprouting from the stump obviates the need for replanting
the site.
Furthermore, sprouts grow faster than newly transplanted
seedlings because they are supported by an established root system
designed for a larger plant.
Thus they can draw water and
nutrients from a large soil volume and recycle carbohydrate
reserves from the root tissues.
When the root systems decline in
vigor, the site can be cleared and genetically improved clonal
lines or seedlings can be replanted.
Sprout regrowth seems to be affected by the time of year when
harvested and by the length of the rotation cycle.
A year-round
raw material supply will be advantageous to most customers; this
will likely necessitate year-round harvesting.
Sycamore plots
which were harvested at various times throughout the year produced
more sprouts than desirable regardless of timing of harvest.
But
the sprouts emerging in summer did not seem to match, for several
growing seasons, the growth of sprouts originating after other
harvesting dates.
Annual harvests seem to weaken the regrowth abilities of root
stocks.
Also weeds, especially woody vines, are never shaded out
when the sprout growth is cut every year and, therefore, become
more rank yearly.
Rootstocks harvested every second year do not
exhibit this lessened regrowth potential.

The frequent (every 3-5 years) removal of young material will
necessitate fertilization on most sites. Rates will vary with site
quality. We use a broadcast treatment of 500 lbs of 10-10-10 per
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acre every three years on a variety of sites with satisfactory
results. Even though this application rate is low by agricultural
standards, it represents a substantial cost. Nitrogen is often
the limiting factor on forest sites and is also the most expensive
of the commonly applied nutrients. Therefore, interest exists in
growing nitrogen fixing tree species either in pure stands or in
mixture with other species. The history of mixed plantation culture
in the United States is dismal because the species best adapted to
the site have generally shaded out the others in the long run.
In short rotation forestry, however, species mixtures may be more
successful because the stands will probably be harvested before
differences in growth rate become critical. Plass (1977) has
reported on the growth of European alder mixed with sycamore,
sweetgum, yellow poplar, white ash, cottonwood and five pine species
on coal spoil banks in Kentucky. The height and diameter growth
of these species were greater after ten growing seasons of growing
in association with the alder. Some incompatibility among species
also become evident.
YIELDS, ROTATION AGE AND SPACING
The usual pattern of young forest stands of increasing current
annual increment with a lengthening rotation period also holds true
for short rotation forestry. We determined the relationship between
rotation age and yield for sycamore coppice growth on research plots
over a four-year period (Steinbeck and Brown, 1976). When sycamore
coppice growth was harvested annually, the sum of the four annual
harvests averaged 12.6 dry tons per acre (3.1 tons/acre/year);
yields increased to 17.3 tons over the same four-year period (4.4
tons/acre/year) when the stands were harvested every other year and
rose further to 19.5 tons per acre (4.9 tons/acre/year) when the
sprouts were cut only once, at the end of the four years.
Financial considerations, however, generally favor the shorter
rotations. Harvesting equipment design would also be easier if
relatively small stems are to be handled. At present it appears
that rotations in the Southeast will vary between 3 and 5 years.
Determination of the proper spacing is simplified once the
rotation age has been set. In the South, very close spacings ( 1 x 4
feet, 4 x 4 feet, etc.) are not necessary because the sprouts grow
rapidly and reoccupy the site quickly. Close spacings also result
in natural thinning of both the stump systems and the sprouts
growing on each stump. We are establishing new research plan
tations at 4 x 8 feet. This spacing facilities cultivation with
agricultural equipment during the establishment period and should
be sufficiently close to assure early complete site utilization.
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SHORT ROTATION FORESTRY AND ENERGY PRODUCTION
A feasibility study sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy
(Inman, 1977) pinpointed short-rotation coppice forests as a
potentially major source of biomass which could be converted into
several forms of energy. In light of the foregoing introduction
to the short-rotation system, I would like to mention the reasons
underlying this selection.
The biomass production rates attainable with this system are
high and the potential for further increases is considerable.
Current research centers around better species selection, genetic
improvement and improved cultural techniques. Genetic improvement
is attractive because most hardwoods can be propagated vegetatively.
Improved clonal lines can therefore be incorporated into the
planting program immediately. Opportunities also exist to improve
yields further through better fertilization practices. Foliar
nutrient analysis may realize its potential in the short rotation
system because fertilization will be an integral cultural operation
and the leaves to be sampled will be within manageable reach.
Another reason for the high potential of short-rotation coppice
forestry in energy production is its amenability to mechanization.
Harvest and transport are major costs in any wood procurement
enterprise. Both can be lowered with this system because of the
high per acre yields of a uniform, evenly spaced crop which is
rather small by forestry standards. The development of a harvester
currently is a major need. Planting and cultivation mechanization
has already been accomplished to a large extent by the adaptation
of existing pine planting and farm cultivation machinery.
The short rotation periods are financially attractive. The
time during which interest has to be paid on establishment costs
is relatively short. Where taxes are paid on an ad valorem basis,
short rotations are most attractive.
Arguments over whether wood is a viable energy source seem
futile in view of the increasing energy wood usage by forest-based
industries. Wood will continue to gain importance as an energy
source, even outside the forest-based sector, as long as the price
of fossil fuels continues to rise and as long as solar and nuclear
sources do not become proportionally larger factors in the energy
market. Along with wood from currently under utilized forest
stands and wood available due to more complete utilization of trees
in harvesting operations, the biomass produced in short rotation
forestry will help provide a partial solution to the nation's
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Energy problems.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

Have you investigated the caloric contents of the
biomass from these coppice forests?

Answer:

I think this is one of the things we need to do, On
the average there is something like 8200 calories
per pound or 17 million calories per ton. I think
caloric content will be highly correlated with
specific gravity. Therefore I think we should
select our species for maximum tonnage per acre.

Question:

Would you make some estimate as to what you think the
ratio of energy yield to energy input will be on
these plantations. Some people have predicted as high
as 10 to 15 times the energy output to the energy
input. My own estimate would be 1 unit of energy input
for 5 units of energy output. We are currently
investigating the energy inputs in terms of fertilizers
and diesel and site preparation. We are not looking at
the caloric cost of producing the harvesting equipment.

Question:

Does this work include the energy input to harvesting?

Answer:

Yes, One of the reasons this system will work is that
we are producing more yields which are mechanically
harvestable and they are closer to the end utilization
point.

Question:

Have you had any noticeable problems with insects and
diseases?

Answer:

Yes. Sycamore has real problems. We have lost at
least one plantation to fungi. There have not been any
real insect problems yet. Mechanical harvesting in
turn is likely to spread infestations.

Comments:

I have made some quick calculations, and with your
figure of 5 tons per acre you are already exceeding
the yield of corn (a C4 plant). I think that we have
to remember that corn has a relatively short growing
season as compared to trees and, therefore, trees have
a greater annual yield.

Answer:

Our energy input/output ratios are also much more
favorable than for agricultural crops but that depends
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on whether you talk about the grain or the entire
plant.
Question:

I think it is time
to determine if it
intensively manage
should continue to
currently using.

that an economic comparison be made
is more economical to grow and
these coppice plantations or if we
invest in the systems we are

Answer:

I agree but, the economics change so fast that by the
time you have made the assessment the economics may
change. An example of this was presented earlier by
Richard Jagels.
My real concern is that people are going to compare the
value of this biomass produced by short rotation hard
woods on a comparable level for what they would get for
hardwood pulpwood from the Piedmont of Georgia, which
is practically nothing. In any system like that this
is not a viable alternative for anything. I get a lot
of calls from industry interested in biomass plantations
not as a current source of fuel but as a reserve because
they realize that there will be some times when they
cannot get any other source of fuel and that is where
economics do not matter. I agree that we should look
at economics but it is a little too early.

Question:

Nutrient drains occur and are a real concern. Have you
considered using a defoliant to knock the foliage off
the trees before harvesting and getting the nutrients
back to the soil?

Answer:

Yes, we have tried some cotton defoliants but with poor
success. We are concerned about nutrient drain. I
feel that a mechanical separation in the field after
harvest is more practical and desirable. Foliar
analyses in these stands may be a key to assessing
nutrient drains.

SIX NEW MACHINES AND NINE PRODUCTS CAN TRIPLE
COMMODITY RECOVERY FROM SOUTHERN FORESTS

Peter Koch
Southern Forest Experiment Station
FOREST SERVICE, UDSA
Pineville, Louisiana

In the South, about 0.8 ton of hardwoods grow on pine sites
for every ton of pine biomass. About half of this hardwood volume
is in 11 oak (Quercus sp.) species, with sweetgum (Liquidambar
styraciflua L.) and hickory (Carya sp.) also comprising important
fractions. About half the volume is in trees 5.0 to 10.9 inches
in dbh, with the remaining volume about evenly divided between
trees 11.0 - 14.9 inches dbh and trees 15 + inches in dbh
(Christopher et al. 1976, Murphy and Knight 1974).
We can keep up with the increasing demand for wood products
while avoiding projected timber shortages by taking advantage of
this enormous hardwood resource. The six new machines and nine
products (seven of them new) that I will describe are the elements
of a concept that makes harvesting the unwanted hardwoods feasible.
Implementation of the concept, called Biomass Retrieval and
Utilization With Shaping-Lathe Headrigs (BRUSH), can triple the
commodity recovery from biomass on southern forest land. And,
the process should be energy self-sufficient.
The machines and products are as follows:
Machines
1. Tree puller (harvests central root mass along
with stem)
2. Mobile chipper (recovers residual biomass)
3. Green fuel burner (burns small wet wood
particles)

The author is Chief Wood Scientist, Forest Products Utilization
Research.
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4. Continuous dry kiln (makes straight studs
from juvenile wood)
5. Shaping-lathe headrig (makes cants,
peelers, and flakes)
6 . Sequential velocity refiner (makes a high-

strength mechanical pulp)
Products
1. Structural exterior flakeboard from mixed
species
2. Composite structural panels with veneer
faces and flake cores
3. Medium-density fiberboard
4. Lumber laminated from veneer
5. Straight, kiln-dried southern pine studs
from veneer cores and small logs
6. Dowel-laminated crossties (no adhesive
needed)

7. Shipping containers from high-yield
thermomechanical pulp (instead of 50%yield kraft)
8 . Adhesives from southern pine or hardwood

bark
9. Hog fuel (hardly a new product, but
certainly important again)
PRESENT AND PROPOSED USE OF BIOMASS
Southern pine biomass is composed of the following (Howard
1973):
Biomass components

Percent

Foliage

4.0

Stembark

12.5

Stemwood to 4-inch top

58.5

Barky tops and branches

8.5

Central root mass

16.5
TOTAL

100.0
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Hardwoods on pine sites have slightly higher percentages of biomass
in bark and tops than southern pine, and less in stemwood.
Sawmills cutting lumber from trees grown on southern pine
sites convert about 40 percent (or less) of the volume of bark-free
stemwood into dry sized lumber; while all pine logs in pine saw
timber stands are sawn, only about 10 percent of the hardwood
volume in such a stand is sawn. The lumber yield percentage of the
biomass is (fraction of stemwood sawn) x (sawmill recovery) x
(biomass fraction) . Assuming the biomass fraction of pine is 1/1.8
and hardwood is 0.8/1.8 , the lumber yield for pine is (0.585) (0.4)
(1/1.8) x 100 = 13.0%, and for hardwood, (0.1) (0.4) (0.8/1.8 ) x
100 = 1.8%. Thus, output of dry sized lumber expressed as a
fraction of total biomass is only 14.8 percent. Additional
fractions of pine stemwood are converted to pulp chips and pulped
with 50-percent yield, and planer shavings are converted to
particleboard. With the addition of these byproducts, perhaps
22 percent of the total biomass becomes lumber, paper, or
particleboard.
Kraft pulp mills ship about 1/2-pound of paper
of wood pulped, and for every pound of pine pulped,
pound of hardwood is pulped. Thus, output of paper
as a percentage of total biomass of cordwood stands
percent:
•
.
Paper yield, percent =

for each pound
perhaps 1/4
expressed
is about 20

(1)(0.585)(1/2) + (0.25)(.585)(1/2)
— -----— ---\ - ----— -----— - = 20.4%
1.8

The BRUSH system (Figure 1) could recover about 67 percent of
tree biomass of all species (Table 1) as solid wood products salable
at perhaps $150 per dry ton. Product yield would be 3 times that
currently obtained in sawmills (67%/22%) and 3.3 times that obtained
in kraft pulp mills (67%/20%).
HOW BRUSH WORKS
Trees 5 to 12 inches in dbh of all species are harvested with
the central root mass intact by a tree puller developed by the
Southern Forest Experiment Station (Figure 2). Trees larger than
12 inches are cut 6 inches above ground level. Tops and limbs are
severed on the site, and full-length stems (including roots) are
transported to the mill. Tops, branches, and all residual trees
are chipped in place with a mobile chipper (Figure 3), and the
chips are then hauled to the mill and screened; half are used for
fuel and half for core flakes made on a ring-flaker. At the mill
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Merchantable solid-wood recovered by proposed
facility for processing mixed species.

Percent

Product
Total biomass (above and below
ground)

100

Less:
75% of roots and stump
Foliage
Stem bark
50% of barky tops and
branches?-'
. . ,
3/
Sawdust and trim losses—

12.3
4.0
12.5
4.2
0

334
Percentage ending as product

67

— 25/ recovered as flakeboard furnish
2/
— 50% recovered as flakeboard furnish
—3/ These residues recycled by fiberizing and used as
flakeboard furnish
— Most of this, except foliage, ends as fuel
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Table 2.

Annual output by product—

Commodity

Ovendry tons

Other measure

Crossties (7- by 9-inch)

46,440

675,000 pieces or
30,121,875 board feet

Long, wide lumber

64,462

4,297,467 cubic feet

Studs

26,250

31,980,000 board feet

Pallets

48,555

31,500,000 board feet

½ inch

sheathing

Fuel (approx.)
TOTAL

206,243

215,172,700 square feet

193,050
585,000

— ^100 effective operating hours per week, 50 weeks per year.
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merchandising deck, roots and bark are removed from the stem. The
bark and most of each root are used as fuel (Figure 4); about onequarter of each root becomes core flakes.
A few high-grade saw logs and veneer logs are cut from the
hardwood stems and resold. Remaining hardwood logs down to 8.5
inches in diameter are cut in 8-1 /2-foot lengths and a shaping-lathe
headrig (Figure 5, bottom, left) converts them into face flakes
and cants that are later dowel-laminated into 7- by 9-inch mainline
crossties (Figure 6 ). Hardwood bolts 5 to 8.5 inches in diameter
are converted on a 54-inch shaping-lathe headrig (Figure 5, top)
to face flakes and pallet cants for deck boards and stringers
(Figure 7). Hardwood less than 5 inches in diameter and rotted
bolts are chipped and ring-flaked into core flakes.
With pine, 8 -foot logs with diameters as small as 8 inches are
rounded on a shaping-lathe (Figure 5, bottom right), producing
flakes and perfect cylinders to be peeled into 1/4-inch veneer.
The veneer is then parallel-laminated into wide, long structural
lumber (Figure 8 ). Veneer cores and small pine logs are converted
on another shaping-lathe headrig into flakes and cants for resawing
into studs (Figure 9). Very small bolts are chipped and ringflaked into core flakes.
Thus, output of the plant is crossties (Figure 6 ), pallets
(Figure 7), studs (Figures 9 and 11), structural exterior flake
board (Figures 10 and 11) that can compete in price and function
with sheathing grades of plywood, and structural lumber in any
desired length or width laminated from 1/4-inch veneer (Figures 8
and 11). A plant equipped with 7 shaping-lathe headrigs and a
rotary veneer lathe would produce about 585,000 tons of product
annually (Table 2) and be energy self-sufficient.
LAND BASE, SALES, COSTS, AND MILL CAPACITY
Land Base Required
Let us assume that our long-range objective is to bring to full
productivity land that supports half pine and half mixed hardwoods
and averages 100 small stems per acre at harvest in trees 7 inches
dbh and larger (average 10.5 inches dbh). The average dry biomass
(above- and below-ground parts) of such trees is 650 pounds.
Next, let us assume that a mill processes 360 trees per hour
for 100 hours each week, 50 weeks a year. Annually the plant uses
1,800,000 trees with total ovendry biomass of 585,000 tons cut from
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18.000 acres. Over a rotation of 25 years, total cut would be
45,000,000 trees, which, under the assumptions made, would have
been harvested from 450,000 acres, or 703 square miles — a block
of land measuring nearly 27 miles square.
Gross Sales
If the total annual biomass harvested were 585,000 tons (ovendry) and 67% was converted to products selling for $150 per dry
ton net fob mill, then annual sales would total $58,793,000 (i.e.,
585.000 x .67 x $150). Actually, biomass harvested would consid
erably exceed 585,000 tons annually because of tonnage recovered
from residual trees and brush before initial planting, because
of thinnings that could be made 15 and 20 years after planting,
and because of heavy final cuts at 25 years.
Stumpage Costs
How would the land base be assembled, and what would the
stumpage cost? My premise is that many people owning 100 to 1,000
acres would be willing to put their property into the land base
if they could be assured of an annual cash income of perhaps $23
per acre and be relieved of all management and regeneration costs.
Assuming a 25-year rotation after planting, total, cash income
to the farmer, spread over 25 years, would be $575 per acre. We
will assume that he leases his land the year it is first cut and
that the company prepares the site, plants it, and gets the
thinnings and the final cut, with the understanding that the
contract is to be renegotiated after final cut. During this time,
the owner retains use of his land for recreation, hunting, and
other non-timber uses.
What are the costs of such an arrangement to the company
operating BRUSH? When each acre is leased, the present cost ($246)
of an 8 % annuity paying $23 per acre annually for 25 years would
be due. To this immediate expense must be added about $42 per acre
for planting; the planting cost would be this low because of the
extensive site preparation provided during harvesting. Total
immediate expense per acre leased would therefore be $288 (i.e.,
$246 + $42).
Company benefits would also have a present value of about
$288 per acre:
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32.5 tons of dry biomass (100 trees x 650 pounds
per tree/2,000) immediately harvested at $4 per
dry ton

$130

5 cords of first thinnings at age 15 at $15 per
cord stumpage (discounted to present at 8 %)

24

10 cords of second thinnings at age 20 at $20
per cord stumpage (discounted to present at
8 %)

43

25 cords final cut at age 25 at $25 per cord
stumpage (discounted to present at 8 %)
Total present value

____9!L
$288

Benefits to the company are understated because additional
tonnage (perhaps 5 tons dry weight per acre) would be immediately
retrieved from residual trees and shrubs; also, at plantation ages
5 and 10, brush control and precommercial thinning with the mobile
chipper would yield additional fuel. The commercial thinnings at
ages 15 and 20 would yield biomass tonnages in excess of the
conventional merchantable yield tabulated in cords.
In simpler terms, stumpage cost would total $4,428,000
annually (i.e., $246 per acre x 18,000 acres harvested per year).
Regeneration costs of $42 per acre would be $756,000 annually.
Thus, of initial annual gross sales of $58,793,000, only
$5,184,000 would go to stumpage and regeneration. Annual sales
would rise sharply when the 15-year thinnings commenced, again
when the 20 -year thinnings came due, and still again when final
cut began — but stumpage costs would not change.
Shaping-Lathe Headrig Capacity
Six trees per minute crossing the merchandising deck could
yield four or five 8½ foot hardwood logs per minute large enough
(8.5 inches minimum diameter) to yield a half-tie and four or five
8-foot pine bolts large enough to be peeled (8 -inch diameter or
larger). Thus, one 8½ foot crosstie headrig would be required for
hardwoods and one 8 -foot roundup headrig and a rotary veneer lathe
for pine.
Since the rotary veneer lathe would turn out four or five pine
veneer cores per minute and the merchandising deck would yield
five or six pine stud logs per minute, two more 8-foot headrigs
would be needed to turn out cants from which studs could be resawn.
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Finally, one might expect that the tree merchandising deck
would yield 15 to 18 bolts per minute measuring 40 to 53 inches
long and 5 to 8 1/2 inches in diameter; conversion of this boltwood
(mostly hardwood) would call for three 54-inch shaping-lathes.
Total headrig complement would therefore be seven shapinglathes: an 8^-foot crosstie machine, an 8-foot roundup machine, two
8-foot canters for studs, and three 54-inch machines for pallet
cants. Additionally, an 8 -foot veneer lathe would be required, as
well as cant resaws. These machines would yield a product mix
about as shown in Table 2.
ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS

Composite Panels
It is possible that, rather than flakeboard, a structural
composite panel of veneer faces over a flake core will be marketed
to compete with plywood. Only slight revision of the layout shown
in figure 1 would be required to manufacture such panels. To
this end, logs would be rounded on a shaping-lathe to perfect
cylinders (resulting flakes serving as panel cores) and these
cylinders rotary peeled to yield panel faces. Springate et al.
(1978), and Springate (1978) have explained the profit potential of
such a manufacturing system.
Adhesive
Adhesive for composite panels, for flakeboard, and for lumber
laminated from veneer may possibly be derived from the phenolic
content of southern pine or oak bark. Research is underway
(Hemingway 1978, Schroeder— 2). A practical process for industry is
not available, but the next decade could see substantial progress.
Paper and Fiberboard
As described, the system yields no paper or fiberboard,
although both are important commodities from southern forests.
Achievement of 67-percent product yield from total biomass
obviously cannot be achieved by a kraft process with a 50-percent
2/
—
Personal communication, January 1978 with H.A. Schroeder,
Colorado State University, regarding tannin and catechin content of
oak barks.
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yield. Headrig flakes or clean chips salvaged by the mobile
chipper could be processed by a new pulping device (Figure 12) to
yield high-strength high-yield paper for containers. The device,
described by McMillin (1977) and called a sequential velocity
refiner, should yield nearly one pound of pulp from each pound of
wood.
Also, fiberboards of low, medium, or high density (Figure 13)
could be manufactured from flakes and residual chips instead of
the structural flakeboard called for in Figure 1 (Woodson 1976a,
1976b, 1977; Suchsland and Woodson 1976).
CONCLUSION
The flexible system that I have proposed can yield a range of
commodities that will satisfy major product demands on southern
forests and triple commodity recovery from them. Other reasons for
seriously considering the proposed manufacturing system are:
• The raw material is now underused and is available
in many southern (or eastern) locations.
• The system is self-sufficient in energy.
• Markets for the products should be strong.
• The manufacturing processes are simple.
' Degree of utilization of the wood resource is
high.
• The processes have minimal water demand.
• The processes are non-polluting.
' Ecologically and silviculturally, the processing
cycle is sound.
• Raw material feeding the system will be regenerated
at an expanding rate.
• The system appears capable of alleviating impending
national shortages of sheathing, long wide structural
lumber, crossties, and pallets.
• The intensive utilization proposed should yield
generous net return to the landholder, thereby
encouraging increased production from now poorly
managed private non-industrial woodlands in the
South.
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• Yet, cost of new material to the mill is low.
• Long-term practice of the system need not lead to
a pine monoculture but could result in substantial
mixed-species upland forests.
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DISCUSSION
Question:

What kind of residual material do you have to have to
make it feasible?

A n swer :

We need 25 to 26 tons per acre on the ground after
harvest. We think we can recover 85 percent of it and
we will lose 5 percent of that in transfer from roadside
piles in hauling residual materials to the mill. So
we can get 20 tons per acre to the mill. We will
schedule it 9 hrs. a day, 7 days a week with 38 percent
down time for repairs and 16 percent down time because
of rain. Thus, operating time will be 46 percent of
the scheduled time. Therefore, we should be able to
cover 1500 acres per year.

Question:

What is the effect of steep terrain and rocks on the
mobile chipper?

A n swer :

It cannot be used on steep terrain or rocky areas such
as the Ozarks.

Question:

Is there a possibility of sorting chips by size in the
mobile chipper?

Answer:

Yes.
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Figure 1.

Flow plan whereby 67 percent of above- and
biomass of trees in mixed-species southern
as pallets, crossties, structural exterior
long wide structural lumber, or as studs.
self-sufficient in energy.

below-ground
forests ends
flakeboard,
The system is
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Figure 2.

Complete loblolly pine tree, with taproot attached,
pulled from the soil like a carrot after lateral roots
have been severed (Koch 1976, 1977). Small hardwoods
can also be pulled with this equipment.
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Figure 3.
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Mobile chipper and forwarders for retrieval of cull
trees and logging residues. The machines are capable
of traversing an acre an hour and delivering chips to
roadside inventory (Koch and Nicholson 1978).
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S u s p e n s io n b u r n e r f o r hogged g r e e n wood o r b a r k .
E x itin g h o t e x h a u st g as can d i r e c t l y h e a t k i l n , o r can
h e a t a b o i l e r t o p ro d u c e ste a m f o r p r o c e s s u s e and
pow er g e n e r a t i o n .
( L e f t ) D iagram o f flo w o f f u e l ,
c o m b u s tio n a i r and e x h a u s t g a s .
( R ig h t) C o m p lete
b u r n e r o p e r a t i n g i n N o rth P o r t l a n d , O regon t e s t f a c i l i t y
(K och, D ay, and J a s p e r 1 9 7 8 ).
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Figure 5.
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Three configurations of the shaping-lathe headrig to
make cants or cylinders plus flakes. (Top) Machine for
logs 40 to 53 inches long and 4 to 12 inches in diameter;
it is primarily a pallet-cant producer. (Bottom left)
Nine-foot model for production of railroad crossties,
highway posts, and cants to be resawn from logs 6 to 9
feet long and up to 15 inches in diameter. (Bottom
right) Roundup machine to produce flakes plus perfect
cylinders, i.e., peeler bolts from logs 8-1/2 feet long
and up to 30 inches in diameter. For description of
these machines see Koch (1975), Koch and Caughey (1978),
Springate et al (1978), and Springate (1978).
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(Top) D o w e l-la m in a te d m a i n li n e c r o s s t i e s e c u r e d w i t h
t h r e e p a i r s o f 1 / 2 - i n c h s p i r a l l y f l u t e d s t e e l d o w e ls .
No a d h e s i v e u s e d .
(B ottom ) T h e se s t e e l - d o w e l e d m a i n li n e
t i e s h a v e b e e n i n p l a c e 16 y e a r s (12 y e a r s a t tim e o f
p h o to g ra p h ) and h a v e g iv e n s e r v i c e c o m p a ra b le w i t h o n e p ie c e t i e s .
Such d o w e l- la m in a te d t i e s c a n b e made from
l o g s 8 .5 i n c h e s i n d i a m e t e r , a s i z e i n p l e n t i f u l s u p p ly
(Howe and Koch 1 9 7 4 ).
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Figure 7.
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When square-edged lumber is ripped from the center of
octagonal cants and bevel—edges deckboards are cut
from outer portions, lumber recovery from diametersorted logs should be about 7.5 board feet of 7/8inch—thick boards per cubic foot of log. Properties
of southern hardwood pallets are described by Stern
(1978).
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Twelve-inch-deep joists manufactured from rotary-peeled
thick southern pine veneer. Such joists are stronger
and stiffer than ordinary lumber sawn from matched
logs (Koch 1973).
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F UEL DISTRIBUTION
* CONVEYORS

AUGER

EXTRUDER

KILN RECIRCULATION FAN

Figure 9.

(Top left) Straight studs from small southern pine logs.
(Top right) Continuous tunnel kiln to dry such studs in
12 hours; it is direct-fired with three suspension
burners fueled with green hog fuel or bark; inset shows
transverse cross section of 5-foot wide by 10-foot high
kiln stack top-loaded (to prevent warp) with caterpillarlike track having 12-inch-thick concrete flights.
(Bottom) Direct-firing arrangement; each burner consumes
1,500 pounds of green bark per hour. Kiln output is
500,000 board feet per week (Koch et al 1978).
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Cants produced on the shaping-lathe headrig may be
rectangular or octagonal as well as square, hexagonal,
or round. Flakes residual from the machining operation
are typically 3 inches long and 0.015 or 0.025 inch
thick. With addition of phenol-formaldehyde resin,
these flakes can be hot-pressed to yield exterior
structural panels of exceptional strength and stiffness
(Hse et al. 1975, Price 1978).
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Figure 11.
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Roof and wall sheathing on this shed is structural
exterior flakeboard. The rafters, which are 24 inches
on centers, measure 3 inches thick and 32 feet, 10
inches long; they are fabricated from rotary-peeled
veneer and are designed to take a roof load of 39
pounds per square foot (live plus dead load) without
exceeding 1.5 inches deflection over a 30-foot span.
Studs are of southern pine.
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(Top) Unwound southern pine tracheid provides coherence
needed for strength in sheets made from mechanical pulp
(Bottom) Laboratory prototype sequential velocity fiber
refiner promotes formation of such ribbonlike elements
(McMillin 1977).
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Figure 13.

Peter Koch

Fibers disk refined from southern red oak (top) can be
used to make a fiberboard (bottom) that is 3/4-inch
thick and weighs 42 pounds per cubic foot when at 7percent moisture content. Modulus of elasticity is
367,000 psi, and modulus of rupture is 3,190 psi. The
process permits use of all hardwood species on pine
sites as well as southern pine (Suchsland and Woodson
1976).

RECENT ADVANCES IN HARVESTING FIBER FOR FUEL

B. Jack Warren
LSU/MSU LOGGING AND FORESTRY OPERATIONS CENTER
Long Beach, Mississippi

It is certainly evident from the discussions at this Symposium
that our forest resources will play an important role in the energy
market. However, with increasing demands on wood fiber for use as
consumer products, fiber for fuel use will depend on the cost and
availability of converting fuel fiber and the cost and availability
of fossil fuels.
We are more aware today than ever before of the value of our
forest resources because industrial wood combustion technology has
advanced sufficiently to allow greater use of wood as an energy
resource. Wood will only supplement the nation's energy needs and
probably never replace gas and oil as an energy source. However,
wood cannot be ignored as potential energy because it has been
estimated that there is enough forest and mill residue available to
make forest industries in the United States energy self-sufficient.
This may be closer to reality than we anticipate because of
environmental and energy regulations such as the Solid Waste Dis
posal Act, the Clean Air Act and the Energy Supply Act.
Frank Vizard in Paper Trade Journal (August 15, 1977) said
that the Federal Energy Administration issued orders to six pulp
and paper companies (7 mill locations) banning use of oil or natural
gas as a primary energy source. This was a first for industrial
companies under the 1974 Energy Supply and Environmental Coordina
tion Act.
Pulp and paper companies in the South are already approximately
10 percent self-sufficient through the use of pulping liquors (43%)
and wood and bark residue (7%). In order to become fully
independent, forest industries will need to take a look at better
utilization of the forest biomass.

The author is director of the Center.
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Wood for energy can come from many sources that fall into two
broad categories: mill residues and forest-based fiber. Mill
residues which include bark, sawdust, slabs and edgings are
presently being utilized mainly as pulp chips, but their energy
value cannot be ignored in view of increasing fossil fuel prices.
Forest-based fiber suitable for energy at the present time
includes:
1. Logging Residue - tops, limbs, cull logs and trees.
2. Stand Improvement - undesirable hardwoods, dead and
dying timber, fire damaged, etc.
3. Fuel Plantations - plant species of high BTU value
and fast growing.
Accurate assessments of the actual amount of each of the above
types of forest-based fiber generated nationally are unavailable.
However, gross estimates indicate that about 9.6 billion cubic
feet is available (Table 1). If we optimistically assume that
6 billion cubic feet is recoverable and usable for fuel fiber,
this would amount to about 70 million cords (85 cu. ft. solid
wood per cord) of wood. Converted to energy, this would equal
about 1,714 trillion BTU (assuming 4,800 pounds per cord). This
is equivalent to the heat generated by burning 280 million barrels
of oil, or 66 million tons of coal or 1.7 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas which was about 80 percent of the total BTU consumption
by U.S. pulp and paper industries in 1972. Admittedly, all of
this forest-based fiber cannot reach the consuming markets, and
even if it could, a large part of the fiber would be used in
manufacturing. Realistically, all pre-commercial stands will not
be thinned and all logging residue will not be recovered.
One of the major problems in recovering this un-tapped fiber
resource for fuel is the high cost of harvesting, in-woods
processing and transportation.
During the past five years, forest industries and logging
equipment manufacturers have developed several mechanized systems
which have improved the efficiency of recovering fiber for fuel.
Also, as the cost of fossil fuels has increased, the economics of
harvesting fuel-wood has become more feasible.
In-woods whole tree chipping has been a major breakthrough
for the forest industry in recovering previously un-merchantable
materials. This concept began about 1969 when air pollution laws
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Estimate of forest residues produced in the United States
annually.

Volume
Source of Residue

Available

Possible
Recoverable

...(Billion Cubic Feet) ...
Residue from logging operations

3.5

3.0

Fire, disease and insect damages
timber

4.5

2.0

Unused, precommercial thinning

1.5

1.0

9.5

6.0

TOTALS:

— ^Forest Residues - A resource, USDA Forest Service, Forest
Prod. Lab. brochure.
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in large northern cities prevented the disposal of diseased and
unwanted trees.
Rather than waste this fiber, the S.D. Warren Company in
Michigan pioneered the use of whole tree chips by making white
paper by the bleached kraft process. This innovation grew into a
general acceptance of the system and the chips by industry, not
only for paper, but also for fuel.
Most total-tree systems in the field today include fellerbunchers, skidders (mostly grapple), a chipper, haul trucks and
vans. Certain support equipment often includes crawler tractors,
crew vehicles, mechanics and supply trucks or trailers. Needless
to say, this system is very capital intensive, requiring an
average outlay of one-half million dollars.
Since the oil embargo of 1973 and a constant increase in oil,
gas and coal prices, many of our forest industries and other
researchers have explored the idea of fiber for fuel.
As mentioned earlier, mill residues and forest-based fiber are
two sources of wood for energy use. Mill residue presently
accounts for approximately 30 percent of the pulpwood consumed in
the South. Of this amount, forest-based residue is about 4 percent.
These figures are not expected to change very much in the near
future. Realistically, oil prices will have to increase signif
icantly before mills will change to using mill residue for fuel
rather than fiber. It seems that the answer lies in recovery of
forest-based fiber, which usually does not meet mill standards
for paper, to supply fuel needs.
Looking at forest-based fiber, what are the forest industries
doing to explore the feasibility of using logging residue and
cuttings from stand improvements? There are several recent advances
in logging systems and technology that are being explored.
Removing logging residue and converting to chips for fuel is
being tried by several forest industries in the South. One company
using a feller-buncher, two grapple skidders, a 22" whole tree
chipper along with two trucks and three vans reports a good
production record. The idea is to follow a conventional logging
system and clean the site of cull logs and trees, composed mainly
of unmerchantable hardwoods up to 20 inches in diameter, and pine
from 3 to 5 inches DBH. The results have been impressive, with
the logging operation paying its own way by producing fuel cheaper
than the company can purchase oil. Second, site preparation costs
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have been reduced as much as one-third the cost. This nine man
crew produces about 800 tons weekly on land that contains five to
ten cords per acre. The system is supplying about ten percent of
the mills hog fuel consumption at a cost of approximately $12-$13
per ton delivered.
Another company experimenting with residue logging, put to
gether a system to harvest tops and previously felled unmerchantable
fiber for use in the mill boilers. Their system consisted of two
grapple skidders and one crawler tractor for bunching and skidding,
one 75" whole tree chipper and several trucks and vans. Estimates
of residual wood, following a conventional logging system, showed
an average of 4.43 tons per acre. The range was from 1.24 tons to
16.28 tons per acre. Delivered costs were as follows:
1-20 Mile Truck Haul

Cost/Ton

Bunching and Skidding

$ 4.67

Chipping

2.26

Haul

2.78

Labor

1.28
TOTAL

$10.99

21+ Mile Haul

Cost/Ton

Bunching and Hauling

$ 4.67

Chipping

2.26

Haul

5.00

Labor

2.13
TOTAL

$14.06

Assuming an average cost delivered to the mill of $13/ton of
chips, then the equivalent cost of #6 fuel oil would be about
29½₵ per gallon. This seems to be very competitive since fuel oil
delivered to this mill is presently 32c per gallon. Of course, you
must realize that wood burning furnaces are already installed and
in use. However, sawmill residue is costing this company only $6/
ton at the present time.
Another company using the whole-tree chipper concept composed
of a feller-buncher, two grapple skidders, a 75" chip harvester and
a crawler tractor harvested stands of upland hardwoods in the South.
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Stocking consisted of about 75 square feet basal area of pine and
hardwood-pine made up only 25 percent of the volume.
Transportation was not included since the chips were piled in
the woods at the deck to be transported to the mill for hog fuel
when needed. Cost of producing the chips ran from an approximate
high of $15.78/ton for 2 inch DBH trees to a low of $5.20/ton for
eight inch DBH trees with the average around $10.53 per ton.
An East coast company logging research team conducted a study
to skid merchantable pine and hardwood trees to a deck where a 22"
chip harvester was located. The skidders brought separate loads
of pine and hardwood to the chipper. The hardwood was chipped for
pulp and blown into a van; the pines were topped and bucked for
sawlogs to a length of 24 and 40 feet. The pine tops and other
residual wood was chipped and blown into a second van separating
them from the pulp hardwood chips. The stand was a mixed pine-hardwood being clear cut for regeneration. No cost or production
figures are available at this time.
Another logging residue system on the West coast that has
been effective is a small cable operation. The yarder is a threedrum system designed to carry 2,500 pound loads. A 53 horsepower
VW engine operates the system at a fuel consumption of 4% gallons
per hour. The haul back line can travel at speeds of 800 feet per
minute. The yarder is 16 feet long with an 11 foot tower. The
complete yarder weighs only 8,000 pounds. A four man crew can
produce an average of 350 pieces of tops and unmerchantable logs
in a seven hour period or about 100 tons of wood. The big advantage
of this system is the low capital outlay as compared to rubbertired skidders.
In a study by the Georgia Forestry Commission, estimates reveal
that there is 8.25 million cords available for fuel which includes
wood waste and cull timber. This represents about 48 million
barrels of oil annually. A small tree harvesting demonstration
was conducted in Georgia to illustrate the feasibility of harvesting
wood for energy. An improvement thinning was made on a stand of
overstory loblolly pine and understory sweetgum, maple, yellowpoplar and oak. The harvest of tree less than six inches DBH and
27 years old, yielded 25.3 tons per acre of wood chips. No cost
or production data was available.
Another process being studied by a pulp and paper company
uses the new Mobark 22XL chipper in the field. This chipper

i
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separates bark, twigs and vines from usable pulping chips. The
residue can be collected in a separate container to be used for
fuel.
Fuel plantations have been considered by several forest
industries but to date little work has been done to determine
their feasibility.
Forest based residues seem to be most promising as a supply of
fiber for fuel. Whole-tree chipping is at the present time the
most economical method of processing this fiber in the woods. One
of the major benefits of utilizing logging residue is to clean and
prepare the site for regeneration. As fossil fuels become more
scarce and increase in price, fiber for fuel will become more
promising.

DISCUSSION
Question:

What is your impression of the price that mills can
afford to pay for fuel chips?

Answer:

I have no idea. Would anyone know the answer to that?
Some mills are buying chips at 6 dollars per ton which
then cost a total of 13 dollars a ton at the mill.

FUTURE TRENDS AND RESEARCH IN TIMBER HARVESTING

T.A. Walbridge and W.B. Stuart
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia

INTRODUCTION
My subject will hopefully be an appropriate wrap-up to the
opportunities for energy from the Southern forest and how these
opportunities will affect harvesting and research needs.
An often repeated truism for Southern industry personnel is
that the only constant in this business of intensive forest
management is change. And change is what we have been hearing
since the opening of this Symposium. I wonder if any of us have
really grasped the magnitude of the changes we have been
hearing.
The very idea of seizing energy from Southern forests while
continuing to supply society with its product needs is staggering,
and, in my opinion, will result in the most dramatic changes we
can envision in all of our industrial operations. The research
and development of timber harvesting methods and equipment to
provide wood biomass for fuel as well as traditional forest products
will tax the ingenuity of equipment designers, harvesting personnel
and researchers alike.
At present it appears that our greatest opportunities lie in
the harvesting, transport, storage and processing of three
relatively distinct and somewhat different types of above-ground
woody biomass. These are:
1. Logging residues
2. Cull or low-grade stands
3. Thinnings

The authors are Professor of Timber Harvesting and Research
Associate, respectively in the School of Forestry and Wildlife
Management. This paper was presented by T.A. Walbridge.
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In the future, energy plantations will be developed to capture
the total biomass
woody material from root tip to needle or leaf
tip. Since such plantations will probably utilize arable land and
agricultural harvesting technology (which will require a great deal
of additional research in all areas of forest management and
engineering), it is a topic which can be left for other symposiums.
So let us return to our present sources.
THINNING AND CULL OR LOW-GRADE STANDS
The production of above-ground biomass from thinnings, cull or
low-grade energy stands appears to pose no serious problems
regarding harvesting machines or systems. This technology is in
place and can be applied immediately if the price of the material
can produce an adequate margin for profit. Other approaches, such
as those presented by Peter Koch, are being carried on. This work
In all probability, indicate additional research which wil
be necessary to solve these problems.
LOGGING RESIDUES
This leads us to the major opportunity with immediate poten
tial
the harvesting, transportation, storage and processing of
logging residues for energy production.
As foresters, most of us are aware of the volume of logging
residues (primarily limbs, tops and foliage and non-merchantable
trees) which could be used for fuel. Commonly accepted figures in
the South for forest products utilization of the above-ground
biomass are about 50 percent for hardwoods, and about 75 percent for
the more intensively utilized pines.
At present, the technology for full tree chipping is about the
only way to maximally utilize the potential biomass. Properly
applied, chipping is efficient, and economical. It leaves the site
in excellent condition for conversion to agriculture or improved
forest crops, and permits the harvesting of non-industrial forest
land which would normally be unavailable.
But in spite of these advantages, whole-tree chipping has not
been the panacea it was heralded to be. Principal constraints to
its adoption have been initial system cost, tract size, transportation
logistics and the need to separate products in order to be economical.
In light of present Southern ownership patterns, tract sizes, and
products values, these are formidable constraints. Therefore, we
must look for additional ways to capture logging residue biomass.
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Additional research is needed now - today. First, we must
refine methods of determining the amount of biomass which will be
generated during harvest, and second, we must determine which
machines and systems can be adapted to recover this biomass during
harvest and what new machines will be needed to recover the residues
after harvesting (perhaps a totally different operation).
One unique alternative for whole-tree chipping has been advanced
by W.B. Stuart. The approach is to bale logging residues. Exper
imentation with baling began in 1976 with the application of a
McCormick A haybaler resurrected from a patch of weeds and honey
suckle. The baler was stripped of non-essential components and
fitted with a hydraulic ram in place of the pitman arm. Hydraulic
power is fed from the loader grapple supply hoses. Tops and
branches are fed into the machine. The baler knife produces
sufficient force under test condition to shear 4-inch white oak
limbs. The machine compresses and wraps the limbs into bales,
similar to bales of hay.
Based on this successful experimentation^ further analysis of
the potential of baling was made by D. Jolley using simulation
methods. He evaluated in woods baling, transport of bales and
utilization of baled material for fuel. Pertinent to this discus
sion were his comparisons of (1) a conventional shortwood system,
which produced pulpwood and sawlogs, (2) a conventional whole-tree
chipping system, and (3) a shortwood system which produced products
and baled logging residues. An upland hardwood stand was compared
with a pine plantation.
All in-woods comparisons were made using the Harvesting System
Simulator, which is a portion of the Harvesting Analysis Technique
developed by the American Pulpwood Association's Harvesting
Research Project. From the simulations of the three systems on the
upland hardwood stand, it was concluded that:
1. A residue baler on the landing, of a shortwood system
producing pulpwood and sawlogs, could profitably
produce bales of logging residues for fuel.

—
Jolley, D. (1977). Analysis of the Baling Concept for
Increased Fiber Recovery on Harvested Forest Sites. M.S. thesis,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
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2. Such a system could recover 98 percent of the above
ground wood biomass (In this case the stand ran 7
trees per cord and 1,492 cu. ft. of residues per
acre).
3. Assuming an initial cost of the baler of $ 40,000, the
break-even production would be 116 cords per week, and
the payback period would be 23 weeks.
4. In this stand, the baler equipped system is superior
to the other two systems in terms of costs and profit.
The simulation on the pine plantation shows the following results:
1. The baling system was affected by small timber
sizes and low reside volume per acre. (In this
case the stand ran 21 trees per cord and 808 cu.
ft. of residues per acre).
2. Under these conditions a profit could not be made
with any of the systems compared, though loses
were less with the baling system.
3. Although baling appeared inefficient in this plan
tation for a shortwood system, the potential of
baling as a separate enterprise appeared economical.
Based on these analyses, Jolley recommended: (1) production of
a prototype baler, (2) further exploration of the potential of
baled material for fuel and fiber, (3) evaluation of existing plant
facilities and new facilities needed to separate, sort and process
baled material, (4) determination of the best binding material for
bales, and (5) research into the potential of baling thinning.
Further consideration of his work suggests four harvesting
system applications:
1. Full-tree skidding with baling of the residues at the
landing.
2. In-woods baling of pine logging residues created when
trees are delimbed with gate or grid delimbers.
3. In-woods baling of hardwood logging residues at
limbing stations just outside the landing.
4. In-woods baling of both pine and hardwood logging
residues resulting from feller-buncher piles, or
individual trees too large for the feller-buncher.
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The baling approach is dramatically different from Peter Koch's,
but the end goal is the same, that is, to recover logging residues,
cull or unmerchantable trees.
As we get further into the problem, other ideas and alterna
tives will be advanced; but the major changes in the design of
new harvesting machines and systems, and the research needed to
bring them on line, will be the requirement to produce wood biomass
for energy during harvesting or immediately thereafter.
What are future possibilities? One possibility would be
systems that produce biomass for fuel, fiber, and forest products
through the production of chips, bales, or hogged material. Regard
less of the biomass form, these systems will harvest all of the
above-ground and possibly the total biomass of the stand in a
one-pass operation.
Other possibilities would be the recovery of biomass after
harvesting of the traditional product. This could be completely
independent of harvesting operations and might well be the first
step in site preparation.
And perhaps the ultimate system might
be one which delivered full trees, or even complete trees, to
remote processing facilities where all parts of the tree would be
utilized to its highest product value. Experimentation is
already taking place — an idea replete with challenge.
In conclusion, given the need for energy and for traditional
forest products, we are about to witness a new era of intensive
forest management in the South which will dramatically alter many
of our present practices. New ideas are now on the designing
boards for methods to harvest, transport, store and process
biomass. Research of the highest order will be required in nearly
every facet of our profession. In turn, this research will
ultimately produce trends in harvesting beyond our present vision.
The South will be the Nation's showcase for forest management and
become our Nation's woodbasket.

